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ABSTRACT
With the deregulation of electricity markets, electricity prices exhibit extreme
volatilities including unexpected and abrupt spikes depicting variabilities in network
conditions. These spikes may result into serious financial risks for a utility who want
to buy electricity from a spot market and sell it to customers at a fixed price. In
addition, electricity demand is becoming more uncertain due to rapid population
growth, fast economic development and changes in climatic conditions. Due to high
uncertainty and inelasticity in demand, generators with high marginal cost need to be
deployed. In such case, accurate forecasts of demand and price are necessary for
economic operation of a power system. Conventional methods on demand and price
forecasting such as regression analysis and artificial neural networks exhibit
drawbacks, especially with high variabilities in demand and price. Accordingly,
novel forecasting tools need to be devised for accurate prediction of demand and
price in competitive electricity market environment. This thesis focuses on three
main interrelated subjects, which are electricity demand forecasting, electricity price
forecasting and electricity demand response, to improve decision making of market
participants and enhance the elasticity of electricity demand.
Firstly, an autoregressive based time varying (ARTV) model has been developed to
forecast the short-term electricity demand by incorporating a time varying
component to the autoregressive (AR) based model. This incorporation allows
ARTV model to adapt its coefficients with time evolution, and subsequently results
in significant performance improvement with less reliance on multiple sub models.
In addition, an investigation into the impacts of special events including variations in
time due to daylight saving and holidays on training dataset of electricity demand has
been conducted as such a consideration can result into significant improvement in
forecasting performance. Accordingly, a demand based adjustment procedure has
been proposed to cleanse the training dataset and mitigate the misleading
information. After this procedure, the robustness of the model is greatly enhanced
and the accuracy of the model is significantly improved.
Two typical correlation analyses namely Pearson correlation and Spearman
correlation have been employed to analyse the impacts of weather variables on
electricity demand. The weather variables which exhibit significant impacts on
demand are incorporated in demand forecasting model using a multi-layer moving
window approach. This approach allows each window layer to dynamically adjust its
v

size and accommodate the weather variables based on their significance so that
flexibility of the model is enhanced. With this flexibility, the forecasting horizon is
extended to one day and one week ahead using a recursive structure. This structure
allows the forecasted values to be used as inputs of the forecasting model thereby
updating the model and improving the forecasting accuracy.
Multicollinearity and backward elimination processes have been employed to select
the most appropriate variables and develop a multiple regression model for monthly
forecasting of electricity demand. The former process is employed to reduce the
collinearity between the explanatory variables by excluding the predictor which has
highly linear relationship with the other independent variables in the dataset.
Subsequently, the variables with coefficients that have a low level of significance are
removed using the backward elimination regression analysis. The elimination results
in a robust dataset which is used to build an effective demand forecasting model.
Unlike electricity demand forecasting, electricity price forecasting is more
challenging due to the occurrence of price spikes depicting system abnormalities. A
spike detection model is developed using support vector machine (SVM) technique,
wherein a variable threhold has been proposed to selectively separate spikes from the
price data. Subsequently, Fisher score has been employed to estimate the significance
of input features which are extracted from different variables in the national
electricity market of Australia. The significant features are input to the SVM model
which has an ability to reflect both nonlinear and non-saparatable characteristics of
the spikes using kernel functions. Next, a hybrid model combining a kernel
regresssion model and a wavelet based autoregressive time varying with exogenous
variable (ARXTV) model is developed to forecast electricity price.
A customer reward scheme is proposed to build an effective demand response
program. In this program, utilities continuously monitor the conditions of an
electricity market thereby detecting any electricity price spike incidents in advance.
Once spike is detected, utilities trigger a customer reward program to encourage
customers to reduce their electricity demand quantity to a certain level. This
reduction minimises the deployment of high-marginal-cost generators, which may
contribute to price spikes. As a result, spike occurrence could be prevented and
utilities’ financial risk could be minimised. Moreover, customers could earn benefits
from incentive payment if they participate in the proposed program. The proposed
vi

scheme could successfully help utilities to minimise their losses and help customers
to maximise their profits with a little (or no) sacrifice of their comforts.
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CHAPTER 1.
1.1

INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem

The continuing development of population and advancement of technology
contributed significantly to historical change of electricity demand all over the world.
Also, extreme climatic conditions such as tremendously cold or hot weather may lead
to occurrence of abnormal high peak demand due to upsurge of heating and cooling
requirements. As a result, electricity demand experiences inherent uncertainty with
undefined variation. The uncertainty of demand may cause significant mismatch
between demand and generation thus seriously impacts the security of the power
system. As a consequence, it is essential to reduce the uncertainty of electricity
demand so that required generation can be prepared appropriately to balance the
demand, and power system can be maintained healthily. To reduce the uncertainty of
demand, effective electricity forecasting models should be developed. Although huge
effort has been dedicated on demand forecasting with various models has been
developed in the literature, gaps and difficulties still exist in this topic to improve the
forecasting models and reduce the load uncertainty further.
With the deregulation of electricity market, electricity spot price exhibits extreme
volatility with the presence of high abnormal variation, including unexpected and
abrupt spikes. These spikes may cause serious financial risk to utility that buy
electricity from a spot market and sell it to customers at a fixed price in a retail
market. In addition, electricity price spikes can lead to more hesitation in power
network investment and dramatic reduction in market efficiency. Dealing with spikes
is challenging because spikes data is limited and it only contributes a small
percentage to the price dataset. Furthermore, the separation of spikes from normal
price is much dependent on a given threshold, which is normally selected by the
users. In the literature, several works have been focused on spike detection, but the
outcome accuracy was not sufficient. An effective detection model should be
developed to detect spikes more accurately thus the efficiency of market operation
can be improved.
Spot electricity price has strong and direct impacts on the profits of market
participants. If utilities are able to estimate the spot price in one day ahead of trading
market with a reasonable accuracy, they can adapt their bidding strategies by
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changing the energy production schedule for maximising their own profits. However,
spot price inherits great uncertainty because it contains not only random, abrupt
spikes but also the seasonal variation components, which depend enormously on
various market situations and power network conditions. Consequently, forecasting
spot price is essential for market participants to maximise their own profit in a
competitive spot market. While several studies have been dedicated on price
forecasting in the literature, the accuracy of forecasting results may not be adequate
because treating spikes and seasonal components have not been handled well. A
model is necessary to build that can forecast price with consideration of spikes as
well as seasonal variation.
In the literature, energy sector has been reported to be one of the major contributions
to the increased atmospheric greenhouse gas concentration which is one of the major
responsible factors for global warming and climate change. Global warming and
climate change lead to an increasing number and higher level of severity of disaster
events such as draught, flooding, etc. These events have significant impacts on the
human civilisation with severe effect on social development, thus mitigating the
climate change events becomes pivot governmental and social awareness. To reduce
the greenhouse gas, there is strong requirement from energy sector to replace
traditional fossil fuelled generation to renewable energy resources.
The strong integration of renewable generation such as wind power introduces more
uncertainty to electricity market because wind energy is an intermittent energy
resource. With sudden reduction of wind generation, there would be higher chance of
mismatch between generation and load. In order to fulfil this gap, high marginal cost
generators have to be deployed. These generators usually use the fossil fuel such as
gas or diesel which is expensive and unfriendly to environment, thus they may
contribute to higher electricity bills and more damage to environment. Furthermore,
when peak demand is coincident with interruption of renewable energy sources, the
power security may be impacted with occurrence of blackout.
In order to tackle the above-mentioned issues, elasticity of demand should be
improved. When demand can be adapted to cope with short fall of generation, the
balance of the system can be maintained healthily, and market can be operated
efficiently. The elasticity of demand can be improved using demand response
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program via various incentive schemes which have been widely proposed in the
literature. However, the application of demand response programs at residential load
level is limited. It is noted that residential load contributes to majority of the total
demand, and they mainly cause to occurrence of peak load in the evening.
Consequently, an effective scheme should be developed to gain more attention and
participation of residential load so the effectiveness in demand response program can
be improved.
1.2

Research Objectives

The main goals of the work presented in this thesis are to tackle the market operation
efficiency with consideration of uncertainty introduced by electricity demand
variation and electricity price volatility. Also, a demand response program is
proposed to enhance the elasticity of electricity demand, thus improve the electricity
market conditions. The aims of this thesis are achieved through:
 Analysing historical data of electricity demand, and then use these
information to build an effective model to forecast demand in half-hourly
ahead with consideration of special events such as daylight saving and
holidays. The successful demand forecasting model would help effectively
reduce demand uncertainty in market operation.
 Investigating the impacts of exogenous variables such as temperature and
humidity on the electricity demand and incorporating these variables to the
time varying model to improve the performance of the forecasting model.
 Modelling the demand in medium term period with consideration of the
impact of exogenous variables such as weather and economic variables on
demand, and build a robust demand forecasting model for medium term,
which can help in system planning and maintenance services.
 Analysing the volatility of price data, focusing on the abnormal variation of
spikes, and build a model to detect spikes in electricity price. This helps to
advise market participants about the abnormal variation of electricity price
which can have strong impacts on their profit.
 Modelling the electricity price based on the market operation to provide a
guideline for participants to maximise their benefits, and for the system
operator to produce appropriate strategy in market operation.
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 Developing a demand response program, which helps to enhance the
elasticity of electricity demand. This will benefit both utilities and customers
when they can avoid the spike in market. Also, it increases competitiveness in
electricity market and improve the efficiency of market operation.
1.3

Methodology

With the above objectives, we propose different strategies to tackle them one by one.
To build an effective demand forecasting model, historical demand data has been
analysed thoroughly, using time series analysis technique. It has been found that the
demand is strongly dependent on historical data at some specific lags. To consider
those lags, an autoregressive model is developed. Further investigation of those lags
has shown that the connection between demand and its lags may change dependency
on time-intervals. To represent this change, a time varying component is
incorporated into the autoregressive model resulting in an autoregressive based time
varying (ARTV) model. Furthermore, it has been found from the time series analysis
that the demand may be strongly influenced by special events such as holidays and
daylight saving incidents. As a result, a demand based adjustment algorithm is
proposed to mitigate the impacts of those incidents.
Weather variables have been reported in the literature to have strong influences on
electricity demand. In order to evaluate the impacts of weather variables on
electricity demand, correlation analysis has been conducted. It has been observed
from this analysis that the impacts of weather variables are not static but dynamic.
Consequently, a multi-layer moving window is developed to incorporate this
dynamic impact of weather variables. Each layer of the window can represent a
weather variable effectively because the individual layer can adjust the size based on
significance of each weather variable. At the same time, a recursive structure has
been employed to extend the forecasting ability of the model from inter-hourly to one
day and one week ahead.
Considering the horizon of forecast to several months ahead, the demand may be
dependent on various exogenous variables such as economic growth, gross domestic
product (GDP), etc. To accommodate these variables, a multiple regression model is
employed. For building the multiple regression forecasting model, appropriate
variables are needed to be included in the model. The consideration of some
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variables and the non-consideration of others can obviously affect the precision of
the model and influence the accuracy of results. Consequently, a novel combinatorial
method using multicollinearity analysis and backward elimination regression
analysis are proposed to select the optimised set of variables for an electricity
demand forecasting model. Furthermore, a balance point temperature concept and
average degree days haves been employed to represent the impacts of temperature on
demand in the model.
Unlike electricity demand, electricity price exhibits strong volatility with occurrence
of extremely high prices or spikes. Successfully detecting those spikes would
contribute significantly to the accuracy of price forecast. Consequently, a multifeature based support vector machine is proposed to detect spikes. Since the spike
detection process is strongly dependent on the spike separation, a variable threshold,
which is estimated using moving window average and standard deviation, has been
proposed to separate spikes properly. At the same time, Fisher score is employed to
select the appropriate features to the detection model.
Since electricity price can be divided into normal price and spikes, an effective price
forecasting model would consider both of these components. As a result, a hybrid
model has been developed to forecast price in two main stages. In the first stage, a
kernel regression model is employed to estimate the spike values when they are
detected from the detection model. In the second stage, the normal price is forecasted
using autoregressive time varying model with exogenous variable (ARXTV model).
To improve the forecasting ability of ARXTV model, wavelet technique has been
employed to filter and reduce the variation of price in training process. Also, mutual
information is employed to select appropriate input variables of this model.
Finally, a customer reward scheme is proposed for developing an effective demand
response program. An optimisation problem has been formulated to minimise the
losses of utilities based on changing the incentive price offered to the customers.
Linear approach is employed to solve the problem and the optimum incentive price is
determined at the point where utility loss is at minimum level. Furthermore, two
typical customers’ response scenarios which are linear response and restricted
response are employed to investigate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme.
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1.4

Outline of The Thesis

The thesis is organised as follows:
Chapter 2: A comprehensive review regarding demand forecasting, price
forecasting and demand response program is presented. Also, the corresponding
technical challenges are highlighted, and research objectives and methodologies are
formulated.
Chapter 3: An autoregressive based time varying (ARTV) model is developed to
forecast the short-term electricity demand by incorporating a time varying
component to the autoregressive (AR) based model. This incorporation allows
ARTV model to adapt its coefficients with time evolution, and subsequently results
in significant performance improvement without the reliance on many sub-models. In
addition, a demand based adjustment procedure is conducted to cleanse the training
dataset and mitigate the misleading information due to impacts of special events
including daylight saving and holiday on training dataset.
Chapter 4: Two typical correlation analyses which are Pearson correlation and
Spearman correlation are employed to analyse the impacts of weather variables on
electricity demand. Also, a multi-layer moving window approach is used to
incorporate the weather variables in electricity demand forecasting model.
Furthermore, a recursive structure is employed to forecast the demand in one day and
one week ahead. This structure allows the forecasted value to be used as inputs of the
forecasting model thus updates the model consecutively, and improves the final
forecasting results.
Chapter 5: Multicollinearity and backward elimination processes are employed to
select the most appropriate variables and develop a multiple regression model for
monthly forecasting of electricity demand. The former process is employed to reduce
the collinearity between the explanatory variables by excluding the predictor which
has highly linear relationship with the other independent variables in the dataset. In
the next step, involving backward elimination regression analysis, the variables with
coefficients that have a low level of significance are removed. The elimination
results in a robust dataset which was used to build an effective forecasting model to
forecast monthly electricity demand.
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Chapter 6: A spike detection model is developed using support vector machine
(SVM) technique in two main steps. In the first step, a variable threhold is proposed
based on the weighted sliding window average and adjusted standard deviation to
properly and selectively separate the spikes from price data. In the second step,
Fisher score is employed to estimate the significance of input features which are
extracted from different varaibles in the market. The significant features are input to
an SVM model which has the ability to reflect both nonlinear and non-saparatable
characteristics of the spikes using kernel functions. As a result, spikes are detected
successfully with high accuracy at low false alarm level.
Chapter 7: A hybrid model is developed to forecast electricity price in two stages. In
the first stage, the values of spikes are estimated using a multi-feature based kernel
regresssion model. This model has ability to address the nonlinear relationship
between price spikes and other attributes which are selected from different avaialable
variables in the market using mutual information. In the second stage, normal
electricity prices are forecasted using a wavelet based autoregressive time varying
with exogenous variable (ARXTV) model. The wavelet technique effectively
decomposes the training data into orthogonal components and thus creates robust
forecasting inputs for the ARXTV model. The forecasting results from this model is
then combined with spike estimation to form the final price forecasting result. It has
been proven that the proposed hybrid method can successfully forecast spike as well
as normal price values with high accuracy.
Chapter 8: A customer reward scheme is proposed for building an effective demand
response program. In this program, utilities announce a reward scheme with an
incentive price to encourage customers to reduce their electricity demand quantity to
a certain level. An optimisation problem is formulated to minimise the losses of
utilities based on changing the incentive price offered to the customers. Linear
approach is employed to solve the problem and the optimum incentive price is
determined at the point where utility loss is at minimum level. Furthermore, it is
revealed that customers’ response has strong impacts on the optimisation process of
the proposed scheme. Consequently, two typical customers’ response scenarios
which are linear response and restricted response are investigated. It is found that
with higher sensitivity level, the optimum incentive price is lower, and the utility loss
becomes lower as well.
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Chapter 9: Concluding remarks and some recommendations for future research are
presented.
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CHAPTER 2.
2.1

LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction

This chapter presents a comprehensive review of the established theories and
developed methodologies associated with three interrelated topics which are
electricity demand forecasting, electricity price forecasting and demand response
program. The chapter is organised as follows. Section 2.2 reviews the current
methodologies in the literature for demand forecasting and determines the research
gaps in development of demand forecasting model. Section 2.3 presents the
development of spike detection models and price forecasting models and specify the
possible direction for enhancing the price forecasting performance. Section 2.4
discusses the demand response programs in the literature and identifies the research
gap for an effective demand response based on customer reward scheme. Section 2.5
summarises the chapter with some concluding remarks.
2.2

Electricity Demand Forecasting

Electricity demand forecasting is the art in managing the electricity power system. In
this section the overview of demand forecast is presented, and the typical models
which can be used to effectively forecast demand are reviewed. Furthermore,
research gaps are identified and briefly discussed.
2.2.1

Definition and importance of demand forecasting

2.2.1.1 Definition of demand forecasting
Forecasting is the process of making predictions of the future based on knowledge
about past and present data. Electric demand forecasting (or demand forecasting) is
estimating the future demand using historical data and network information. In the
literature, demand forecasting is used interchangeably with load forecasting or
electricity load forecasting. The forecasting task is usually aimed at estimating
electricity demand (in kW) or energy (in kWh) over the different periods of the
planning horizon. Typical forecasting periods can be divided into short-, mediumand long-term forecasts [1]. While the short-term forecast focuses on a time range
from few hours to few weeks ahead, the medium-term forecast deals with a time
period from few weeks to few months ahead. The long-term forecast typically ranges
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from 5 to 25 years ahead. The forecasting horizon may affect the model selection
process.
Demand forecasting may include the forecasting of individual load types (e.g.,
industrial, commercial or residential demand) or the cumulative demand (i.e.,
including all individual types of load). It is noted in [2] that each type of load inherits
distinctive variations, and follows different patterns. For example, while the
residential load has strong daily pattern, the commercial load may change with
seasons each year. These patterns strongly influence the training process and
determination of parameters of the forecasting model. Consequently, to improve the
performance of the model, specific model should be developed for a specific type of
load [2].
2.2.1.2 Importance of demand forecasting
Demand forecasting is crucial in electricity network operation as it can provide
critical information for not only maintaining the balance between load and
generation, but also planning the expansion of power grids. While over-forecast may
lead to starting-up unnecessary power generators to fulfil the commitment, underforecast could lead to purchases of expensive power from peaking power plants due
to lack of time for preparation of low-cost generating units. Consequently, more
accurate forecast of electricity demand can help to harvest the generation
economically and gain more benefit in operating the power system [3]. In addition,
with the trend of energy internet development, demand forecasting is an essential
part in building the business model to maximise the profit and efficiency of the
network [4]. As a result, it is necessary to obtain and analyse the user patterns and
prepare requisite generation for the peak demand. Furthermore, reliability and quality
of the power supply are enhanced significantly with the credibility of demand
forecasting. In other words, with an accurate demand prediction, the generation can
be scheduled to meet demand in tough occasions, so unexpected and precarious load
shedding events can be limited and avoided effectively.
Demand forecasting with large inrush of uncertain renewable energy resources is
challenging and thorough consideration of all the associated factors related to
determining net electricity demand is needed. It is reported in [5] that large
penetration of solar PV resources leads to major changes in daily demand pattern.
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More specifically, the reverse feed-in from distributed PVs results in the formation of
a ‘duck-curve’ which can pose challenges in ramping (up and down) generating
resources with significant variations in the net demand at noon when the solar PV
generation is at peak and late afternoon when the solar PV outcome is less. The
traditional forecasting methods which do not consider time-stamped demand and
weather variables may encounter difficulties in dealing with this issue. Consequently,
it is essential to include these elements into the forecasting model to develop a robust
model thereby increasing the accuracy of the forecast.
2.2.2

Demand forecasting models

2.2.2.1 Classical forecasting approaches
Recently, a considerable literature has been dedicated around the theme of demand
forecasting [6], [7], and numerous models and techniques have been employed for
forecasting the load in short timeframes [8]. These techniques can be categorised as
either classical statistical models or machine learning models. While the former has
advantages in transparent interpretation, the machine learning models have strength
in the ability to model nonlinearities.
A typical representative of machine learning is neural network, which was used in
[9] to forecast the load thanks to its ability to model the nonlinear components. In
this paper, the neural network model is trained using the deviation of load and similar
day data, which are selected using the weighted Euclidean norm. To boost the
performance of neural network model, wavelet technique was employed in [10], [11]
for components decomposition of the input variables. The decomposed components
are orthogonal, and they help to provide more supportive information to neural
network and accordingly increase the performance of the forecasting model. In
addition, the authors in [12] used the neural network in combination with fuzzy
function, while the authors in [13] employed particle swarm optimisation algorithm
to select the neural network parameters. Recently, multiple neural networks have
been combined in [14] and [15] to tackle the demand forecast, as the combined
model helps reduce uncertainty in the forecasting results. However, the neural
networks can be considered as a black box in the training process, so the
interpretability of the model parameters may be limited. Also, if the parameters of
the networks are not properly selected, the obtained model may not be stable [16].
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Unlike neural network models, the statistical models are transparent so they are more
interpretable. The representatives of the statistical models include regression model
and Box-Jenkin models. The regression model was used in [17] to forecast the
electricity demand due to its simplicity. In order to improve the forecasting
performance, the regression model in [18] was used to model the trend only, and this
result was incorporated with the seasonal components from seasonal exponential
method to obtain the forecasting results. The functional regression model was
developed in [19] using the epi-splines function, which helps capture the nonweather dependent load pattern in the forecasting model, while principle component
analysis technique was used in [20] to help extract more information from the input
variables of the model. Other techniques such as Kalman filter [21], [22] and support
vector machine [23], [24] were demonstrated to help improve the forecasting results.
2.2.2.2 Autoregressive based time varying model
Among statistical methods, autoregressive (AR) model can be used to forecast the
demand in short term period effectively [25]. This model is one type of Box-Jenkins
models [26], and it can be extended to autoregressive moving average (ARMA)
model, which helps to improve the ability in capturing the characteristics of the
demand [27]. With regard to ARMA models, the integration part can be included to
create a model that can deal with the datasets which are non-stationary [28], [29]. In
addition, the seasonality can be included into the ARMA based model to capture the
seasonal variations of the electricity demand in a seasonal autoregressive integrated
moving average (SARIMA) model [30]. These models are all autoregressive-based
static models, whose coefficients are fixed at pre-set values. The fixed-coefficients
may constrain the flexibility of the model since adaptability with the evolution of the
system is missing. As a result, the model’s performance may be not as good as
expected when comparing with other forecasting models [31], [32]. In order to
improve the performance of the AR based model, multiple ARMA models have been
proposed in [33]. In this paper, the authors have built different ARMA models to
forecast load on weekdays and weekends. The coefficients of each ARMA model are
then updated with the error learning weight in each forecasting step. This technique
helps improve the forecasting ability of the ARMA model but this development may
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increase the complexity of the model since many sub-models need to be built to track
the demand for different hours [34] and different seasons [35].
In the proposed research study, an autoregressive based time varying (ARTV) model
is developed to forecast electricity demand in short term period. In this model, the
associated coefficients are updated at a pre-set time interval following a pre-defined
time varying function. This function result in the increased flexibility of the
coefficients in different seasons, and finally leads to further improvement in model
performance without reliance on many sub-models. Also, in this study, a demand
based adjustment procedure is proposed to mitigate the inherent abnormalities in
electricity demand data related to the influences of daylight saving and holidays. This
mitigation process contributes significantly to the accuracy improvement and
robustness enhancement of the forecasting model. The detail of model development
and result discussion are presented in Chapter 3 and published in [36].
2.2.2.3 Multi-layer moving window model
Numerous studies in the literature have highlighted the influences of climatic
variables on electricity demand [37], [38]. Authors in [39] have illustrated that the
global warming can result up to 6% additional demand consumption per annum in
Greece. In [40], the authors have showed that the change in peak electricity demand
in Thailand may be increased by more than 15% at the end of the century. Although
the effect of temperature on electricity demand is considered in [39] and [40], the
authors in [41] have highlighted that the other climatic variables such as relative
humidity and wind speed also have strong influence on electricity consumption. In
[42], different dependent patterns of electricity demand on climatic variables in
different seasons in the state of New South Wales (NSW), Australia are represented
in four different regression models. It is shown that the per capita demand for NSW
can rise 6.14% in summer season and 11.3% in the spring season, but decrease by
4.11% and 0.45% in winter and autumn seasons respectively by the end of 21th
century. In [43], the authors reported that the sensitivity of climate change to
electricity demand is different for four big cities of Australia where 7°C rise in
temperature may cause 1.5% yearly average demand growth in Sydney and
Melbourne, and 10% to 28% growth in yearly average demand of Brisbane and
Adelaide. In [44], the authors revealed that 1°C rise in temperature will result into
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1.4% drop in yearly average electricity demand; however 1°C decrease in
temperature will result into 1.6% increase in yearly average electricity demand in
New Zealand. In [45], the authors indicated that the residential cooling demand is
strongly impacted by the change in climatic variables especially, temperature in
USA. Also, it is found that 20% increase in cooling degree days (CDD) will lead to
1%-9% increase in total residential electricity demand and 20% to 60% rise in
residential AC electricity energy consumption. In [46], the authors estimated that a
1.5°C increase in temperature would increase total net expenditure by 4% for the
state of California by the year 2100 due to increased cooling and decreased heating
demands.
Due to strong influence of weather variables on electricity demand, it is necessary to
incorporate weather variables in the demand forecasting model thereby improving
the forecasting performance. In [19], temperature is included into a demand
forecasting model using an epi-splines function. This function represents the
relationship between demand and temperature by classifying temperature in each
season into three different levels (i.e., low, middle and high) thus helps capture the
non-weather dependent load pattern in the forecasting model. In [47], weather
variables such as temperature and humidity are incorporated in demand forecasting
model as exogenous variables using two models which are linear autoregressive
model with exogenous variables (ARX) and nonlinear autoregressive model with
exogenous variables (NARX). In [48], the authors used multiple linear regression
(MLR) model to account for the influence of temperature on electricity demand. This
model represented the heat build-up effect which was due to absorption and storing
temperature in building and surrounding environments, thus improving the demand
forecasting performance. In [49], temperature is included into the demand
forecasting model using kernel-based support vector quantile regression and Copula
theory, which can improve the ability to estimate the probability density of the
forecasting load in short-term period significantly. In [50], the authors reported that
the weather variables such as temperature can be employed to determine the load
shape of demand which then can be used to forecast the day ahead load effectively.
In the above-mentioned models, the incorporation of weather variables in the
forecasting model is static; however the impacts of temperature on demand may be
dynamic. Consequently, if a dynamic inclusion of the weather variable is considered,
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it will result in more effective demand forecasting model. For example, an ARX
based moving window model is used in [51] to accommodate weather variables in
demand forecasting. It is shown in [51] that the obtained model exhibits high
accuracy for load forecasting in short-term period. This performance is
predominantly due to the hourly variation of coefficients of different sub-models. In
other words, the dynamic variation of coefficients of different sub-models helps to
improve the performance of the forecasting model considerably.
In this research study, a multi-layer moving window approach is used to incorporate
the weather variables in electricity demand forecasting model. The size of the layers
is adjustable to accommodate the weather variables based on their significance. This
creates more flexibility and dynamicity thereby improving performance of the model
significantly. Furthermore, a recursive structure is employed to forecast the demand
one day and one week ahead. This structure allows the forecasted values to be reused
as inputs thus updating the model consecutively and improving the overall
forecasting results. The details of model development, results and discussion are
presented in Chapter 4.
2.2.2.4 Selection of input variables for a multiple regression model
It was reported in the literature that regression model can effectively forecast the
demand in few months ahead. For example, in [1], multiple linear regression
approach is employed to forecast the electricity demand in medium-term period
which ranges from several months to several years. In this timeframe, multiple
regression model performs comparatively better than the commonly used models
such as artificial neural network (ANN), Socioeconomic (S-E), and Box and Jenkins
(B&J) models as reported in [52].
For building the multiple regression forecasting model, appropriate variables are
needed to be included in the model [1], [53]. The consideration of some variables
and the non-consideration of others can obviously affect the precision of the model
and influence the accuracy of results. The authors in [54] have stated that the
temperature, wind speed, relative humidity, and cloud cover are important to the
changes of electricity consumption in Italy. In [41], it is reported that temperature,
relative humidity, and wind speed are the key variables for analysing the sensitivity
of electricity and gas consumption in USA. The authors in [55] have restated the
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importance of these variables by building electricity demand models using five
specific variables namely cooling degree days (CDD), heating degree days (HDD),
humidity, wind speed and the enthalpy latent days (ELD) for different States of USA.
In [52], on the other hand, it has been asserted that the crucial variables for building
electricity demand forecasting models for England and Wales are not only
temperature, humidity, and wind speed but also the sunshine hours, rainfall, and the
GDP. The impacts of energy prices, daylight hours, trend variables, and temperature
on electricity demand for residential and commercial sectors in the State of
Maryland, USA have been highlighted in [56]. In [39], it has been advocated that the
electricity demand in Greece depends not only on the temperature but also on
population, GDP, energy intensity, and monthly seasonality of the electricity
demand. Different customers have been considered to contribute to different
consumption profiles between local areas in Denmark [57]. The authors in [58] have
reported that the holiday period is one of the driving factors for forecasting the
electricity demand in Japan besides HDD, CDD, and relative humidity. The authors
in [59] have claimed that the variables such as GDP, population, import, export and
employment are important for forecasting demand of Turkey. These variables are
employed to form different datasets feeding into 4 different models to forecast the
demand. The results show that the model, which includes only four variables namely
GDP, population, import, and export outperformed the other 3 models. It is noted
that the same variables have been used in [60] to forecast the future demand of
Turkey. In most of the studies reported in literature, the selection of independent
variables has mainly been driven by the choice of the respective researchers and
therefore it does not guarantee that the preferred set of variables is the best one. In
addition, use of fewer variables makes the model weak while the use of numerous
variables can be computationally intensive and may lead to problems associated with
multicollinearity [61].
This research study proposes a novel combinatorial method using multicollinearity
analysis and backward elimination regression analysis to select the optimised set of
variables for an electricity demand forecasting model. First, in the multicollinearity
analysis, the redundant explanatory variables will be excluded from the independent
dataset. Subsequently, the backward elimination analysis will be adopted to remove
the insignificant variables from the model. The developed model including the
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optimised variable-set includes only the significant variables and eliminates the
redundant variables. The details of model development and obtained results and
discussion are presented in chapter 5 and published in [62].
2.3

Electricity Price Forecasting

Unlike electricity demand forecasting, electricity price forecasting is more
challenging due to the occurrence of spikes. Spikes are abnormal price and they may
cause deterioration in the price forecasting model if they are not well treated. In
addition, since the occurrence of spikes is random and irregular, it creates more
challenges to price forecasting task. In this study, a detection model is developed to
detect spikes, and the results are used to build a hybrid model for forecasting
electricity price.
2.3.1

Spikes detection

With the deregulation of electricity market, electricity price exhibits extreme
volatility with the presence of high abnormal variation including unexpected and
abrupt spikes. These price spikes create extraordinary uncertainty in market
condition [63], and may cause hesitation in market investment. Moreover, price
spikes have strong impacts on the market operation and demand management
strategies [64]. Therefore, detecting price spikes is essential in an electricity market
as it helps to reduce the risks for market participants and stimulate the market
investment. Furthermore, the decision making of the market players can be
significantly enhanced with the incorporation of an effective spike detection model
[65]. Also, it is noted that the spikes are typically eliminated from the training dataset
used for electricity price forecasting [66], [67]; thus, a reliable spike separation can
help to build a robust training dataset for effective price forecasting.
2.3.1.1 Spikes detection models
Although there are numerous research studies on electricity price forecasting [68],
limited work has been reported in the area of the price spike detection. In [69], a
price spike was considered to occur if the normal price forecasting surpasses a given
threshold. Although this is a simple and naïve method to identify spikes, the
reliability of this technique was not sufficient because the spikes had been removed
from the training dataset which was used to train the price forecasting model; as a
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consequence, the model could not capture the intrinsic trends of the spike
occurrence. In order to tackle this limitation, separate models should be built for
spike detection. In [70], a price spike was detected using probability classifier which
was developed based on naïve Bayesian classier (NBC). This model allows the
classifying probability threshold to change independently from probability of normal
price thus avoid the imbalance impacts of spike dataset. In [71], extreme learning
machine was used to detect spikes because this model could speed up its initial
convergence process by randomly choosing the input weights, thus providing the
sufficient generalisation performance at extremely fast learning speed. Authors in
[72] have stated that NBC and random forest classifier can detect spikes with high
accuracy; while the authors in [73] have reported that a copula-based model can be
used to effectively detect spikes. In order to leverage different classifying models,
the authors in [74] employed a compound classifier by combining three individual
models, which are relevance vector machine, bagged decision trees and probabilistic
neural network. However, the combination may increase the model complexity and
computational burden thereby decreasing the efficiency of the model utilisation. In
the literature, support vector machine (SVM) have been reported to be a robust and
effective classifier for spikes’ detection. This classifier could provide the detection
result with high confidence [75] thus enhance the reliability of the detection model.
SVM has been used successfully for various aspects of power system analysis with
promising results [76], [77]. Consequently, SVM is employed as a base model to
develop the advanced spikes’ detection methodology in this paper.
In spikes’ detection, spike threshold selection is crucial because it separates spikes
from normal price dataset. It is noted from all above-mentioned models that a fixed
threshold, was used to separate spikes from normal price data. While this separation
is simple and handy, it may not be appropriate since different values of fixed
threshold, as reported in [78], result in vast variations in the accuracy of the detection
model. To tackle this limitation, the authors in [79] and [80] considered different
ranges (i.e., low, medium, and high) of prices for separation processes. This
separation may not be effective because of the indistinct features between two
consecutive price levels. Also, such a separation could not capture the seasonal
variations in price. Noticing the seasonal property of price, the authors in [75]
employed three distinct thresholds for three main seasons in a year to ensure
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effective spike separation. However, this separation may not be sufficient in
capturing the alteration of price in monthly or weekly resolution.
2.3.1.2 Variable threshold and support vector machine model
In the proposed research study, a new variable threshold, which is based on a
weighted sliding window average and an adjusted standard deviation of price, is
introduced to create a robust training dataset for spikes’ detection and separate the
spikes from normal price dataset. Subsequently, a multiple feature based spike
detection model is developed to detect price spikes. The features are extracted from
significant attributes in the national electricity market (NEM) of Australia, and their
individual significance levels are evaluated using Fisher score. The extracted features
are then used as inputs to a SVM to classify the event as spikes or non-spikes. The
details of this study have been presented in Chapter 6.
2.3.2

Price forecasting models

With the deregulation of electricity market, electricity price forecasting becomes
crucially important in effective planning and efficient operation of the power system
[81]. A precise price forecast can help market participants to adjust their bidding
strategies and their own production or consumption schedule so that their profits are
maximised in day-ahead trading.
2.3.2.1 Recent development
The competitiveness of electricity market has boosted the research momentum in
recent years, and many forecasting techniques have been proposed with varying
degree of success [68]. These techniques can be divided into two main groups, which
are statistical models and machine learning models. The statistical models simulate
price using a mathematical combination of previous prices and the potential
exogenous variables such as temperature, time of day and load demand [82], while
the machine learning models are developed to learn the pattern of price from the
available data [83], [84]. It was reported in the literature that the statistical models
are more transparent and their parameters are more interpretable than the machine
learning models. One of the typical representative of statistical models is
autoregressive (AR) model which has been used in [85] to forecast the price for Nord
Pool power market. This model has ability to track the change of price with different
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seasonal components from historical data, and thus it can offer reasonably good
forecasting results. In [86], the authors argued that electricity price may have strong
dependence on electricity demand, and therefore they developed a regression model
to represent this dependence. The proposed model was then used to forecast price for
Spanish and California markets with a reasonably good accuracy. In [87], historical
data of price and demand are used in a weighted nearest neighbour model to forecast
price. This model results in the similar profile of electricity price so it may capture
some price variation from historical pattern. The performance of the above
mentioned models may be limited because these models only consider the price
series without spikes. In order to consider the volatility of price, a generalised
autoregressive conditional heteroscedastic (GARCH) model was proposed in [88].
Although the obtain results are reasonable, the performance of the model may be
limited because one single model may not be sufficient to represent the special
characteristic of price which include spikes.
2.3.2.2 Price forecasting using hybrid model
Recently, hybrid models have been employed in price forecasting study since they
can utilise different models to capture diverse characteristics of electricity price. In
[89], an autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) model was combined
with wavelet transform (WT) to forecast price. While WT successfully filtered the
price series by decomposing it into orthogonal components, ARIMA model
effectively captured the variation of these components for a useful price forecasts.
Since the forecasting result from this hybrid model is linear, the model can be
elaborated further using a radial basis function (RBF) neural network [90]. This
network can effectively describe error from the wavelet-ARIMA model, thus
incorporate the nonlinear properties of price forecast. In [91], the price series which
was filtered using WT was employed to train an adaptive network based fuzzy
inference system (ANFIS) model. At the same time, the parameters of this model
were optimised using particle swarm optimisation (PSO). As a result, the obtained
model was more robust and effective in price prediction. The above-mentioned
models may be more effective than a single model in forecasting normal electricity
price. However, they may not be able to capture the price spikes since spikes were
filtered out before training the forecasting model.
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Noticing that the electricity price contains two main features which are the normal
price and spike price, it would be efficient to divide the forecasting model into two
different sub-models to forecast these prices separately. In this research study, a
hybrid model is developed to forecast electricity price in two main stages. In the first
stage, normal price is forecasted using an autoregressive based time varying model
with exogenous variable (ARXTV) model, which has been developed to forecast
electricity demand. While this model can forecast normal price effectively, it is
limited in tracking spikes because spikes have been clipped in the training dataset
which were used to train the model. This limitation can be tackled using kernel
regression (KR) model in the second stage. The KR model is developed to estimate
the spike value only, so it can offer the estimation with high accuracy. Consequently,
the combination between ARXTV and KR models helps improve the overall price
forecasting performance significantly. The details of model developments and results
are presented in chapter 7.
2.4

Demand Response Program

Demand respond (DR) program is designed to encourage electric customers to
change the demand pattern to better match with the energy offers from power supply.
According to Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, DR is defined as [92]:
“Changes in electric usage by end-use customers from their normal consumption
patterns in response to changes in the price of electricity over time, or to incentive
payments designed to induce lower electricity use at times of high wholesale market
prices or when system reliability is jeopardized.”
Electric power system is operated based on a strict, simultaneous balance between
demand and generation. To match peak demand following seasonal and daily
fluctuations, and to ensure reliable operation of the electric power system, a
substantial number of high marginal cost generators are upheld to serve the requisite
demand in a short term period [93]. Also, in order to serve short term peak load, huge
investments need to be made in transmission and distribution networks [94]. This
utilisation of assets contributes to one of the biggest portions of the electricity price.
In addition, generators serving peak load demand may use fossil fuels such as gas
and diesel as primary energy sources, which may be detrimental to the environment.
Furthermore, with constraints related to intermittency and uncertainty of generation,
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peak demand may surpass the capacity of all available power plants together, and
this may influence the security of power system. In order to tackle these issues,
demand response (DR) program can be considered as an effective solution [95]. DR
can offer not only a cost-effective alternative to meet the peak and/or occasional
demand spikes but also a mean to avoid system emergencies.
Recently, numerous research studies have been carried out on the applicability of DR
schemes [96], [97]. In general, DR can be categorised into time-based DR and
incentive-based DR [98]. Time-based DR refers to reduction in customer demand for
price rise signals [99], and it includes two strategies which are time of use (TOU)
pricing [100] and real-time pricing [101]. In the TOU scheme, electricity price is set
to be significantly higher during peak periods thereby motivating the consumers to
shift the demand from a peak period to off-peak period. The shifting process can be
optimised using various methods such as heuristic approach [102], stochastic security
constrained unit commitment method [103], or game theory [104]. These
optimisation algorithms help to shift demand effectively ensuring continuity of
supply to the load. However, simply shifting loads to certain off-peak hours may not
have appreciable influence on financial benefits to utilities and customers [105].
Furthermore, it could eventuate into peak loading condition at a new time period,
which invalidates the load shifting strategy [106], [107]. Real-time pricing, with
utilisation of the automatic metering infrastructure, can help solve above-mentioned
problem [108]. The real-time pricing may enhance competitiveness in the market and
encourage more bidding activities in the market [109], [110]. Furthermore, real-time
pricing scheme can consider the participation of new sources such as electric
vehicles in the bidding process [111], [112]. However, the real-time pricing scheme
may cause more volatility to the market operation since small changes in price signal
may result into massive changes to customer payments.
Unlike time-based DR, incentive-based DR refers to customers receiving payments
or preferential prices from reducing electricity usage during periods wherein system
experiences stress in meeting the customer demand. One of the popular incentivebased DR programs is direct load control [113] under which utility or system
operator remotely shuts down or cycles customers’ electrical equipment on short
notice. In order to improve the performance of DR, cooperation between loads can be
integrated via multiple layers of control strategy [114], [115]. Although customers’
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appliances can be turned off a number of times per year or season, the DR scheme
proposed in [114] enforces customers to turn off appliances on request, which may
not be a convenient option for customers. Recently in [64], a coupon incentive
scheme was introduced to encourage small scale customers in reducing the load in
peak price period. This scheme is operated based on the voluntary basis and
customers can earn coupon credit for reducing the demand when system needs, thus
it is more flexible for the customers to decide whether to participate or not. However,
the consideration of customer response is limited by linear response assumption thus
it may not be sufficient in evaluating the influence of customers’ types on the
effectiveness of the proposed scheme.
In this research study, a customer reward scheme is proposed for building an
effective incentive-based DR program. In this program, a reward scheme is proposed
with an incentive price to encourage customers to reduce the electricity demand
quantity to a certain level when price spikes are detected. An optimisation problem is
formulated to minimise utilities’ financial losses based on changing the offered
incentive price. Linear approach was employed to solve the problem and the
optimum incentive price is determined at a point where utility loss is at minimum
level. Furthermore, it is revealed that customers’ responses do have strong impacts
on the optimisation process of the proposed scheme. Consequently, two typical
customers’ response scenarios which are linear and restricted responses are
investigated. It has been found that with higher sensitivity level, the optimum
incentive price is lower, and the utility loss becomes smaller. The details of model
development and results are presented in Chapter 8.
2.5

Summary

This chapter presents a comprehensive review of three interrelated topics, which are
electricity demand forecasting, electricity price forecasting and demand response. It
can be seen from this review that huge literatures have been dedicated to these
topics; however there still exists some research gaps associated with specific
challenges and limitations.
Firstly, it has been revealed in the literature that electricity demand can be modelled
effectively using historical data in autoregressive based models but the dynamicity of
the coefficient is limited. Also, incorporation of weather variables in forecasting
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model may be inadequate with static inclusion. Furthermore, the selections of
independent variables are mostly dependent on the opinion of the users, thus the
model may encounter the inefficiency or suffer from multicollinearity issues.
Secondly, electricity spot price inherits strong volatility with occurrence of high
abrupt spikes. It also revealed that detecting spikes is important in forecasting price
although limited work has been dedicated to spike detection. Moreover, the
information from spike detection can be used in conjunction with normal price
forecast to derive the electricity price forecast with high accuracy. It is noted that a
hybrid model can be developed to successfully tackle the price forecasting challenge.
Finally, demand response can be considered as one of the effective alternatives to
deal with intermittency and increased uncertainty of generation. In the literature,
various strategies, such as time of use or real time pricing, have been proposed to
build a demand response program; however, these strategies may violate the
efficiency of the network operation. On the other hand, it has been revealed that an
incentive scheme can be proposed to successfully encourage residential customers to
participate demand response program.
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CHAPTER 3.

SHORT-TERM ELECTRICITY DEMAND

FORECASTING USING AUTOREGRESSIVE BASED TIME VARYING
MODEL INCORPORATING REPRESENTATIVE DATA ADJUSTMENT
3.1

Introduction

As reviewed in Chapter 2, the demand is strong influenced by the historical data.
Consequently, the autoregressive model can be used to forecast demand.
This chapter presents the development of an autoregressive time varying (ARTV)
model to forecast electricity demand in a short-term period. The ARTV model is
developed by allowing the coefficients of the autoregressive-based model to be
updated at pre-set time intervals. The update of the coefficients helps to build more
appropriate connections between the electricity demands and the historical values
and accordingly improves the performance of the model.
The chapter is organised as follows: Section 3.2 illustrates the overall variation of
electricity demand data, and reveals important properties of demand which are
necessary to develop the demand forecasting model. Section 3.3 presents the
development of an autoregressive based time varying model from an autoregressive
model by allowing its coefficients to vary with time. Section 3.4 updates the ARTV
model by incorporating a demand based adjustment procedure. Section 3.5 presents
the validation of the obtained models. Section 3.6 provides the concluding remarks
of the chapter.
3.2

Autoregressive based Time Varying Model

It is noticed in [51] that the moving window model have relatively good performance
for short term load forecasting in comparison to the NN model. This achievement is
due to the hourly variation of coefficients of different cell models. In other words,
the variation of coefficients of different cell models helps the connections between
demand and historical data updated with a pre-set time interval, so the performance
of the model is improved. This stimulates the idea to enhance the hourly-adaptationability of the coefficients in a single model as an alternative way to improve model
performance. Adding this ability to the model results in an autoregressive based time
varying model.
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3.2.1

Autoregressive model

Autoregressive (AR) model is one type of the Box-Jenkins models [26]. This model
is widely used in statistical applications especially in electricity demand forecasting
[25]. The idea of autoregressive model is to link the forecasting value to the
historical data via a regressive equation. The mathematical representation of AR
model for variable y (k ) is given as in (3.1).
m

y ( k ) = ∑ ai × y ( k − li ) + e ( k )

(3.1)

i =1

where m is the total number of lags included in the equation, ai is the coefficient,
y (k − li ) is the time lag li of variable y (k ) and e(k ) is the residual.

It is noted that the autoregressive model which is presented in (3.1) uses fixed
coefficients. These coefficients are generalised over a training dataset and they
remain constant for an entire forecasting period. This generalisation causes mismatch
in linking between demand and historical data for different hours, and subsequently
results in poor accuracy in forecasting results. Consequently, time varying
coefficients should be incorporated to help improve the forecasting performance of
the model.
3.2.2

Time varying coefficients

It is noticed in [51] that the AR based moving window model exhibits relatively
good performance for short term load forecasting in comparison with the neural
network model. This is predominantly due to the hourly variation of coefficients of
different sub models. In other words, the variation of coefficients of different sub
models helps in improving the performance of the model forecasting. This stimulates
the idea of enhancing the hourly-adaptation-ability of the coefficients in a single
model as an alternative way to improve the model performance. Adding this ability
to the model results in an autoregressive based time varying model.
One of the easy ways to update the coefficients of (3.1) is to allow its parameters to
vary with time, and the variation of the coefficients ai (t ) can be set to be dependent
on time t . The dependence can be modelled differently depending on the knowledge
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about the actual demand profile during time t . In general, the coefficients can be
considered to vary with different sets of functions to represent the daily pattern,
weekly pattern, and/or other seasonality which appear in the demand profile. If t is a
vector of multiple time dimensions t = (t1 , t2 ,..., t s ) , and with the assumption that

t1 , t 2 ,..., t s are independent from each other, the coefficient ai (t ) can be represented as
in (3.2).

ai (t ) = ai (t1 , t2 ,..., t s ) = ai (t1 ) × ai (t2 )... × ai (t s )

(3.2)

For a simple and general case, it can be assumed that:

 p
 q

 r

s
1


ai (t1 ) =  ∑ a ij × f j (t1 )  , ai (t2 ) =  ∑ β il × f l 2 (t2 )  , …, ai (t s ) =  ∑ γ ik × f k (t s ) 
 k =0

 l =0


 j =0

where, p , q , ...,

(3.3)

r are orders of the dependence function, α ij , β il , ..., γ ik are the

coefficients, f j1 (t1 ) , f l 2 (t 2 ) , ..., f ks (t s ) are different independent functions.
Substituting (3.3) into (3.2), the time varying coefficients of an AR model can be
obtained, as in (3.4).
  q
 p
  r

ai (t ) =  ∑ a ij × f j1 (t1 )  ×  ∑ β il × f l 2 (t2 ) ... ×  ∑ γ ik × f ks (t s ) 

  k =0
  l =0
 j =0

(3.4)

The parameters of the time varying function may be determined using different
techniques such as maximum likelihood estimation or minimising sum of square
error. In the following demonstration, the least square error technique is used to
illustrate one possible solution.
Expanding (3.4):
p

q

r

ai (t ) = ∑∑ ...∑ a ij × β il ... × γ ik × f j1 (t1 ) × f l 2 (t2 )... × f ks (t s )
j =0 l =0

(3.5)

k =0

Considering the coefficients α ij , β ik , ..., γ ik being constant, they can be represented
by li , j ,l ,...k = α ij × β il ... × γ ik . Consequently, (3.5) can be written in the following form:
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p

q

r

ai (t1 , t 2 ,..., t s ) = ∑∑ ...∑ li , j ,l ,...k × f j1 (t1 ) × f l 2 (t 2 )... × f ks (t s )
j =0 l =0

(3.6)

k =0

In the matrix form, the coefficients can be updated as in (3.7)

A = H×T

(3.7)

where, A is the coefficient vector, H is the adaptive matrix, and T is the time
vector which are presented as in (3.8).


1
l1,1 , l1, 2 ,..., l1,( p +1)( q +1)...( r +1) 
a1 (t1 , t 2 ,..., t s ) 




a (t , t ,..., t ) 
f j1 (t1 )
l2,1 , l2, 2 ,..., l2,( p+1)( q+1)...( r +1) 


2
1
2
s

; H =
;T = 
A=



...

...
...






 f j1 (t1 ) × f l 2 (t 2 )... × f ks (t s )
lm ,1 , lm , 2 ,..., lm ,( p +1)( q +1)...( r +1) 
am (t1 , t 2 ,..., t s )
It can be seen from (3.7) that the coefficient vector A is now dependent on a
adaptive matrix H and the time vector T . The aim is now to determine the adaptive
matrix H . After determining this matrix, the coefficients vector A will be updated
with the time vector T .
It is noted that the coefficients ai in (3.6) is a time dependent form of the fixed
coefficient ai in (3.1), substituting (3.6) in to (3.1), the regression equation will
become:
m  p q
r


y (k ) = ∑   ∑∑ ...∑ li , j ,l ,...,k × f j1 (t1 ) × f l 2 (t 2 )... × f ks (t s )  × y (k − li )  + e(k )


i =1   j =0 l =0
k =0



(3.9)

It can be rewritten as:
m

p

q

r

(

)

y (k ) = ∑∑∑ ...∑ li , j ,l ,...,k × f j1 (t1 ) × f l 2 (t 2 )... × f ks (t s ) × y (k − li ) + e(k ) (3.10)
i =1 j =0 l =0

k =0

Equation (3.10) can be simplified in the matrix form as shown in (3.11)
Y = X×Q + E
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(3.11)

(3.8)

Wherein Q is the column vector representing the coefficients li , j ,l ,...,k , and it can be
estimated as in (3.12).

Q = (X' X)−1 X' Y

(3.12)

Once Q is calculated from (3.12), it is noted that the results can be easily
transformed into H . When H is available and vector T is updated at a pre-set time
interval, the coefficients vector will be calculated as in (3.7), and finally the demand
will be forecasted based on (3.1).
3.2.3

Selecting time varying function

The performance of the time varying model strongly depends on the selection of the
varying function; thus it is crucial to select the appropriate function to model the
variation of coefficients. In general, the periodic functions such as polynomial, sine
or cosine are appropriate since they can represent the seasonal characteristic of a load
demand.
In the proposed research, sine and cosine functions are selected as time varying
functions since they are effective in showing the periodicity of the coefficients. The
typical form of the time varying function for time dimension tk is given in (3.13).
pk

ai (tk ) = a i 0 + ∑ a ij × sin (2 × j × p × (tk / t k ) ) + β ij × cos(2 × j × p × (tk / t k ) ) (3.13)
j =1

Where α ij and β ij are the coefficients, pk is the order of the time varying function
and t k = max(tk ) maximum value of tk .
After the time varying function has been selected, order selection of time varying
function is critical as it has strong impact on the overall model performance. Small
order value may not be sufficient to represent the demand characteristics, while large
order tends to create more complexity. In this study, the order selection (i.e., the
value of pk ) is based on trade-off between model performance and model
complexity. In order to quantify the significance of an order, a criterion which is
based on the improvement of model performance is established. More specifically,
for each order of the time varying function, the mean absolute percentage error
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(MAPE) is recorded and compared with the MAPE value of the previous order. If the
MAPE value at one step is not sufficiently smaller than that of previous step, then the
order may be considered to be optimum at the previous step. From a demonstration
perspective, consider that the time vector includes two independent dimension
, and the orders

and

of

and

respectively need to be

determined. The details of order selection algorithm for these two independent time
functions are presented in Fig. 3.1 and the details description is given as follows.

Fig. 3.1. Conceptual diagram to select order of a time varying function

In Fig. 3.1, the selection process starts with both orders (p and q) being at zero. The
MAPE value is calculated for the model at this stage and it is the base value MAPE0.
When the order p increases, the current performance of the model is estimated by
MAPE1, and the improvement of the model given by Diff1 is calculated by
subtracting the two related values of MAPE. This improvement is then compared
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with a chosen threshold, ε. If the improvement is greater than ε, the base MAPE is
renewed, and the order is increased for the next step. If the improvement is not
sufficient, the process will continue with the next order of time varying function.
In the second stage, the second time varying order (q) will be increased. The
procedure is similar to the first stage, and it continues until the improvement of the
model is considered as significant, and then the process will stop.
3.3

Demand Based Adjustment

Demand based adjustment procedure helps to improve the model performance
significantly by correcting the abnormal data points in training dataset. In this
section, the data from the State of New South Wales (NSW), Australia is used for an
illustration. Two significant special events, which are daylight savings and holidays,
are considered in this process. In the literature, a separate model is built to deal with
holidays [116] since the load profile in these days are distinct from the other days.
However, training data may not be sufficient for establishing a robust model for this
as there are only a few holidays in a year. Furthermore, in order to deal with the
daylight-saving incidents, a normal forecast is conducted and then an adjustment
process is proposed to correct the obtained results [117]. Since the adjustment is only
applied after obtaining the forecasting results, the data shift may not be considered in
the training period. The appearance of this shift in training period may cause
misleading information when building the model. Consequently, the adjustment from
the obtained forecasting results may not be sufficient in tackling the daylight-saving
incidents. In this research study, we proposed to deal with the holidays in the current
model, so additional model is not needed in the forecasting process. This helps
reduce the complexity of the modelling process greatly. Furthermore, the impacts of
holiday and daylight-saving incidents are tackled by adjusting the training dataset.
This helps to form a better training dataset and result in a robust model.
Consequently, the forecasting accuracy is significantly enhanced.
3.3.1

Weekly data based offsetting

It is revealed in the literature that the demand data has strong weekly pattern [16],
and the data from previous week normally carries valuable information for the data
in the following week. One typical week of demand dataset in year 2014 from the
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State of New South Wales (NSW), Australia is taken and shown in Fig. 3.2.a. The
box plot for weekly data of whole year of 2014 is presented in Fig. 3.2.b.

(a) One typical week in year 2014

(b) Entire year of 2014
Fig. 3.2. Variation of demand in different days of week with data from NSW,
Australia
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From Figs. 3.2.a and 3.2.b, it can be seen that the weekend demand is significantly
less than that of the weekday. Also, the early morning of Monday is lower than that
of the other weekdays.
In the literature, different authors have proposed different methods to deal with
weekly pattern. Generally, the days were divided into different groups or day types,
such as weekday and weekend [118]. Since Monday normally experiences the low
demand in the morning, it can be treated separately from other weekdays as in [119].
If the patterns are revealed to be different in seven days of a week, seven day types
can be used to treat each weekday separately [120]. These divisions make the model
more complex, and less sufficient since the data available for each type of the day are
reduced dramatically when number of day types increases.
Instead of forecasting demand for a week, it is reasonable to offset the demand to a
previous week and forecast the difference. This offsetting process helps in reducing
the calculating error since the offset (difference) value of demand is much lower than
its actual value. In addition, this process helps to improve the stationarity of the
dataset, and it is more suitable for the application of AR based model. Consequently,
in this paper, the demand is forecasted based on the last week demand and forecasts
of the offset demand between the current week and last week. If X and Xb are the
current data series and previous week (base) data series respectively, the offset
(difference) data Xo is given as in (3.14).

Xo = X − Xb

(3.14)

The task in this case is to forecast the value X̂o . Subsequently, the future demand
can be estimated as in (3.15).

Xˆ = Xˆo + Xb

(3.15)

where, X̂ is the forecasted demand.
This procedure automatically offsets the weekday differences and helps to improve
reliability and robustness of the forecasting results.
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3.3.2

Daylight saving demand based adjustment

The daylight saving exhibits significant impacts on electricity demand since it shifts
the demand with respect to time [117]. Each year in the state of NSW Australia, there
are two incidents of daylight savings, which are clock backward and clock forward.
Each of these daylight saving incidents causes the demand to shift backward or
forward compared to the demand in previous week. The impacts of a typical incident
(i.e., forward daylight saving in 2014) is illustrated in Fig. 3.3.a. In this figure, the
week after daylight saving occurrence is indicated by a red square box.

(a) Original shift of demand in one week after daylight saving incident

(b) The previous week demand data has been adjusted to mitigate the impact of
daylight saving incident
Fig. 3.3. Examples of data-shift when daylight saving occurs

It can be seen from Fig. 3.3.a and 3.3.b that the electricity data is shifted one hour
compared to previous week after the daylight saving occurs. This can create
misleading information for training period and cause the abnormal error in the
forecasting results if these incidents are not thoroughly considered. It is noticed that
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the shift of demand is opposite direction for the two cases, so they should be treated
separately.
It can be seen from Fig. 3.3.a that the electricity data is shifted one hour compared to
previous week after the daylight saving occurs. This can create misleading
information for the training period and cause abnormal error in the forecasting
results.
Since there are two types of daylight saving events (backward and forward) annually,
each type should be treated differently. It is to be noted that the occurrence of
daylight saving in each year may vary, and it is critical to identify and segregate the
dataset when daylight saving occurs each year. From observation, the following rules
associated with the occurrence of daylight saving are noted.
•

For the backward daylight saving (clock backward):
+ For the year before 2006 and year 2007, the clock backward occurs on the
last Sunday of March.
+ For the year 2006 and the year after 2007, the clock backward occurs on the
first Sunday of April.

•

For the forward daylight saving (clock forward):
+ Before year 2000, and between year 2000 and 2008, the clock forward
occurs on last Sunday of October.
+ In the year 2000, the clock forward occurs on last Sunday of August.
+ After year 2008, the clock forward occurs on first Sunday of October.

From the above information, the daylight saving incidents can be detected for further
treatment. Also, it is noted for the clock backward that the time is changed backward
(3:00am to 2:00 am) on that day; and for the clock forward, the time is adjusted
forward (2:00am to 3:00am) on the day. From analysis, it is noted that not all the
data need to be shifted for forecasting purpose, but it is optimum to shift the data in
the period from 22:30pm to 10:30am. This shift actually only refers to the ‘valley’ of
the load demand. The results of shifting the forward daylight saving related data are
presented in Fig. 3.b.
From Fig. 3.b, it can be seen that the demand from previous week match better with
the current demand. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of daylight saving
mitigation process, the mean square error (RMSE) which is calculated as in (3.16) is
used.
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RMSE =

1 n
2
× ∑ ( yi − yˆi )
n i =1

(3.16)

It is noted that yi and ŷi are the demand of current and previous week respectively,

n is the length of dataset (in this case is 336 for one week after daylight saving
occurrence). The RMSE is calculated for both cases (backward and forward daylight
savings) and the results are given in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1. RMSE of the data before and after daylight saving mitigation

Period considered

Before
After
mitigation mitigation

Period1: 6th -13th of April 2014
th

th

Period2: 5 -12 of October 2014

Reduction
Percentage (%)

393

278

29.2

419

273

34.8

It is noted that RMSE in Table 1 is smaller after daylight saving adjustment process.
The reduction is about 29.2% and 34.8% for the backward daylight saving and
forward daylight saving respectively. This indicates that the matching between
current week and previous week is significantly improved after the mitigation
process. Since the offsetting data is used for training the forecasting model, closer
matching of the two data series will pave the way for improvement in forecasting
performance.
3.3.3

Holidays demand based adjustment

When a holiday occurs, the demand data is distorted significantly. The details of the
holiday impacts are shown in Fig. 3.4.a. It can be seen from this figure that there are
two main effects of the holiday on the demand time series when compare to the
previous week data. The first effect is the lower demand on the holiday, and it is call
holiday effect (which is shown in the first red oval shape of Fig. 3.4.a). The demand
profile of electricity data on this day is suddenly much lower than that of the same
day in previous week (the blue line compared to the red line).
The second effect is lower demand compared to the week after, which is called the
post-holiday effect (this case is shown in the second oval blue shape of Fig. 4.a).
Since the same day in previous week was holiday, it does not match with the demand
of the current week which is not holiday (the red line compared to the blue line). In
other words, if previous week has a holiday and the same day in the current week is
not a holiday, then the profile of demand of the holiday in the previous week is much
lower than that of the current day in the current week.
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In both cases, the holiday causes huge mismatch between the two data series (current
week and previous week). This causes misleading information in training the
forecasting model and can lead to huge error in the forecasting results especially
when the weekly information is embedded in the forecasting model.

(a) Demand data before the adjustment process

(b) Demand data after the holiday adjustment
Fig. 3.4. Impacts of holiday on demand profiles before and after holiday adjustment.
In each subfigure: (1) when holiday is present – located in the first red oval and (2)
one week after when the holiday is absent – located in the second blue oval

In order to mitigate the impacts of holiday, a similar-day profile approach can be
used. Similar-day profile approach is a technique which can be used to replace
holiday profile with other similar profile and it can help to mitigate the holiday
impacts. There are two potential positions for similar-day profile replacement which
are at the presence of holiday and one week after when the holiday is absent. The
load profiles in these positions are defined as holiday-day profile and a post-holidayday profile respectively.
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The similar-day profile of a holiday (holiday-day profile) can be the other holiday
which is close to that holiday, or it can be the weekend if there is no holiday close to
that holiday. In this study, a holiday is considered close to another holiday if it
presents within two weeks from that holiday.
The similar-day profile of a normal day (post-holiday-day profile) can be the day
from previous week or previous two weeks, or it can be the neighbouring day which
is neither holiday nor weekend.
In order to determine the similar-day profile for holiday mitigation, we form some
simple rules which are based on the relationship between current day and the same
day previous week. The rules include three cases. The first case is when both days
are holiday; the second one is that current day is holiday and the same day in the
previous week is not the holiday; and the third case is when current day is not the
holiday and the same day in the previous week is the holiday. The details of the rules
are given as follows.
•

If current day (CD) is holiday and the same day previous week (PD) is
another holiday, we do not interfere the load profile.

•

If CD is holiday and PD is not a holiday we need to find a day with holidayday profile to replace PD
+ We look within 14 days from CD to the past. If there is a holiday in this
range, we take that holiday for the replacement
+ If there is no holiday within 14 days from CD to the past, we consider
previous Sunday as the replacing day

•

If PD is holiday and CD is not holiday we need to find a day with postholiday-day profile to replace PD
+ We look for the same day in previous two weeks because the same day in
previous week is a holiday in this case. If same day in previous two weeks is
not a holiday, then take it as the replacing day
+ If the same day in previous two weeks is a holiday, then look at the closet
neighbour day of CD which is neither weekend nor holiday and take that day
for the replacement

It is noticed that during the replacement process, since one segment of data is
replaced by another segment, this can cause mismatch between the new segment and
the whole dataset at the joints. We can simply overcome this issue by getting the
average values of two segments at the beginning and ending points.
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It is also noticed that if more relating data such as temperature and other weather
variables are available, the feature selection technique can be employed to select the
similar-profile day, and new rules can be formed. This is out of scope of this study.
The datasets representing the mitigation of the impacts of holiday are shown in Fig.
4.b. It can be seen from this figure that the two data series follow each other much
closer than those before applying the mitigation process. This helps to improve the
model performance enormously, especially for the day within the holiday effects.
The RMSE in (3.16) is used to evaluate the mitigating performance and the results
are given in Table 2 for the holiday and post-holiday respectively. It is noticed that
the number of data points in this case is equal to the number of data points in each
day, so the value of n in (3.16) is 48.
Table 3.2. RMSE of the sample holidays before and after holiday mitigation

Dates

Events

Before
mitigation

After
mitigation

H

H

P-H

P-H

Reduction
Percentage (%)
H

P-H

1/01/2014

New Year’s Day

843

755

835

429

0.9

43.2

27/01/2014

Australia Day

1705

2079

788

692

53.8

66.7

18/04/2014

Good Friday

1580

339

497

339

68.6

0.0

21/04/2014

Easter Monday

1132

1188

247

165

78.2

86.1

25/04/2014

Anzac Day

339

1097

339

1046

0.0

4.7

9/06/2014

Queen’s Birthday

700

1021

380

765

45.6

25.0

6/10/2014

NSW Labour Day

651

916

422

470

35.3

48.7

25/12/2014

Christmas Day

1428

1096

394

1086

72.4

1.0

26/12/2014

Boxing Day

1268

1694

379

891

70.1

47.4

1072

1132

476

654

55.6

42.2

Average
•

Legend for the table: H: holiday; P-H: Post - holiday

It can be seen from the above table that holiday mitigation help reduce the RMSE
significantly for most of the holidays. Overall, the RMSE reduces 55.6% (from 1072
to 476) and 42.2% (from 1132 to 654) for the holiday and post-holiday, respectively.
Looking specifically at the Good Friday (18/04/2014) in the third row, it can be seen
that the RMSE reduces dramatically from 1580 to 497 for the holiday day, but it does
not change for post-holiday day (with the similar RMSE value of 339). This is due to
the fact that one week after the Good Friday, we have another holiday (Anzac Day).
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Consequently, following the mitigating rules, the day is not interfered by the
mitigation process.
When the Anzac Day (25/04/2014) is considered in row 5, the RMSE value of
holiday does not change since previous week was a holiday (Good Friday). This also
illustrates that when both days of current week and previous week are holiday, the
mismatch between them is small, and they should not be interfered in the mitigation
process.
3.4

Experiment Results and Model Validation

A case study has been conducted with the aid of data acquired from NSW, Australia
in different years to demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of the ARTV
model developed in this paper. Also, the forecasting result from this model is
compared with that of three different benchmark models for validation purpose.
3.4.1

Benchmark models and error measures

3.4.1.1 Benchmark model
In this paper, the proposed model is compared with six other models which are naïve
model, AR model, ARMA model, PARMA model, adaptive ARMA model and
neural network model.
The naïve model simply considers the previous data point as the forecast. In other
words, it assumes that the demand does not change from previous one step. This
model is used as a bench mark model to evaluate the pay-off of our effort for
developing forecasting model. In other words, the improvement of forecasting model
compared to this model can be an indicator for the effectiveness of the effort we
spend on building forecasting model.
AR model is the base model for ARTV model, but without the inclusion of time
varying component. This model is the employed to investigate the effectiveness of
the time varying function in ARTV model. We expect that when the time varying
function is introduced to the autoregressive model, there would be considerable
improvement in the forecasting performance. Furthermore, the proposed model is
compared with other autoregressive based models which are autoregressive moving
average (ARMA) model and periodic autoregressive moving average (PARMA)
model and adaptive ARMA model.
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For the non-discriminatory comparison, the forecasting results from the proposed
model should be compared with a complicated available model in the literature, and
the neural network model is selected for this purpose. The neural network model
which has been used in [51] and [121] is more complex structure than the above
mentioned benchmark models, and this model is employed to test the effectiveness of
the proposed model in this study. We expect that our proposed model have similar or
better performance than this neural network model.
3.4.1.2 Error measures
Various measures can be employed to validate the forecasting performance of the
model. In the literature, two error measures which are root mean square error
(RMSE) and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) are widely used in demand
forecasting evaluation. These two measures are employed in this study. Also, in this
study the Durbin – Watson (DW) test [122] is employed for assessing the
autocorrelation of the residual. While the calculation of RMSE can be found in
(3.16), the calculations of MAPE and DW are given as follows.
•

MAPE calculation

MAPE =
•

1 n
× ∑ yi − yˆ i / yi
n i=1

(3.17)

Durbin-Watson test

∑ (( y − yˆ ) − ( y − yˆ ))
DW =
∑ ( y − yˆ )
n

i=2

2

i

i −1

i

n

i =1

2

i

i −1

(3.18)

i

where, yi and ŷi are actual and forecasted demand at step i respectively, n is the
length of the forecasting dataset.
It is noted that when the Durbin-Watson test is used, a coefficient, DW, which is
between 0 and +4, is generated as in (3.18). This coefficient is then compared to
lower and upper critical values (dL and dU), which can be found in a table given the
number of observations, the number of predictors in regression equation and the level
of significance [123]. While a value of DW smaller than DL indicates a positive
autocorrelation, the value of DW greater than (4-dL) signifies negative
autocorrelation in the residual. Otherwise, when the value of DW is between dU and
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(4-dU), there is no statistical evidence of autocorrelation in the residual. If DW is in
the ranges [dL, dU] or [(4-dU), (4-dL)], the test is inconclusive. For example, given 8
inputs in the regression equation, more than 200 observations, and a significance
level at 0.01, the boundaries dL and dU are found to be approximately 1.55 and 1.75
respectively. Consequently, if the test result DW is between 1.75 and 2.25, it can be
concluded that there is no statistical evidence about autocorrelation in the residual.
On the other hand, if DW is smaller than 1.55 or greater than 2.45, there is a
statistical evidence of positive autocorrelation or negative autocorrelation in the
residual, respectively.
3.4.2

Model performance and comparison

3.4.2.1 Testing procedure
The data which is used in this study is available from Australian Electricity Market
Operator (AEMO) [124] with resolution of 30 minutes. The whole dataset from 2010
to 2015 is divided into two main datasets which are training datasets (from 2010 to
2014) and testing/forecasting dataset (2015) for training and testing purposes
respectively.
The datasets are first pre-processed using the demand based adjustment procedure
described in Section 3.3. The pre-processed training dataset is then used to train the
model, and then the obtained model is tested on the pre-processed prediction dataset.
The training and forecasting process is repeated for all considered models for a
comparative study.
In the comparative study, same inputs are used for all different considered models.
The inputs used in this study include 4 consecutive time lags of demand difference,
hour, weekday, and holiday indicator (1 if it is holiday, and zero otherwise) of the
forecasting points.
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the demand based adjustment procedure,
we compare the results in two cases which are before and after pre-processing data in
subsection 3.4.2.4.
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3.4.2.2 Performance of the Autoregressive based Time Varying model
The proposed ARTV model is trained with the data from 2010 to 2014, and then the
obtained model is used to forecast the demand in 2015 with forecasting resolution of
30 minutes. The obtained error measures are tabulated in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3. Error measures of proposed ARTV model mitigation
RMSE
MAPE
DW
Measures
Values

66

0.621%

1.81

It can be seen from Table 3.3 that the error of the ARTV model is small with the
MAPE value of 0.621%. Also, the Durbin-Watson test indicator is at 1.81, which is
reasonably sufficient since it is close to 2 (belong to the range from 1.75 to 2.25).
For visualisation purposes, correspondence between the modelled and actual data for
a typical period of two weeks and the percentage errors are given in Fig. 3.5. It can
be seen from Fig. 3.5 that the modeled demand follows actual demand very closely
and the percentage error of the proposed model is very small.

Fig. 3.5. Correspondence between actual and modelled demand and percentage error

It is expected that the distribution of the residual from the forecasting model would
follow the normal distribution so the residual is close to white noise. In order to
reveal this, the histogram of percentage error for entire forecasting year (2015) is
given in Fig. 3.6. It can be seen from Fig. 3.6 that the percentage error is close to
normal distribution and mostly (97.73%) in the range [-2%, 2%].
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Fig. 3.6. Histogram of percentage error from the forecasting results for entire year
2015

It is hypothesised in Section 3.2 that the improvement of the proposed model from
AR model may be significant due to the variability of its coefficients. In this study,
the coefficients of ARTV model follow the sine and cosine functions as in (3.13),
and this function includes multiple time dimensions, which are half-hours of each
day, days of each week, and weeks of a year with the function order of 7, 2 and 1,
respectively. The typical coefficient (coefficient of the first predictor) is recorded for
three sample days, which are 12th, 13th and 14th of Feb, 2015 and the results are
shown in Fig. 3.7. In this figure, there are 48 values of coefficients representing the
variation of coefficient at each 30 minutes for each day.
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Fig. 3.7. Variation of a typical coefficient in the forecasting period

At a first glance, it can be seen from Fig. 3.7 that the coefficients for all three days
experience significant change at different half-hours. Also, it is noticed from Fig. 3.7
that although there is a pattern of coefficient’s variation in different days, they are
slightly different from each other. The shift is expected to be more with greater timelength between the days, so this shift can effectively capture the seasonal change in
the demand data.
3.4.2.3 Model comparison and validation
In this subsection, the proposed model is compared with six above-mentioned
benchmark models for validation purpose. These benchmark models are trained with
the data from 2010 to 2014, and then the obtained models are used to forecast the
demand in 2015 with forecasting resolution of 30 minutes. The results are compared
with that from the proposed ARTV model and they are shown in Table 3.4.
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Table 3.4. Error measures of proposed model and three benchmark models
Model
RMSE
MAPE (%)
DW
Naïve model

86

0.776

0.94

AR(4)

71

0.666

1.86

ARMA(4,1)

71

0.674

1.9

PARMA(4,1)(48)

72

0.676

1.76

Neural network model

68

0.633

1.89

Adaptive ARMA (4,1)

67

0.621

1.82

Proposed ARTV model

66

0.621

1.81

It can be seen from Table 3.4 that naïve model has the worst forecasting performance
with the biggest error (for both RMSE and MAPE). The error has been reduced
gradually for AR model, neural network model and significantly for the proposed
model. This is reasonable and expected because naïve model is very simple model
compared to the other models, and they should beat this model in term of
performance.
The comparison between the prosed model and autoregressive model indicates the
improvement of model performance when the time varying is introduced to this
model. The improvement is presented in terms of RMSE and MAPE reduction as in
Table 3.4, and the reduction of RMSE and MAPE are about 6.9% (from 71 to 66)
and 7.2% (from 0.666 to 0.621), respectively. This clearly illustrates the
effectiveness of the proposed time varying function into original AR model. Also,
the proposed model outperforms the ARMA and PARMA models as shown in fourth
and fifth rows of Table 3.4 respectively.
In the sixth row of Table 3.4, the benchmark model is a complex model consisting of
neural network structure, its performance is superior to the two above-discussed
benchmark models (it has much lower RMSE and MAPE values than the previous
benchmark models). However, if the time varying component is considered in the
AR model to create the ARTV model, the performance of this model is better than
that of the neural network model. It is clearly illustrated in Table 3.4 that the ARTV
model has lower RMSE and MAPE than that of neural network model, i.e., 66 unit
compared to 68 unit, and 0.621% compared to 0.633%, respectively.
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It is noted that the adaptive ARMA model in the seventh row of Table 3.4 has similar
performance with the proposed model with similar MAPE value of 0.621%. The
RMSE value of the proposed model is slightly smaller than that of the adaptive
ARMA model, but the difference may not significant. Another significant test will be
carried out to evaluate the difference between these two models in the next subsection.
The last column of Table 3.4 illustrates the Durbin – Watson (DW) test of all four
models. The DW of the naïve model is only 0.94 which is far less than 1.55. This
indicates that the naïve model has severe issue with autocorrelation in its residual.
This is understandable since this model simply considers the previous value of data
as its forecasting results. The DW tests of the other three models which are AR
model, neural network model and ARTV model are in acceptable range which is
between 1.75 and 2.25. This signifies that these models do not have issue with
autocorrelation in their residuals.
In order to visualise the error from four typical models for entire forecasting dataset,
the cumulative sum of absolute error from the proposed model is plotted against that
of three typical benchmark models. The results are given in Fig. 3.8.a. Also, an
expanded view of 2nd week in January 2015 is presented in Fig. 3.8.b for further
detailed investigation.
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(a) Performance in whole year testing period

(b) A zoom out of model performances in first week of testing
Fig. 3.8. Mean cumulative sum of absolute error
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Overall, it can be seen from Figs. 3.8.a and b that the ARTV model outperforms
other three benchmark models in entire forecasting period. This demonstrates the
superior forecasting ability of the proposed model.
It is noticed from Fig. 3.8.a that the mean cumulative sum of absolute errors of all
four models encounters a significant variation at the first steps of the forecasting
procedures before becoming stabilised at acceptable absolute error values. This huge
variation can be explained with the fact that when the forecasting dataset is small, the
forecasting performance at a single point can have strong impact on the average
results and create significant change in the average value of absolute error.
The variation can be seen more clearly in Fig. 3.8.b. It can be seen from this figure
that although the benchmark models encounter huge variation at the beginning of the
forecasting period, the ARTV model is quite stable at this period. This illustrates the
ability of the model to reduce the error even when other models (benchmark models)
experience corrupt performance at those initial forecasting steps.
3.4.2.4 Performance test
It can be seen from both Table 3.4 and Fig. 3.8 that the performance differences
between the proposed model and neural network model and adaptive ARMA model
are quite small. To evaluate the performance of the proposed model compared to
other models, a statistic test (Student’s t-test) has been conducted. The results are
given in Table 3.5.
Table 3.5. Testing results for the difference performance (ΔMAPE) between
proposed model and other models
Model
ΔMAPE (%)
p-value
Naïve model

0.155

0

Autoregressive model

0.045

0

ARMA model

0.053

0

PARMA model

0.055

0

Neural network model

0.012

0

Adaptive ARMA model

0

0.947

Proposed ARTV model

-

-
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It can be seen that the p-values of the t-test from row 2 to row 6 in Table 3.5 are
much smaller than 0.01, so the null hypothesis can be rejected at the 1% significance
level. This means the difference in performances between proposed model and
benchmark models including naïve, AR, ARMA, PARMA models are significant, or
the proposed model significantly outperforms these benchmark models.
In the seventh row of Table 3.5, the p-value of t-test is much greater than 0.01, so the
null hypothesis cannot be rejected. This means the adaptive ARMA model may have
similar performance with the proposed model in this testing scenario.
3.4.2.5 Validating the effectiveness of the pre-processing procedure
In order to validate the effectiveness of the demand based adjustment procedure, we
test the proposed model and all three benchmark models with the original historical
demand data and then we compare the results with the one we presented above. The
comparison is presented in Table 3.5 for performance of the models in one week
after the backward daylight saving occurs (from 5-12 April 2015) and in entire
forecasting dataset.
Table 3.6. Model performance (MAPE) of different forecasting models on original
dataset and pre-processed dataset in one week after backward daylight saving (from
5 to 12 of April 2015) and in the entire year of 2015
Naïve
AR
ANN
ARTV
Period
Type of data
model model model
model
From 5th to 12th
of April 2015
Entire year 2015

Original data

1.249

1.024

1.003

0.884

Pre-processed data

1.035

0.886

0.857

0.840

Original data

0.792

0.673

0.648

0.623

Pre-processed data

0.776

0.666

0.633

0.621

It can be seen from Table 3.6 that when the demand based adjustment procedure is
employed to cleanse the base data, the MAPE value reduces significantly for all
forecasting models, and this reduction indicates improvement in forecasting
performance for all of them. While the improvement is steady for entire forecasting
dataset (comparing the last two rows), it is more remarkable in the period of one
week after the occurrence of daylight saving (comparing the first two rows). This is
due to the fact that the improvement of this specific period whose data has been
mitigated has been distributed over entire forecasting period.
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If specific attention is paid to the pre-processed data, the comparison between the
second row and the last row of Table 3.6 shows that the performance of the model is
worse in daylight saving period than in entire forecasting period. This implies that
although the proposed strategy can help reduce the impacts of the daylight saving on
demand data, the obtained results can be improve further. In other words, there is a
possibility that an alternative strategy can be developed to bring the values in the
second row closer to the last row. This is potential direction for future research to
improve the model performance in abnormal incidents such as daylight saving
occurrence or holidays and consequently, the overall performance of the model.
It is worth noting that in every row of Table 3.6, the proposed ARTV model
outperforms the other benchmark models in all cases with and without demand based
adjustment, no matter whether the forecasting period is a selected range or entire
forecasting dataset. This demonstrates the robustness of the proposed forecasting
model.
3.5

Summary

In this chapter, an ARTV model has been introduced to forecast electricity demand
in short term period. The ARTV model has been developed based on an AR model
by allowing its coefficient to vary with time. This variation allows the model to build
appropriate links to the past data points and consequently, leads to the overall
improvement in model performance. Also, in this chapter, a demand based
adjustment procedure is proposed to mitigate the inherent abnormalities in electricity
demand data related to the influences of daylight saving and holidays. This
mitigation process contributes significantly to the accuracy and robustness
enhancement of the forecasting results.
A dataset acquired from NSW, Australia has been used to validate the proposed
model. The validation results show that the introduction of time varying component
into the AR model can significantly improve the model performance. Particularly, it
shows that the error measures of the proposed model are less than those of the five
benchmarking models including naïve model, AR model, ARMA model, PARMA
model and neural network model. While the proposed model may have similar
performance with adaptive ARMA model, it may be preferred because it does not
need to include many sub-models to track the variation of load in different
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seasonality. An analysis related to coefficient variation for the proposed model has
been conducted and it indicates that the flexibility of coefficient over the time also
attributes to the model performance. Also, a comparative study of model
performance has been carried out and it proves the effectiveness of the proposed
forecasting model.
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CHAPTER 4.

IMPROVING DEMAND FORECASTING MODEL BY
INCORPORATING WEATHER VARIABLES

4.1

Introduction

In the previous chapter, it has been illustrated that historical demand data can be used
successfully to develop an effective demand forecasting model in short-term period.
While this model delivers an extraordinary performance for intra-hour resolution
forecast, its performance in multi-step ahead forecasting is particularly limited.
When the forecasting horizon is extended to one day or one week ahead, model
performance may experience dramatic degradation because the correlation between
demand and historical data reduces significantly, thus the usage of sole historical
data is merely not sufficient. To minimise this degradation, exogenous variables such
as weather data should be considered in the forecasting model.
This chapter investigates the impacts of potential weather variables such as
temperature, humidity and wind speed on electricity demand using correlation
analysis. Furthermore, a multi-layer moving window technique is proposed to
dynamically incorporate weather variables into demand forecasting model. The
model is then extended to forecast the demand for one day and one week ahead with
half-hourly resolution. A dataset for the State of New South Wales (NSW), Australia
is used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the model. The results show that the
incorporation of weather variables such as temperature into an electricity forecasting
model boosts the performance of the model significantly.
The structure of the chapter is organised as follows. Section 4.2 introduces the
weather variables and presents the correlation analysis which can be used to evaluate
the association between these variables and demand. Section 4.3 proposes a multilayer moving window technique to dynamically incorporate weather variables into
the forecasting model. Section 4.4 details testing procedure and presents results and
discussions. Section 4.5 provides some concluding remarks of the chapter.
4.2
4.2.1

Impacts of Weather Variables on Electricity Demand
Weather variables

Weather variables, which represent atmospheric conditions, typically include
temperature, humidity and wind speed. These variables may experience considerable
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variation following calendar seasons in a year. In order to illustrate the variation of
weather variables, a dataset has been acquired from the Sydney airport weather
station at NSW, Australia [125]. This dataset includes temperature, humidity and
wind speed with resolution of 30 minutes. The time series representation of each of
these variables is given in Figs. 4.1-4.3, respectively. Also, it is worth noting that the
wind speed presented in Fig. 4.3 is measured at the height of 6.0m.

Fig. 4.1. Historical data of temperature at Sydney airport, NSW Australia

Fig. 4.2. Historical data of humidity at Sydney airport, NSW Australia
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Fig. 4.3. Historical data of wind speed at Sydney airport, NSW Australia

Fig. 4.4. Historical data of electricity demand for NSW Australia

Fig. 4.1 shows that the temperature has strong variation along the years with high
values at the beginning and the end of each year (i.e., the months of January and
December respectively), and low values at the middle of the year (i.e., the months of
June and July). In contrast to this strongly seasonal variation of temperature, the
variations of humidity and wind speed are much more random with very weak
seasonality as shown in Figs. 4.2 and 4.3 respectively. The variation of the weather
variables has some influences on electricity demand as presented in Fig. 4.4. The
overall properties of these typical weather variables are given in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1. Characteristics of temperature, humidity and wind speed
Variable

min

max

mean

median

Temperature ( C)

3.2

45.5

18.5

18.7

Humidity (%)

3.0

100.0

66.7

68.0

Wind speed (km/h)

0.0

80.0

20.3

18.0

0

It can be seen from Table 4.1 that the variations of all three variables are significant.
Wind speed can vary from 0 (stalling state) to 80 km/h, and relative humidity spreads
out from 3.0% to 100%. Interestingly, temperature is always positive with the lowest
and highest values being at 3.2°C and 45.5°C respectively. It is noted that the median
of humidity is higher than its mean value; however, the median of wind speed is
lower than its mean. The comparison between mean and median values illustrates the
skewness of the dataset thus majority of the humidity data is higher than its mean
value of 66.7% while majority of wind speed data are smaller than its mean value of
20.3 km/h. In contrast, the mean and median values of temperature are very close to
each other so that the temperature dataset may not experience extreme skewness.
To reveal the relationship among temperature, humidity and wind speed, variabilities
associated with these 3 weather variables, considering smaller time resolution, for a
typical week in 2015 are depicted in Fig. 4.5. It is noted that humidity may have
negative correlation with temperature in the selected timeframe because temperature
is at low level when humidity is high, and vice versa. On the other hand, the variation
of wind speed is random, and it hardly follows any specific pattern in the shorter
timeframe.
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Fig. 4.5. Hourly variation of temperature, humidity and wind speed for a typical
week in 2015

4.2.2

Correlation analysis

Weather variables may have strong influence on human feeling and living style. In
order for humans to maintain the living comfortability, the adverse weather impacts
can be reduced using modern electric equipment. As a result, small variations in
weather variables can have enormous influence on an electricity consumption [37],
[38]. To reveal the impacts of weather variables on demand, correlation analysis can
be used. The two most widely used analyses are Pearson correlation and Spearman
correlation. While the former one reveals the linear relationship, the latter one
discloses the monotonic relationship between the associated variables.
4.2.2.1 Pearson correlation
Pearson correlation technique is commonly used to estimate the linear
interdependency among different variables.

Using this technique, a correlation

coefficient, which is between -1.0 and +1.0, is generated to estimate the degree of
correlation between different variables [126]. While +1.0 indicates a perfect positive
correlation; -1.0 signifies a perfect inverse correlation; and 0 means no correlation.
Given the two datasets X = {x1 , x2 ,..., xn } and Y = {y1 , y 2 ,..., y n } with the mean
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values D X and DY respectively, the Pearson correlation between these two datasets
is expressed as in (4.1).

∑ (x − D )( y − D )
(∑ (x − D ) )× (∑ ( y − D ) )
n

rxy =

i =1

i

X

n

i

2

i =1

i

Y

n

i =1

X

(4.1)

2

i

Y

where, rxy is the correlation index between variables x and y, and n is the total
number of data points.
Rearranging (4.1),

rxy =

(D

D XY − n × D X × DY

)(

− n × D X × DY 2 − n × DY
2

X2

2

)

(4.2)

where,
DX =

1 n
1 n
x , DY = ∑i =1 yi , D XY =
∑
i =1 i
n
n

∑

n

x yi ,

i =1 i

D X 2 = ∑i =1 xi2 , DY 2 = ∑i =1 yi2
n

n

Also, from (4.1), the correlation coefficients can be calculated based on the sample
standard deviation as follows:

rxy =

D XY − n × D X × DY
(n − 1) × sd x × sd y

(4.3)

where, sd x and sd y are unbiased estimators for the sample variance. The expressions
for sd x and sd y are given below:

∑ (x
n

sd x =

i =1

− DX )

n −1

∑ (y
n

2

i

, sd y =

i =1

− DY )

2

i

n −1

4.2.2.2 Spearman correlation analysis
The Spearman correlation is used to evaluate the monotonic relationship between
two variables. In a monotonic relationship, the variables tend to change together, but
not necessarily at a constant rate. The calculation of Spearman correlation coefficient
is based on the Pearson correlation calculation for the ranked variables. Given the
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two datasets X = {x1 , x 2 ,..., x n } and Y = {y1 , y 2 ,..., y n } which are ranked in the two
datasets

A = rank ( X ) = {a1 , a 2 ,..., a n }

and

B = rank (Y ) = {b1 , b2 ,..., bn },

the

Spearman correlation can be expressed as follows:

∑ (a
n

rs xy =

(∑

i =1

i

− D A )(bi − DB )

n
2
)
(
(
)
(b − DB )2 )
a
−
D
×
∑
i
A
i =1
i =1 i
n

(4.4)

where, D A and DB are the mean values of variables a and b respectively as below.
DA =

1 n
1 n
a , DB = ∑i =1 bi
∑
i =1 i
n
n

4.2.2.3 Significance of correlation coefficients
While the calculated correlation coefficients measure the strength of relationship
between two variables, the significance of the relationship can be expressed using a
p-value. P-value represents a probability level, which indicates how unlikely a given
correlation coefficient will occur given no relationship in the population. P-value is
estimated using student distribution test as in (4.5).

p _ value = 2 × pro (T > t )

(4.5)

where, pro (⋅) is the probability of an incident to occur, T follows the student
distribution and t is the estimated t-value which is calculated as below.

t=

r n−2
1− r 2

(4.6)

where, r is the correlation coefficient and n is the number of observations. (n − 2)
represents the degree of freedom for using the t-distribution.
To evaluate the significant level of a coefficient, the computed p-value is compared
with a chosen threshold. A widely used significant level threshold is 0.05 [127]. Any
obtained p-value smaller than this given threshold indicates that the null hypothesis
of insignificant correlation is rejected. Consequently, the corresponding coefficient
of that p-value can be considered significant.
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4.2.2.4 Results obtained using correlation analyses
The Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficients and their significance values are
calculated and the results are tabulated in Tables 4.2 and 4.3 respectively. In order to
evaluate the strength of correlation, the mean absolute values of weekly correlation
coefficients in entire dataset are considered.
Table 4.2. Mean absolute average strength and significance of Pearson correlation
between weather variables and demand
Temperature

Humidity

Wind speed

rxy

pvalue

rxy

pvalue

rxy

pvalue

0.575

0.031

0.158

0.108

0.118

0.159

Table 4.3. Mean absolute average strength and significance of Spearman correlation
between weather variables and demand
Temperature

Humidity

Wind speed

rs xy

pvalue

rs xy

pvalue

rs xy

pvalue

0.570

0.006

0.141

0.126

0.112

0.157

The first column of Tables 4.2 and 4.3 illustrate that temperature has strong
correlation with electricity demand since the mean absolute average strengths ( rxy and

rs xy ) are greater than 0.5. The two correlations are not much different from each
other, inferring that the monotonic relationship between temperature and demand is
dominated along with linear relationship. In addition, the p-value values in the
second columns of the two tables are smaller than 0.05, which demonstrates that the
linear correlation is significant at 5% level.
On the other hand, from the third and fifth columns of Table 4.2, the mean absolute
average strengths for humidity and wind speed with demand are found to be 0.158
and 0.118, respectively using Pearson correlation. These values are much smaller
than 0.25, illustrating the weak relationship between these two variables and demand.
Also, the fourth and last columns of Table 4.2 show the p-value values of 0.108 and
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0.159, which are much greater than 0.05. Accordingly, the correlations are not
significant (at the level of 5%). Similarly, it can be seen from Table 4.3 that the mean
absolute average strengths for humidity and wind speed are weak and not significant
at the level of 5% using Spearman correlation.
In the above analyses, only temperature shows strong and significant correlation to
electricity demand. Consequently, only temperature should be considered to be
included in the forecasting model for the data acquired from NSW, Australia.
4.3

Demand Forecasting with Incorporation of Weather Variables

In this section, a new forecasting strategy is proposed to build a demand forecasting
model using a multi-layer moving window approach and a recursive forecasting
model. While the multi-layer moving window approach is employed to incorporate
weather variables, the recursive model is introduced to forecast electricity demand
one day and one week ahead.
4.3.1

Forecasting strategy

The conceptual diagram of proposed forecasting strategy is given in Fig. 4.6. It
shows 3 main steps in the demand forecasting procedure. Firstly, the correlation
analysis is employed to evaluate the correlation between demand and weather
variables. The results from this step provide supportive information to select the
significant variables to the forecasting model. Secondly, a multi-layer moving
window model is developed to include selected weather variables into the forecasting
model. Using this approach, weather variables are included in different layers of the
window, and the size of each layer can be optimised based on both the previous
correlation analysis and the ultimate performance of the forecasting model. Thirdly, a
recursive model is established to extend the forecasting ability to one day and one
week ahead with resolution of 30 minutes.
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Fig. 4.6. Conceptual diagram of the proposed forecasting process

4.3.2

Multi-layer moving window approach

In moving window approach, a dataset is rearranged based on the observed patterns
and the forecast can be represented in the form of links between sub-windows. A
typical one layer moving window with a size of 3x3 sub-windows is given in Fig.
4.7. The window can be explained as follows. The current state is
required to forecast the value at state
values from

, and it is

. To forecast this value, all the other

backward can be used.
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Fig. 4.7. Diagrammatic representation of a moving window approach

It is noted from [36] that the autoregressive model can be used to represent the link
between forecasting points to historical data values. The autoregressive model can be
expressed as in (4.7).

(4.7)

If (4.7) is used to represent the window in Fig. 4.7,
window
denoted by

, and the historical sub-windows from

signifies the subto

are

, with i=1:m.

If a weather variable

contributes to the improvement of the model in (4.7), this

variable can be used to model the residual of (4.7) as shown in (4.8).

(4.8)

Replacing (4.8) into (4.7) and extending the expression for different weather
variables, the autoregressive forecasting model can be rewritten as in (4.9).
(4.9)
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where,

are different layers of a moving window, which can be calculated as

follows:
,

,

It is noted that (4.9) represents the summation of different window layers

, which

is a numerical representation of multi-layer moving window. Graphically, the multilayer moving window can be represented as in Fig. 4.8.

Fig. 4.8. Graphical representation of multi-layer moving window approach

Fig. 4.8 shows that there can be

layers in the moving window and each layer

represents different input variable. The input variable is considered only if it has a
significant contribution to the forecasting model. It is noted that the window size in
different layers can be adapted suitably to tackle various forecasting problems.
Especially, when the weather variables are included into the forecasting model, the
coefficients are adaptively altered to update the impacts of weather variables.
4.3.3

Recursive forecasting model

Recursive model is employed to forecast electricity demand in multistep-ahead. This
model allows the new forecasted value to be used as one of the inputs to forecast the
demand in the consecutive forecasting steps.
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It is noted that (4.9) is used to forecast one step ahead only. To forecast s step ahead,
(4.9) can be extended as in (4.10).

y (k + s ) = a0 + W1 (k + s ) + W2 (k + s ) + ... + Wn (k + s ) + ε (k + s )

(4.10)

In (4.10), while the independent windows Wi (k + s) , i ≥ 2 can be updated accordingly,
the first window layer W1 (k + s ) can be updated using a recursive structure.
Recursive structure allows the forecasting process to consider the forecasting value at
a previous step as one of the inputs to the model to forecast the subsequent value. For
illustration, the representation of two-step ahead forecast is given as in (4.11).
m +1

m

i =2

i =2

W1 (k + 2) = ∑ ai × y (k − li ) = a1 × yˆ m+1 + ∑ ai × y (k − li )

(4.11)

Similarly, forecasting of s-step ahead can be achieved by expanding (4.11) into
(4.12)
s −1

m

j =1

i=s

W1 (k + s ) = ∑ a j × yˆ m+ j + ∑ ai × y (k − li )

(4.12)

m

In (4.12), while the second part

∑ a × y(k − l ) represents the historical dependence,
i=s

s −1

the first part

∑a
j =1

j

i

i

× yˆ m+ j denotes the previous forecast dependence. It is noted that if

s is greater than m , the second part disappears; therefore, from the m step ahead
forecast, the forecasting outcome is only dependent on the previously obtained
forecasts.
4.4

Results and Discussions

With the aid of a dataset acquired for NSW, Australia, the proposed model is
investigated in three main forecasting horizons which are half-hourly ahead, one day
ahead and one week ahead.
4.4.1

Half-hour ahead forecasts

The half-hourly forecasting model, which has been developed in [36], is employed in
this study and it is called Model 1. Model 1 is then extended into Model 2 with the
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inclusion of temperature using multi-layer window technique proposed earlier. The
performances of Model 1 and Model 2 are investigated using a sample data for the
period between 6th June 2015 to 13th June 2015. The forecasting results are compared
with the actual data and the results are shown in Fig. 4.9.

Fig. 4.9. Half-hour ahead demand forecasting with and without inclusion of
temperature for the period between 6th - 13th June 2015

Fig. 4.9 shows that the correspondence between the actual demand and forecasts are
extremely close for both the models. As a result, it is extremely difficult to
differentiate the performance of the two models based on visualisation of the plots in
Fig. 4.9, especially to identify the contribution of temperature (as a weather variable)
in Model 2.
To evaluate the contribution of temperature to the forecasting model, mean absolute
percentage error (MAPE), root mean square error (RMSE) and Durbin-Watson (DW)
test are employed. The comparative results for both Models 1 and 2 are given in
Table 4.4.
Table 4.4. Error measures for Model1 and Model2
Model
MAPE (%) RMSE (MW)

DW

Model 1 (Without temperature)

0.597

59

1.94

Model 2 (With temperature)

0.587

57

1.92
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Table 4.4 shows that Model 2 slightly outperforms Model 1with small reduction of
both MAPE and RMSE values. The small improvement (0.01% and 2 MW for
MAPE and RMSE respectively) is reasonable for the forecasting horizon of 30
minutes ahead. Within this horizon, the correlation between demand and previous
demand is much higher than that between demand and temperature. Consequently,
the contribution of temperature to the forecasting model is extremely small compared
to contribution from previous demand values. Looking at the last column of Table
4.4, the DW values of two models are 1.94 and 1.92, which indicates that the two
models do not have issues with autocorrelation in the obtained residuals [122].
4.4.2

One-day ahead forecasting

When the forecasting horizon is extended to one day ahead, both Models 1 and 2
experience deterioration in performance. The comparison between forecasting results
obtained from these two models and actual data is presented in Fig. 4.10 for a typical
dataset between 6th - 13th June 2015.

Fig. 4.10. One day ahead demand forecasting with and without inclusion of
temperature for the period between 6th - 13th June 2015

Fig. 4.10 shows that the forecasting result from Model 2 has closer correspondence
with the actual demand than that from Model 1. Looking more closely at the forecast
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for 7th June 2015, it can be seen that Model 2 outperforms Model 1 significantly. In
other words, the forecasts have been adjusted considerably with the incorporation of
temperature. To reveal the impacts of temperature in this timeframe, the temperature
profiles are plotted in Fig. 4.11.

Fig. 4.11. Variation of temperature on 6th and 7th of June 2015

It can be seen from Fig. 4.11 that the temperature on 7th June 2015 is significantly
higher than that in one week before; especially in the daytime, the temperature is
about 10°C higher than that in previous week. This growth of temperature leads to
considerable reduction in heating requirement, and thus moderates the electricity
demand. Consequently, the demand is much lower on 7th June 2015 in comparison
with that on 6th June 2015. The impact of temperature is clearly reflected in the
forecasting results of Model 2. As a result, the accuracy of Model 2 is significantly
higher than that of Model 1 as presented in Fig. 4.10.
To evaluate the performances of Model 1 and Model 2 for one day ahead demand
forecasting, MAPE values are calculated for both the models, and the results are
presented in Fig. 4.12.
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Fig. 4.12. MAPE values for up to one day ahead forecasting using Models 1 and 2

Fig. 4.12 shows that both Models 1 and 2 experience significant deterioration due to
inherent uncertainty of load demand with multistep ahead forecasting. In addition, it
is clear that Model 2 outperforms Model 1 as MAPE values for Model 2 are
noticeably smaller than that for Model 1. In other words, forecasting performance is
significantly improved with the inclusion of temperature. The more significant
contribution from the temperature is observed with the aid of difference in MAPE
values between Model 2 and Model 1. While this difference is only 0.01% for halfhour-ahead forecasting, it is about 0.8% for one day ahead forecasting.
4.4.3

One-week ahead forecasting

Models 1 and 2 are employed to forecast electricity demand one week ahead. The
forecasting performance of these two models are compared and shown in Fig. 4.13.
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Fig. 4.13. MAPE for one week ahead forecasting with and without inclusion of
temperature

Fig. 4.13 shows that when the forecasting horizon extended from one day ahead to
one week ahead, MAPE values of both models experience slight increases. While the
increase is about 1.6% (from nearly 3.5% to around 5.1%) for Model 1, it is about
0.9% (from 2.8% to 3.7%) for Model 2. These increases are significantly smaller
when forecasting horizon is extended from half hour ahead to one day ahead.
It is noted from Fig. 4.13 that the MAPE values may follow a logarithmic function
with an upper limit when forecasting horizon is extended. This demonstrates the
robustness of the proposed forecasting model.
4.4.4

Error desperation analysis

The proposed Model 2 is employed to forecast electricity demand for NSW,
Australia in entire year of 2015. The desperation of obtained error from this forecast
is investigated in different hours of a day and different days of a week. To reveal
these desperations of the error, the box plot is used and the results are given in Figs.
4.14 and 4.15.
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Fig. 4.14. Forecasting error for different hours of a day

Fig. 4.15. Forecasting error for different days of a week

It can be seen from Fig. 4.14 that the error is smaller in the early morning and late
night of the day. More specifically, while the error is quite small in the period
between 23:00 hour to about 05:00 hour, it may be considerable in the period from
06:00 hour to 22:00 hour. In the latter period, the error can be more for the two subperiods from 06:00 hour to 10:00 hour and from 15:00 hour to 18:00 hour.
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Fig. 4.15 shows that some outliers are more desperate for Thursday than those for
Wednesday while the whiskers of the box are closer to the zero for Thursday than for
Wednesday. This may result in smaller MAPE but higher RMSE as the weights for
the outliers are squared in RMSE calculation. While MAPE focuses more on average
error, RMSE pays more attention on the outliers. For this reason, both measures
should be considered in evaluating the forecasting results. The MAPE and RMSE for
different days of a week are given in Table 4.5.
Table 4.5. Proposed model performance in different days of a week

4.5

Performance

Mon

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

Sun

MAPE (%)

3.165

3.192

2.830

2.765

3.046

2.963

2.739

RMSE (MW)

384

379

329

350

384

361

301

Summary

In this chapter, the patterns of typical weather variables including temperature,
humidity and wind speed are revealed using time series plots. Furthermore, impacts
of these variables on electricity demand are analysed using correlation techniques.
The results from these analyses illustrate that the demand is significantly influenced
with the variation of weather variables, especially temperature.
Since temperature may dynamically be associated with an electricity demand, a
multi-layer moving window based model has been developed to incorporate the
influence of temperature in demand forecasting. Each layer of the window can
represent a weather variable effectively because the individual layer can adjust the
size based on significance of each weather variable. The model is then extended to
forecast the demand one day ahead using a recursive technique. This technique
allows the forecasted value to be reused as an input in the model, and hence the
overall performance of the forecasting model has been improved further.
A typical dataset for the State of NSW, Australia is used to illustrate the
effectiveness of the proposed method. The obtained results demonstrate the
significance of temperature in electricity demand forecasting. Dynamic incorporation
of temperature in the proposed model helps improve the performance of the
multistep ahead forecasting significantly.
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CHAPTER 5.

A VARIANCE INFLATION FACTOR AND

BACKWARD ELIMINATION BASED REGRESSION MODEL FOR
FORECASTING MONTHLY ELECTRICITY DEMAND
5.1

Introduction

It has been presented in Chapter 4 that weather variables including temperature may
have strong impacts on electricity demand and the inclusion of this variable into the
forecasting model help enhance the short-term forecasting performance significantly.
In this chapter, further the influences of exogenous variables on electricity demand
forecasting in medium-term period are investigated. To accommodate these
variables, a multiple regression model is employed. For building the multiple
regression forecasting model, appropriate variables are needed to be included in the
model. The consideration of some variables and the non-consideration of others can
obviously affect the precision of the model and influence the accuracy of results.
This chapter proposes a novel combinatorial method using multicollinearity analysis
and backward elimination regression analysis to select the optimised set of variables
for an electricity demand forecasting model. First, in the multicollinearity analysis,
the redundant explanatory variables will be excluded from the independent dataset.
Subsequently, the backward elimination analysis will be adopted to remove the
insignificant variables from the model. Furthermore, a balance point temperature
concept and average degree days haves been employed to represent the impacts of
temperature on demand in the model.
The chapter is organised as follows. Section 5.2 presents the forecasting model to
forecast the electricity demand using multicollinearity analysis and backward
regression analysis. Section 5.3 introduces the average degree days and adjustment
factors which are effectively used in the model to improve the forecasting accuracy.
Section 5.4 details the empirical results and associated discussion. Section 5.5
provides the concluding remarks.
5.2

Multicollinearity and Backward Regression Analysis

In this section, an analytical technique has been developed, as depicted
diagrammatically in Fig. 5.1, for building the electricity demand forecasting model.
First, the prospective variables which can have significant impacts on the electricity
demand are highlighted and the associated data are collated in the dataset 1. Second,
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the multicollinearity analysis has been conducted to reduce the collinearity by
excluding the redundant predictors. The remaining dependent and independent
variables including electricity demand form a multiple regression model. Third, this
model is examined with the backward elimination regression analysis to remove the
insignificant variables. The final model is then modified with the aid of adjustment
factors to obtain the forecasted demand.

Fig. 5.1. A conceptual diagram for building the electricity forecasting model

5.2.1

Prospective variables

Both socioeconomic and climatic changes may have considerable effect on the
electricity demand. The socioeconomic variables such as population, gross state
product (GSP) and electricity price are expected to have strong influence on the
electricity demand [42], [128]. Any increase in GSP, indicating the economic
growth, can lead to more electricity equipment being used. This leads to the high
living standard and also high demand of electricity. Moreover, an expansion of
population can intuitively cause an increase in total demand. On the other hand, if the
price of electricity rises, there could be a reduction in the power consumption. Also,
the climatic variables may have significant influence on the electricity demand.
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Among all the climatic variables, temperature is reported to be the most important
variable that can have significant impact on the electricity demand [55], [129].
Additionally, the other climatic variables such as wind speed, humidity, evaporation,
rainfall, rainy days, solar exposure, and sunshine hours may have linear relationship
with the electricity demand. All the above mentioned climatic and non-climatic
variables are considered in this paper as potential predictors and thoroughly
investigated.
5.2.2

Multicollinearity analysis

Electricity demand can be affected by numerous variables however, it is not
necessary to include all these variables in the forecasting model. It has been reported
in [130] that linear relationship between the climatic variables and one predictor
variable can represent the characteristics of other variables. Consequently, this
predictor variable has little or even no new information contributing to the model and
it becomes redundant. Furthermore, this redundant predictor variable can affect the
precision of the model and lead to unreliable forecasting values due to the
multicollinearity phenomenon [61]. As a result, employing the multicollinearity
analysis is essential to reveal the relationship between the independent variables.
5.2.2.1 Analytical approach
For a multiple regression equation as in (5.1), the multicollinearity between the
predictors can cause large standard error for the coefficients β , β , β ,..., β
0 1 2

m

and may

affect the model precision.

y = β 0 + β1 × x1 + β 2 × x2 + ... + β m × xm + ε

(5.1)

where, y is the response, β 0 , β1 , β 2 ,..., β m are the coefficients, x1 , x2 ,..., xm are the
independent variables, m is the total number of independent variables, ε is the error
term.
For demonstration, it is assumed that the coefficients β 0 , β1 , β 2 ,..., β m in (5.1) can be
determined from the n observation of a dataset given in (5.2).
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 y1 = β 0 + β1 × x11 + β 2 × x12 + ... + β m × x1m + ε 1
 y = β + β × x + β × x + ... + β × x + ε
 2
0
1
21
2
22
m
2m
2

...
 yn = β 0 + β1 × xn1 + β 2 × xn 2 + ... + β m × xnm + ε n

(5.2)

where y1 , y2 ,..., yn are the n-observed values of dependent variable data, xij (i=1:n,
j=1:m) is the observation i of variable j, and ε 1 , ε 2 ,..., ε n are the observed errors.
The above variables can be written in matrix form as:

β 0 
1 x11 x12 ... x1m 
ε 1 
 y1 
β 
1
1 x x ... x 
ε 
y 
 
2
21 22
2m 


, B =  β 2 , E =  2 
Y=
,X=
...

... 
... 
 
...


 
 
 
ε n 
 yn 
1 xn1 xn 2 ... xnm 
β m 
 

(5.3)

Then, the model equation for all observations can be expressed as:

Y = X×B + E

(5.4)

where, Y is the response matrix of the model, B is the coefficient matrix, X is the
independent variables matrix, and E is the error matrix.
From (5.4), with X' being the transpose matrix of X , one of the least square
estimations of B can be calculated as B̂ which is presented in (5.5).

Bˆ = [( X '×X) −1 ] × X '×Y

(5.5)

Since each element ε in (5.1) is treated as a random error, its expectation and
variation is given in (5.6) and (5.7) respectively.

E (ε ) = 0

(5.6)

Cov (ε ) = σ 2

(5.7)
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For the independent random errors ε 1 , ε 2 ,..., ε n in (5.2), the expectation and the
covariance of the error matrix given in (5.3) can be rewritten as in (5.8), and (5.9)
[131].

 ε 1   0 
   
 ε  0
E (E ) = [0] , or E   2   =  
   
 ...   ...
 ε  0
 n  

(5.8)

 ε 1  
1 0 0 ... 0
 
0 1 0 ... 0
 ε 

Cov (E ) = σ 2 I, or Cov   2   = σ 2 
... 
...

 


 ε 
0 0 0 ... 1
 n

(5.9)

where, each diagonal element of Cov (ε ) is the variance of each individual ε i and has
same value of σ 2 . The off-diagonal elements of Cov (ε ) are the covariance between

ε i and ε j , and these off-diagonal elements are zero due to the independence of the
errors.
From (5.4), the matrix (X× B ) is fixed (although B is unknown), so the expectation
and variation of Y can be calculated as in (5.10) and (5.11) respectively [131].

E (Y ) = E (X × B + E) = X × B + E (E)

(5.10)

Cov (Y ) = Cov (X × B + E) = Cov (E)

(5.11)

Considering (5.8) and (5.9), then (5.10) and (5.11) will become (5.12) and (5.13).

E (Y ) = X × B

(5.12)

Cov (Y ) = σ 2 I

(5.13)

Now with the estimation of coefficient matrix in (5.5), the expectation and the
variation of B̂ can be expressed as in (5.14) and (5.15) respectively.
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() (

E Bˆ = E (( X '×X) −1 ) × X '×Y

()

)

(5.14)

(

Cov Bˆ = Cov (( X '×X) −1 ) × X '×Y

)

(5.15)

Applying the properties of expectation and variation calculation to (5.14) and (5.15),
then we have (5.16) and (5.17).

()

E Bˆ = (( X '×X) −1 ) × X '×E (Y )

() (

)

(5.16)

(

)

Cov Bˆ = (( X '×X) −1 ) × X ' × Cov (Y ) × (( X '×X) −1 ) × X ' '

(5.17)

Using the properties of transpose matrix to the right hand side of equation (5.17) and
it will results in (5.18)

()

Cov Bˆ = (( X '×X) −1 ) × X ' × Cov (Y ) × X × (( X '×X) −1 )

(5.18)

By substituting (5.12) into (5.16), and (5.13) into (5.18) and doing some requisite
matrix manipulation, the expectation and the variation of B̂ can be derived as in
(5.19) and (5.20) respectively.

()

E Bˆ = (( X '×X) −1 ) × X '×X × B = B

(5.19)

Cov Bˆ = (( X '×X) −1 ) × X ' × (σ 2 ) × I × X × (( X '×X) −1 ) = (σ 2 ) × (( X '×X) −1 )

(5.20)

()

Equations (5.19) and (5.20) show that the expectation of
and the variance of

B̂ is exactly the same to B

B̂ is proportional to the population variance σ 2 with an amount

−1

−1

of ( X '×X) . Setting the matrix, C = ( X '×X) , then the variation of B is given in
(5.21).

()

Cov Bˆ = (σ 2 ) × C

(5.21)

The off-diagonal elements of matrix C are related to the covariance between the
coefficients, and the diagonal elements are related to the variance of the coefficients
in the model as given in (5.22) [132].
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Var ( βˆ j ) = (σ 2 ) × c jj

(5.22)

where,
c jj =

1
(1 − R ) × ∑i =1 ( xij − x j ) 2
n

2
j

(5.23)

where, R 2j is the coefficient of determination of the regression of x j on all other
independent variables in the dataset, x j is the mean value of the observation of xij ,
and

∑

n

i =1

( xij − x j ) 2 is the denominator of the formula for the variance of the

regression coefficient in a simple linear regression.
Substituting (5.23) into (5.22), the variance of the coefficient of variable x j
becomes:

Var ( βˆ j ) =

σ2

∑

n

i =1

(

( xij − x j )

2

×

1
(1 − R 2j )

(5.24)

)

It is noted from (5.24) that σ 2 / ∑i=1 ( xij − x j ) 2 is the variance of coefficient β̂ j if
n

there is only one variable xj in the dataset, and it is independent from the relationship
between xj and the other predictor variables. On the other hand, the latter part

1 /(1 − R 2j ) is the factor which depends on the linear relationship between x j and the
other independent variables [x1, x2, … xj-1, xj+1, …, xm]. This part will be introduced
as the variance inflation factor as in next subsection.
5.2.2.2 Variance inflation factor
In order to determine the multicollinearity problem in a dataset that has m
independent variables, e.g., [x1, x2, … xj, …, xm], one of the following methods can be
used: Pearson’s correlation matrix of predictor variables; eigenvalues of the matrix
[ X'×X] ; or variance inflation factor (VIF) [61]. The Pearson’s correlation matrix has

a limitation of establishing relationship between only two independent variables at a
time. Utilising the eigenvalues can help determine the linear relationship among
more than two variables but it could be computationally intensive, especially with
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increase in the number of independent variables. VIF is an effective approach for
multicollinearity assessment since it overcomes the lacunas of the above mentioned
methods. In addition, VIF calculations are straightforward and comprehensive; the
higher the value of VIF, the higher the collinearity is between the related variables.
Accordingly, VIF has been used in the proposed model to identify multicollinearity.
VIFj of one predictor xj is calculated based on the linear relationship between the
predictor xj and the other independent variables [x1, x2, … xj-1, xj+1, …, xm] as in
(5.25) [61].

1
(1 − R 2j )

VIF j =

(5.25)

where, R 2j is the coefficient of determination of the regression of x j on all other
independent variables in the dataset [ x1 , x2 ,... x j −1 , x j +1 ,... xm ] .
In the case when there is no multicollinearity between the variables in the dataset, the

R 2j equals to zero, and VIFj equals to 1. If the multicollinearity exists, the VIFj
progresses to a number that is much greater than 1. In [133], the VIF value of 5 is
used for examining the multicollinearity phenomenon. It is mentioned that VIFj is
2
equal to 5, then the value for R j is found to be 0.8 i.e., eighty percent of the variable

x j can be represented by the other independent variables highlighting the possibility
of multicollinearity.
5.2.3

Backward regression analysis

After excluding the redundant variables with the aid of multicollinearity analysis, the
generalised regression equation given in (5.1) can be rewritten as in (5.26) for
electricity demand forecasting.
m

D = c0 + ∑ (c j × x j ) + ε

(5.26)

j =1

where D is the electricity demand, c0 is the constant, x j are independent variables,

c j are coefficients of variables x j , ε is the error term, and m is the number of
variables included in the model.
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In this model, some variables may be insignificant, and the insignificant variables
should be eliminated from the model by backward elimination regression analysis. In
this process, the p-value, which can be used to estimate the significance of variables
of each parameter, is estimated. A p-value with a range between 0 and 1 is used to
test the null hypothesis that the coefficient c j is equal to zero. If the p-value is close
to 1, the hypothesis is true and theci probability of c j being zero is very high and the
consequent variable x j becomes insignificant. If the p-value is low, the predictor

variable x j becomes significant in the model. The criterion for the p-value is
commonly set as 0.05 [127], which indicates that any variables with a p-value of less
than 0.05 should be significant in the model.
5.3

Average Degree Days and Adjustment Factors

Numerous studies have represented the temperature by using degree days [42], [52],
[54], [56], [39], [58], as degree days can represent linear relationship with the energy
consumption. In this paper, the main purpose is to forecast the electricity demand so
the average degree days are more suitable. In addition, adjustment factors are used to
isolate the influence of climatic factors on the electricity demand.
5.3.1

Balance point temperature

As discussed earlier, temperature is considered to be one of the most important
variables affecting the electricity demand. The dependency of the demand on the
temperature however is not a linear relationship, but is the V-shaped curve for the
ideal case [42], [56]. The point at which the electricity demand is at its minimum is
called the balance point temperature Tb.
In practice, the relationship between electricity demand and temperature is not
perfectly smooth like the ideal case. The balance point temperature Tb, however, can
be estimated by using the trend-lines [39], [58]. In Fig. 5.2, the monthly electricity
demand data and temperature data for 12 years from year 1999 to 2010 for the state
of New South Wales (NSW), Australia were used to plot the scatter and trend-line to
evaluate the balance point temperature. As shown in Fig. 5.2, the balance point
temperature can be determined with the help of trend-line equation which is found to
be 19.5°C.
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Fig. 5.2. Relationship between electricity demand and temperature in NSW,
Australia from year 1999 to 2010

5.3.2

Average degree days

If the average temperature of a day i is T then the cooling degree of that day (CDDi)
i
is given by:
(Ti − Tb )
CDDi = 
0

if (Ti > Tb )
if (Ti < Tb )

(5.27)

From (5.27), in day i, when Ti is greater than Tb, the CDDi equals to the difference
between Ti and Tb. Since Ti is lower than Tb, CDDi = 0 due to no cooling demand
required. The average cooling degree days (ACDD) in one month can then be
calculated by summing up all the degree days in that month and take the average
value as in (5.28).

ACDD =

1 N
× ∑ CDDi
N i=1
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(5.28)

where N is the number of days in one month.
Similarly, the heating degree of one day (HDDi) and the average heating degree days
in one month (AHDD) can be identified as in (5.29) and (5.30) respectively.
(Tb − Ti )
HDDi = 
0

AHDD =

if (Ti < Tb )
if (Ti > Tb )

1 N
× ∑ HDDi
N i=1

(5.29)

(5.30)

In case of average HDD, the lower the value of temperature Ti and the longer it lasts,
the bigger the AHDD value. If Ti is greater than Tb, no heating is required.
The balance point temperature is used to calculate the ACDD and the AHDD for each
month between the year 1999 to 2010. The ACDD and AHDD values are presented in
Fig. 5.3 and Fig. 5.4 respectively.

Fig. 5.3. Estimated average cooling degree days in NSW, Australia for each month
from year 1999 to 2010
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Fig. 5.4. Estimated average heating degree days in NSW, Australia for each month
from year 1999 to 2010

From Figs. 5.3 and 5.4, it can be seen that the trend of the variation of the AHDD is
likely to be opposite to the trend of the variation of the ACDD. This can be explained
by the repetition of different seasons every year, and the temperature pattern in a
particular season could be different to that of the other seasons. The two seasons with
the most significant influence on the ACDD and the AHDD are summer and winter.
In the summer time i.e., from December to February in Australia, the ACDD reaches
to a very high value due to the dominance of hot weather, but the AHDD reduces to
nearly zero. Contrarily, in the winter time, i.e., from June to August, the ACDD is
close to zero because of the dominance of cold weather, while the AHDD is at its
highest. From Figs. 5.3 and 5.4, it is noted that the maximum value of the AHDD is
always higher than that of the ACDD. This highlights the fact that the winter has
more extreme weather conditions than that of the summer in NSW. Accordingly, it is
expected that the electricity demand will depend predominantly on temperature in
NSW, Australia.
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5.3.3

Adjustment factors

Adjustment factors have been used in [52], [41] for building the electricity
forecasting model. The main purpose of the adjustment factors is to isolate the
influence of the climate factors on the electricity consumption. First, the adjustment
factor F j for each year is calculated using (5.31), and then the monthly data is
adjusted as in (5.32). This adjusted electricity demand Eadj (i, j ) will be used to build
the forecasting model. This model is then multiplied by the adjustment factor F j in
each year to get the prediction value of electricity demand.
12

Fj =

∑ E (i, j )
i =1

(5.31)

Eav

Eadj (i, j ) =

E (i, j )
Fj

(5.32)

where F j is the adjustment factor of year j; Eav is the average electricity demand in
the study period; E (i, j ) is the electricity demand in the month i of year j; and

Eadj (i, j ) is the adjusted electricity demand in month i for year j.
Figs. 5.5 and 5.6 depict the relationship between adjusted electricity demand with
respect to ACDD and AHDD respectively. From these two figures, it can be seen
that the fit with the electricity demand and AHDD (R2 = 0.961) is better than that of

ACDD (R2 = 0.546), and the dependence of the demand on AHDD is stronger due to
the greater incline of the trend-line. Accordingly, AHDD is expected to have
significant impact on the electricity demand of NSW.
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Fig. 5.5. Relationship between monthly electricity demand and ACDD from 1999
to 2010

Fig. 5.6. Relationship between monthly electricity demand and AHDD from 1999
to 2010
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5.4

Results and Discussions

A case study has been conducted in the chapter with the aid of historical data from
the state of NSW, Australia for the year 1999 to 2010. The data associated with
electricity demand and electricity price (Pri) including industrial, residential and
commercial sectors has been collected from the Australian energy market operator
[124]. These datasets are available for every half an hour and has been collated on
daily and monthly basis for the proposed studies. The annual data of population
(Pop), and gross state product (GSP) are accessible from Australian bureau of
statistics [134], and the monthly data during each year has been assumed to be
incrementally changing as per the yearly indices. The climatic parameters at Sydney
airport station [125] are assumed to be representing the entire state of NSW, as
around 75% of population of NSW are in Sydney and the surrounding areas.
Consequently, the monthly data of the climatic variables namely average humidity
percentage (Hum), number of clear days (CleD) in one month, number of cloudy
days (CloD) in one month, mean rainfall (RaF) in one month, average wind speed
(Win), number of rainy days in one month (RaD), average sunshine hours (Sun),
monthly mean solar exposure (Sol), average evaporation (Eva), mean maximum
temperature (MaT), and mean minimum temperature (MiT) have been acquired at the
Sydney airport station for the purpose of the analysis. Furthermore, the SPSS and
MATLAB have been employed to develop a statistical tool to perform the data
cleansing and the requisite analyses.
5.4.1

Model performance and validation

5.4.1.1 Multicollinearity analysis
From the calculated values of ACDD and AHDD along with the data of the other
independent variables, an independent dataset is formed, and it is called as set 1. This
dataset is then used in the multicollinearity analysis, and the process is shown as in
Table 5.1. In the first step of the analysis, the variable MiT has the biggest value of

VIF , which is 587.4; therefore, it will be removed (remd) from set 1, and then the set
2 is formed. In the second step, the MaT with the highest VIF of 130.7 is removed
from the set 2 to form the set 3. The process continues until set 7 and then stops, as
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all the remaining variables have the VIF values less than 5 which satisfy the
multicolinearity examining condition discussed in Section 5.3.2.
Table 5.1. Elimination results obtained using multicollinearity analysis
Variable
Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) of the predictors in different datasets
name
Set 1
Set 2
Set 3
Set 4
Set 5
Set 6
Set 7
ACDD

191.7

23.1

4.6

3.6

3.6

3.3

3.0

AHDD

490.2

57.9

5.9

4.7

4.7

4.0

3.1

Hum

6.9

5.9

5.3

4.1

4.0

4.0

3.2

RaD

3.5

3.4

3.3

3.3

3.2

3.1

3.1

GSP

24.1

23.0

22.8

22.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

Pri

1.3

1.3

1.3

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

RaF

2.2

2.2

2.2

2.1

2.1

2.0

2.0

Win

3.5

3.5

3.2

2.8

2.6

2.1

2.0

CloD

5.1

5.0

5.0

4.9

4.7

4.5

3.1

CleD

4.0

3.8

3.7

3.7

3.7

3.4

3.3

Sun

10.8

9.4

9.3

9.3

8.4

6.0

remd

Sol

25.4

25.4

25.1

10.3

9.2

remd

remd

Pop

22.8

22.3

22.3

22.3

remd

remd

remd

Eva

42.8

40.1

37.3

remd

remd

remd

remd

MaT

222.7

130.7

remd

remd

remd

remd

remd

MiT

587.4

remd

remd

remd

remd

remd

remd

It is noted that the VIF values of MiT and AHDD are very high, i.e., 587.4 and
490.2 respectively, in the set 1, but only MiT with highest VIF is excluded from the
dataset. These high VIF values are experienced due to the strong linear relationship
between MiT and AHDD , which is verified by applying the Pearson’s correlation to
this pair of variables. The correlation between these variables is found to be 0.952.

MiT , however, has strong linear relationship with the other variables in contrast to

AHDD . This is the reason why MiT should be removed from the data set in the first
place. In the second step (set 2), the VIF value of AHDD vastly reduces from 490.2
to 57.9 and even less than the VIF value of MaT , which is 130.7.
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5.4.1.2 Backward elimination regression analysis
Backward elimination analysis starts with model 1 (mod 1) which includes all the
remaining independent variables after conducting multicollinearity analysis. The
process of elimination is illustrated in Table 5.2.
In the first step, the variable CleD with the highest p-value of 0.933 is removed from
the mod 1, and mod 2 is formed based on the remaining variables. In the second step,
the CloD is excluded because of the highest p-value of 0.709, and so on. The
process continues until the seventh step (mod 7), where all the p-values are found to
be less than 0.05. The variables which retain their place till the end are ACDD ,

AHDD , Hum , and RaD . These could be classified as the most significant variables
and will be used to forecast the electricity demand.
Table 5.2. Elimination results obtained using backward regression analysis
Variable
name

Significant level of the independent variables (p-value of the
coefficients) in different models
mod 1

mod 2

mod 3

mod 4

mod 5

mod 6

mod 7

ACDD

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

AHDD

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

Hum

0.004

0.003

0.001

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

RaD

0.100

0.084

0.086

0.051

0.017

0.015

0.012

GSP

0.134

0.120

0.110

0.119

0.125

0.072

remd

Pri

0.484

0.474

0.431

0.423

0.409

remd

remd

RaF

0.611

0.613

0.593

0.515

remd

remd

remd

Win

0.697

0.681

0.695

remd

remd

remd

remd

CloD

0.710

0.709

remd

remd

remd

remd

remd

CleD

0.933

remd

remd

remd

remd

remd

remd

The values of regression term ( R ), coefficient of determination ( R 2 ) and adjusted
2
coefficient of determination ( Radj
) of the model 1 and model 7 are examined in

Table 5.3. The R and R 2 values show the fitness of the modeled curve to the actual
2
demand data, but the Radj
indicates the fitness of the model associated with the

freedom of the model (or the number of variables in the model). From Table 5.3, it
can be seen that before processing the backward elimination regression (in mod 1),
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the values of R and R 2 are greater than those at the final stage of the analysis (in
mod 7) because there is less number of variables in mod 7 than that in mod 1. The
2
, on the other hand, has been improved through the backward elimination
Radj

regression process from 0.941 (in mod 1) to 0.942 (in mod 7). Moreover, the
2
difference between Radj
and R 2 in model 7 is smaller than that in model 1. This

confirms that the backward regression analysis performs well even with the inclusion
of less number of variables.
Table 5.3. Coefficient of determination of Model 1 and Model 7
Model

R

R2

2
Radj

Model 1

0.974

0.948

0.941

Model 7

0.972

0.944

0.942

5.4.1.3 Final forecasting model
The model 7 in Table 5.3 is employed as final model for forecasting electricity
demand. The coefficient, standard error and t-statistic (t-ratio) values of each variable
in this model are given in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4. Variables in the final model
Variables

Coefficient

Standard error

t-ratio

(Constant)

6.892

0.179

38.6

ACDD

0.211

0.014

15.2

AHDD

0.268

0.008

31.6

Hum

0.011

0.003

3.9

RaD

-0.011

0.004

-2.6

1) Coefficient of Variables:
Coefficients given in Table 5.4 are the partial coefficient of each variable in the
model. From these values, and based on (5.26), the final model can be established as
in (5.33) and the forecasting value can be determined as in (5.34).

DM = 6.892 + 0.211× ACDD + 0.268 × AHDD + 0.011× Hum + 0.011× RaD (5.33)
EF = DM * F j
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(5.34)

where DM is the monthly electricity demand before incorporating adjustment, E F is
the forecasted demand, F j is the adjustment factor.
2) Standard Error:
The standard error indicates the interval confidence of the coefficients. Assuming
that the distribution of the constant associated with ACDD follow normal
distribution, at the level of 95% confidence, the percentage points of the t distribution
are estimated to be 1.99. Thus, with 95% confidence, the coefficient of ACDD in
Table 5.4 lies between (0.211 - 1.99*0.014 to 0.211 + 1.99*0.014) = 0.183 to 0.239.
It indicates that the electricity demand may increase from 0.183 to 0.239 GW when

ACDD increases by one degree with the assumption that other variables keep
constant.
3) t-ratio:
The t-ratio in this study is equal to the coefficients divided by the standard error
[127]. The absolute value of these t-ratio values thus, should be greater than 2 to
ensure the goodness of the coefficients. As can be seen in the Table 5.4, all the tratios are greater than 2 or less than -2, confirming the goodness of the coefficients.
With reference to Table 5.2, it is noted that the p-values of the ACDD , AHDD and

Hum are too small. However, based on the t-ratio indicators in Table 5.4, it can be
concluded that, AHDD is the most significant variable in the model with the highest
t-ratio.
5.4.1.4 Model validation
In this subsection, the modeled values and the historical data are plotted in the same
graph for the total time period to conduct a comparative study. Furthermore, the
percentage error is plotted and mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) is calculated
to confirm the accuracy of the model. Different divisions of available historical data
into training and testing dataset can be formed for verification, and the results would
2
be similar due to very high value of Radj
of the model as presented in Table 5.3. This

paper verifies the model with a training period from the year 1999 to 2005, and
prediction period from the year 2006 to 2010.
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1) Validation of the training period:
The comparison of predicted data and historical data for the training period from year
1999 to year 2005 is depicted in Fig. 5.7. It can be seen that the predicted values are
very close to the historical data. Especially, in the winter season, the deviation
between the two values is relatively small due to the strong relationship between the
electricity demand and the AHDD as shown in Fig. 5.6. The forecasted values are
underestimated for the summer season of the year 2004 and 2005 due to the sudden
increase in the actual demand in these time intervals.

Fig. 5.7. Comparison between modeled and actual electricity demand for the
period 1999 to 2005

It can be seen from Fig. 5.7 that there is a small decrease in the predicted value of the
demand as compared to the actual value of the demand in the month of December for
each year. The month of December is the beginning of the summer season with
predominantly hot weather (i.e., soaring temperatures), and the demand is expected
to be high due to the associated cooling requirement. Therefore, the reduction of
actual demand in summer can only be experienced due to some external events such
as the holiday period. The summer holidays may lead to sudden decrement in the
demand and badly affect the forecasting.
For the training period (1999-2005), the variation of the percentage error is shown in
Fig. 5.8. It can be seen that the error between the modeled values and the actual
demand is relatively small, and the maximum error is less than 4%. The Durbin92

Watson statistic for the model is calculated and found to be 2.01 highlighting that
there is no autocorrelation for the proposed forecasting model in the training period.
Furthermore, the MAPE of the model is estimated to be 1.02% indicating that the
modeled demand fits very well with the historical data.

Fig. 5.8. Variation of the percentage errors between modeled and actual electricity
demand for the period 1999 to 2005

2) Validation of the forecasting period:
The capability of the model in forecasting the electricity demand is evaluated by
applying the model to predict the demand for the year 2006 to 2010. The comparison
between the modeled values and the actual demand is shown in Fig. 5.9. It can be
seen that the peak demand in the winter season fits very well with the forecasted
values. The lower peaks demand in year 2009 and 2010 are expected due to the
warmer winter in recent years. With the warmer winter, the heating requirement in
NSW is declined thereby resulting into the decrement of the peak electricity demand.
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Fig. 5.9. Comparison between modeled and actual electricity demand for the
period 2006 to 2010

Fig. 5.10 introduces additional details associated with the variation of the percentage
error in the prediction period. The MAPE value of the model is found to be 1.35%,
and the value of the Durbin-Watson test in this case is obtained as 1.75. As a result,
the autocorrelation may exist due to the substantial variation of the demand in the
summer time in recent years.

Fig. 5.10. Variation of the percentage errors between modeled and actual
electricity demand for the period 2006 to 2010

The MAPE values for each month in both training and prediction periods are given
in Table 5.5. It can be seen from Table 5.5 that the MAPE values are lower in June
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and July as compared to the other months. This may be due to the stronger
dependence of electricity demand on temperature.
Table 5.5. MAPE values in different months

5.4.2

Month

Training period

Prediction period

Jan

1.926

1.009

Feb

1.306

2.071

Mar

0.734

1.022

Apr

1.355

2.060

May

0.809

1.000

Jun

0.897

0.761

Jul

0.397

0.465

Aug

0.466

1.054

Sep

0.561

2.040

Oct

1.370

1.967

Nov

1.641

1.795

Dec

0.743

0.952

Models comparison

The performance of the model which has been built in this study is compared with
the performance of 3 other different models. The results of the comparison
emphasize the effectiveness of the model built in this study. The three models are
first introduced and then the comparison will be conducted.
5.4.2.1 C-D model
The first model being used to compare is formed based on the U-shape relationship
between electricity demand and temperature. This model is named as C-D model.
The variables ACDD and AHDD are expected to have strong impacts on electricity
demand since they are temperature dependent. Besides the V-shape relationship
mentioned in Section 5.4.1, which is widely used in the literature, the U-shape can
also be used as another effective way to represent the relationship between demand
and temperature [52], [54]. U-shape relationship considers a comfort band in which
electricity demand is independent of temperature. In this subsection, the U-shape
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relationship is used to derive the ACDD and AHDD , and then the obtained values
are used to test in the proposed model. The U-shape representing the relationship of
demand and temperature in NSW, Australia is shown as in Fig. 5.11.

Fig. 5.11. U-shape representing the relationship between electricity demand and
temperature in NSW, Australia from year 1999 to 2010

In order to calculate the average degree days, Tbh , Tbc are introduced as the threshold
for calculating CDDi and HDDi , respectively. For the data acquired from State of
NSW Australia, Tbh , Tbc are selected as 17.5°C and 21.0°C, respectively as shown in
Fig. 5.11. The process of CDDi , HDDi calculation is similar to that mentioned in
Section 5.4.2 and can be represented using (5.35) and (5.36) respectively.
(T − T )

 i
bc
CDD = 
i 0


if (T > T )
i
bc
if (T < T )
i
bc

(5.35)

(T − T )

 bh i
HDD = 
i 0


if (T < T )
i
bh
if (T > T )
i
bh

(5.36)
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The calculated ACDD and AHDD along with the other independent variables are
then used in backward elimination regression analysis after eliminating
multicollinearity between the variables. The relevant results are included in Table
5.6. It can be seen that the variables included in C-D model are the same as that of
the proposed model (given in Table 5.4). The parameters such as coefficient,
standard error, and t-ratio of the two models are different due to the changes in

ACDD and AHDD .
Table 5.6. Variables in the C-D model
Variables

Coefficient

Standard error

t-ratio

(Constant)

7.286

0.176

41.4

ACDD

0.232

0.021

11.0

AHDD

0.321

0.010

33.0

Hum

0.010

0.003

3.5

RaD

-0.009

0.004

-2.2

5.4.2.2 B-R model
In order to emphasize the importance of multicollinearity analysis, another model
(named B-R model) was built only based on the backward regression analysis until
four most important variables are remained. The parameters of B-R model are given
in Table 5.7. The variables included in the B-R model are ACDD , Eva , MaT , MiT .
It is noted that there is only one common variable between this model and the
proposed model which is ACDD ; the remaining variables are different from that of
the proposed model.
Table 5.7. Variables in the B-R model
Variables

Coefficient

Standard error

t-ratio

(Constant)

12.237

0.259

47.321

ACDD

0.502

0.024

21.009

Eva

-0.002

0.001

-3.246

MaT

-0.088

0.020

-4.421

MiT

-0.147

0.013

-11.216
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5.4.2.3 C-L model
For further comparison, C-L model (model 3 proposed in [52]) is used to compare
with the other 3 models namely proposed model, C-D model, and B-R model built in
this paper. There are 7 input variables for C-L model, which are ACDD , AHDD ,

Hum , Win , Sol , RaF , GSP . The significant level (i.e., p-value) and t-ratio of each
variable in the model is given in the Table 5.8.
Table 5.8. Significant level and t-ratio of each variable in C-L model
Vairable

Constant

ACDD

AHDD

Hum

Win

Sol

RaF

GSP

p-value

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.442

0.169

0.204

0.824

0.023

t-ratio

13.802

10.528

30.695

0.772

-1.388

-1.281

-0.223

2.320

5.4.2.4 Comparative analysis
The comparative analysis of all the 4 models in relation to demand prediction is
given in Table 5.9. It can be seen that the proposed model outperforms the other
2
and MAPE values. In addition, the average residual of the
models in term of Radj

proposed model is relatively small confirming the zero mean of the residuals as in
(5.6).
Table 5.9. Comparative analysis of different models for demand prediction
Proposed
model

C-D
model

B-R
model

C-L
model

0.909

0.895

0.869

0.875

MAPE

1.350

1.521

1.601

2.066

Sum of residuals

-1.940

-2.196

-1.493

-7.823

Average residual

-0.0323

-0.0366

-0.0149

-0.230

Residual sum of square

1.357

1.602

1.892

2.705

Durbin-Watson statistic

1.749

1.617

1.347

0.875

2
Radj

5.5

Summary

In this chapter, a robust regression model for forecasting the electricity demand is
developed based on multicollinearity and backward elimination processes. The
multicollinearity analysis helps to eliminate the variables which are highly related to
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the other independent variables from the dataset, and the backward elimination
regression analysis excludes the insignificant variables from the model. Use of these
processes makes the regression model robust and effective for forecasting the
electricity demand from climatic variables. The proposed method is tested and
validated, and the performance is evaluated in the Australian context. The results
show that the electricity demand predominantly depends on the ACDD , AHDD ,
humidity and the number of rainy days. The robustness of the model is tested by
assessing the impact of climatic variables on forecasting electricity demands for
different months of the prediction period. Results have proved that the proposed
model can predict the electricity demand with very low prediction error. Moreover,
the other 3 models namely C-D model, B-R model and C-L model are built to
compare their performance with the proposed model for validation purposes. Based
on the obtained results, it is noted that the proposed model outperforms the other 3
models in terms of predicting the future electricity demand.
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CHAPTER 6.

A MULTI-FEATURE BASED APPROACH

INCORPORATING A VARIABLE THRESHOLD FOR PRICE SPIKES
DETECTION IN ELECTRICITY MARKET
6.1

Introduction

Electricity demand, which can be successfully forecasted using the models developed
in previous chapters, is one of the significant inputs to the electricity market, and it is
the main driving factor for electricity price in the market. With the deregulation of
electricity market, electricity price exhibits extreme volatility with the presence of
high abnormal price variations including unexpected and abrupt spikes. These price
spikes create extraordinary uncertainty in market condition [63], and they may cause
hesitation in market investment. Also, price spikes have strong impacts on the market
operation and demand management strategies [64]. Therefore, detecting spikes is
essential in electricity market as it helps reduce the risk for market participants and
stimulate the market investment. Furthermore, the decision making of the market
players can be significantly enhanced with the incorporation of an effective spike
detection model [65]. It is also noted that the spikes are eliminated from the dataset,
which is used to train the normal price forecasting model [66], [67], so a reliable
spike separation helps to build a robust dataset for training an effective price
forecasting model.
In this chapter, a new variable threshold, which is based on a weighted sliding
window average and an adjusted standard deviation of price, is introduced to separate
spike from normal price dataset. This threshold can separate the spike from normal
price properly and create a robust training dataset for spikes detection. Subsequently,
a multiple feature based spike detection model is developed to detect price spikes.
The features are extracted from significant attributes in the electricity market, and
their individual significance levels are evaluated using Fisher score. The extracted
features are then used as inputs to a support vector machine to classify the events as
spikes or non-spikes. A case study is carried out with the aid of a dataset acquired
from the State of New South Wales (NSW), Australia. The results show that the
proposed model has ability to detect spike with very high accuracy and confidence.
The chapter is organised as follows. Section 6.2 introduces a new variable threshold
for spike separation after investigating the variation of electricity price. Section 6.3
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presents the development of a multi-feature based spike detection model using
feature extraction and classification techniques. Section 6.4 provides case study
results and discussions. Section 6.5 highlights some concluding remarks of the paper.
6.2
6.2.1

Electricity Price Spikes and Variable Threshold
Electricity price spikes

In the deregulated electricity market, electricity price is determined based on the
bidding actions of market participants under management of an independent system
operator (ISO) with different market rules. For example, in Australia, the Australian
electricity market operator (AEMO) is responsible for managing the operation of
NEM. Under NEM, different types of prices, such as dispatch price and wholesale
price, are determined for each region (state) based on the bidding submission of the
market participants. While dispatch price is based on real time bidding of the market
participant in every 5 minutes, wholesale price (i.e., spot price or settlement price) is
the average of 6 dispatch prices in every 30 minutes. The wholesale price is the base
for calculating payment or estimating transaction between supplier and consumer in
the NEM. In the proposed research study, the wholesale price is employed for further
analysis.
Within the operation of the market, the dispatch price is limited by some rules such
as market price cap, market floor price and administered price. While price cap and
floor price are the maximum and minimum prices in the normal operation of the
market respectively, administered price is applied to all dispatch intervals during the
administered price period only. This period is decided when the accumulated price
exceeds a threshold which is defined by AEMO for each region and subjected to
change for a specific period. The presence of these price constraints in conjunction
with the bidding action in the electricity market [135] result in extreme volatility of
an electricity dispatch price. One abrupt dispatch price spike (i.e., in 5 minutes) can
lead to occurrence of a wholesale price spike (i.e., in 30 minutes) since the wholesale
price is the average value of six dispatch prices. For example, if the dispatch price
spikes with an extremely high value and then reduces to normal, the average price in
30 minutes is high. In such case, electricity price is considered as a spike in the
whole 30 minutes following the wholesale price. Typically, the wholesale price spike
is abrupt and short-lived with the duration ranging from 30 minutes to several hours.
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The overview of an electricity price (wholesale price) for NSW, Australia for year
2015 is given in Fig. 6.1.

(a) Data for entire year of 2015

(b) An expanded view of price in Jan 2015
Fig. 6.1. Variation of electricity price in NSW, Australia

It can be seen from Fig. 6.1(a) that the price has low range with some seldom,
random high jumps. The highest jump was nearly price cap value of $14000/MWh,
which was in September 2015. There were three other peaks (about $2000/MWh), of
which two were in November and the other was in early May. Except these
extremely high jumps, the price signal remains at a low level. Fig. 6.1(b) expands the
view to show the variability of price data closely for January 2015.
The characteristics features of an electricity price for year 2015 are determined and
given in Table 6.1. Although mean value of price is very low, at about $39/MWh, the
maximum value is more than $13,000/MWh (i.e., more than 300 times the mean
value). This leads to a standard deviation of $119.73/MWh. Also, it is revealed from
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Table 6.1 that the minimum price can be at a negative level. There are only two
negative price incidents in 2015, which are $-89/MWh and $-37/MWh in May and
December respectively. Consideration of negative price is out of the context of this
study.
Table 6.1. Properties of electricity price from NSW, Australia in 2015
Standard deviation
Min($/MWh)
Max($/MWh) Mean($/MWh)
($/MWh)
-89

6.2.2

13420

39.16

119.73

Variable threshold for price spikes

While electricity price may encounter different abnormal variations such as high
jump, high value and negative price [75], only high value is considered while
analysing spikes in the proposed research study. It is found in the literature that spike
treatment should be considered simultaneously with seasonal variation of price [136],
[137]. To address the seasonal variation of price, the authors in [136] employed
different techniques such as recursive filter, moving average filter using mean prices
or median prices, and wavelet or low pass filtering, for spikes separation. These
techniques were investigated for different dataset in [137], and it was shown in this
study that the number of spikes changed dramatically when different thresholds were
used. The price thresholds introduced in [136] and [137] considering seasonal
variation of price can reveal spikes patterns and eliminate the spikes from seasonal
and trending variation of price. However, the analysis in those papers is limited to
investigating historical data. Spike detection ability arising from those thresholds is
missing from further thorough discussions.
In this research study, a variable threshold is introduced to separate the spikes from
price data. The variable threshold is based on a weighted sliding window average and
an adjusted standard deviation. An adjusted standard deviation instead of the
standard deviation is used in this study because the standard deviation of price data is
ambiguous. While most authors in the literature selected a threshold as a sum of
mean and two-time standard deviation, the authors in [138] considered only one
standard deviation because the standard deviation was extremely high for the section
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of a data used in [22]. This illustrates that the standard deviation may not be
representative for a price dataset, but it is strongly influenced by the appearance of an
extremely high spike within the studied dataset. For a demonstration, it can be seen
from Table I that the mean value of data sample is $39.16/MWh, but the standard
deviation is $119.73/MWh. However, it can also be observed from the data sample
that almost all (99.95%) of the price data for 2015 is in the range of [0, 300]. The
high standard deviation in this case does not represent the majority of data sample,
but is distorted by few extremely high prices. Consequently, a new adjusted standard
deviation should be estimated for further robust spike threshold determination.
It is reasonable to estimate the adjusted standard deviation by considering the price
data in the majority population of the dataset, or adjusted dataset. This adjusted
dataset can be derived by introducing specific constraints on the original dataset
using a filter. More specifically, the adjusted price yi is derived from the original price
xi with

the constraints presented as follows:

Min

yi =  xi
Max


if xi < Min
if

Min ≤ xi ≤ Max

if

Max < xi

(6.1)

where, Min and Max are the minimum and maximum value of majority population,
respectively. In case of price dataset from NSW, Australia in year 2015, Min and
Max

values can be considered to be $0/MWh and $300/MWh respectively.

The calculation of the standard deviation of the adjusted dataset is given as follows:
sN =

where, y =

1
N

N

∑ (y
N
1

i =1

− y)

2

i

(6.2)

N

∑y
i =1

i

is the mean value and s N is standard deviation of the data

sample {yi , i = 1 : N }.
The next step is to estimate the expectation of the price at a specific time, so the
spike threshold can be determined using this expectation and the above discussed
adjusted standard deviation. Given a time series (i.e., price data) Y, the expectation
of price value Oi at a given time ti , can be determined as follows:
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Oi = E ( y (t i ) ) = m(t i ) + ei ,

E (e) = 0

(6.3)

The estimation of expectation m(t i ) can be represented using a kernel regression
technique. For example, it can be determined following Nadaraya – Watson formula
[139], which is based on a kernel of independent variables ti as follows:

∑ (K (t , t ) × y )
mˆ (t ) =
∑ K (t , t )
m

j =1

i

j

i

j

(6.4)

m

j =1

j

i

where, K (t j , ti ) is a kernel function, dependent on the distance between t j and ti .
It is noted that the kernel function does not need to have the sum up to 1. For the
calculation convenience, the weights of each historical value y j can be determined as
follows.

wj =

K (t j , ti )

∑

m
j =1

(6.5)

K (t j , ti )

From (3), (4), and (5), the expectation of value y (ti ) at time ti can be estimated as
follows:
m
Oˆ i = ∑ j =1 (w j × y j )

(6.6)

It is noted that the kernel function used in (4), which follows the definition of
Nadaraya – Watson, can be extended into different kernel function depending on the
purpose of specific studies. For example, if the aim of estimation is to calculate the

{

}

weighted sliding window average value of y j from a range t j , j ∈ [i − h, i + h] , the
kernel can be set as follows:

1 if (i − h ≤ j ≤ i + h)
K (t j ,t i ) = 
0 otherwise

(6.7)

This sliding window in conjunction with the adjusted standard deviation is used to
determine the variable threshold for spike separation. The variable threshold at a
point ti in a data sample N is estimated as follows:
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Ti = Oˆ i + k × s N

(6.8)

where, k is the ratio deciding the distance between the expected value of price and
the spike threshold.
It is noted that the value of k can be found using grid search technique with an
objective function being the performance of the detection model. In this research
study, k = 3 is selected. It is worth noting that the variable threshold is flexible, and it
has ability to represent the fixed threshold if the expectation Ôi is set to the mean of
sample price data.
6.3

Multiple Features based Spike Detection

This section presents the development of multiple features based spike detection
model. The features are extracted from the electricity market. The significant levels
of typical features are revealed using Fisher scores. The extracted features are then
input to the SVM model for spike detection.
6.3.1

Features extraction

Features extraction helps reveal and select the significant features, which can be
incorporated into the spike detection process. The significant features can be
revealed by analysing the underlying causes of spikes.
In the literature, numerous research studies have discussed the reasons behind spike
incidents. Price spikes can occur if the market encounters unexpected high demand in
short term period. In this period, available generation may not match the demand
[140], or the response from traditional fossil fuel based generators may not be
sufficient to provide additional generation [141]; consequently, energy sources with
extremely high marginal cost have to be deployed to fulfil the mismatch. In addition,
the uncertainty associated with various generating resources such as water level in
case of a hydro generation [142] or intermittency of renewable sources including
wind generation [143] may be the key factors which can trigger price spike events in
an electricity market. Furthermore,

the authors of [144] have reported that

distribution system outages can result in price spikes. Similarly, authors in [73] have
highlighted that some severe weather conditions such as drought and flood can be
strongly correlated with severe and high density price spikes in an electricity market
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possibly due to non-availability of centralised generation. It is also worth noting that
human behaviour such as gaming strategy from suppliers [145], [146] or error by an
ISO [147] may contribute significantly to spike occurrence. The abnormal conditions
of the system which may cause abnormal variations in price including spikes are
summarised in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2. Potential reasons for price spikes in an electricity market
Malfunction, + Unexpected outage or shut-down of power plants
outage

+ Network outages

System

+ Supply scarcity, low level of available generation

constraints,

+ Difficulty in energy storing, high cost of generation reserve

Uncertainty

+ Contingency of interconnector, network flow limits, transmission
congestion
+ Insufficient transmission or generation infrastructure
+ Un-anticipated high load, under estimated demand forecast,
uncertainty about the system load
+ Extreme condition of neighboring regions

External

+ Extreme weather (e.g., temperature) conditions

events

+ Disaster: Earth quake, typhoon, draught, flood

Human

+ Bidding behavior (market power) of market participants (e.g.,

interaction

generators)
+ Error from market operators

Others

+ Economic factors, taxes
+ Lack of market stimulation for new market entries
+ Government policy

It is noted that the individual causes, which are listed in Table 6.2, can occur
coincidently. This coincidence can be represented by deriving a conjunction of the
related features. For example, the coincidence between low available generation and
high demand may create high possibility of spike occurrence with tremendous
severity, thus available generation and electricity demand are two potential features.
To represent the relationship between these two features, reserve generation (or
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surplus generation) can be used as another feature to identify the price spikes. In
addition, the interconnected electricity networks in south east Australia rely heavily
on interconnectors between different states in critical situations. As a result, the local
price may be greatly influenced by the power interconnecting between neighbouring
states. Since the electrical transmission system of NSW is linked to the transmission
networks of Queensland (QLD) and Victoria (VIC), the power transfer over these
interconnectors can be considered as potential features in examining price spikes.
Furthermore, it is also noted from the practical dataset that spikes tend to occur more
in day time rather than night time; also during weekday the probability of spikes are
higher than during a weekend [75]. Consequently, time information such as hour and
day of the incident can provide significant description for a price spike.
In order to evaluate the significance level of each feature for spike detection, Fisher
criterion is employed. Fisher measure is based on the distance between the means of
the two classes and its variance within each class. The key idea of Fisher score is to
find a subset of features, such that in the data space spanned by the selected features,
the distances between data points in different classes are as large as possible, while
the distances between data points in the same class are as small as possible [148].
The features with higher Fisher score are more significant in the detection process.
The Fisher score is calculated as follows:
F (c1 , c2 ) =

(m1 − m2 )2

(6.9)

s12 + s 22

2
2
where, m1 and m2 represent the mean, and s1 and s2 represent the variance of the

two classes c1 and c2 respectively.
6.3.2

Support vector machine

In the proposed method, SVM is applied to classify two groups of price data
involving spikes and non-spikes. Therefore, theory of SVM is briefly discussed as
follows.
Given a training dataset S = {(x1 , y1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ),..., (x n , y n )}, where (x i , i = 1 : n) denotes

(

)

a real valued p-dimensional input or feature vector x i ∈ R p ; and yi = {− 1,+1} is a
label representing the class of x i . The main objective of SVM is to distinct these two
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classes of attributes by employing a decision boundary hyperplane determined by an
orthogonal weight vector w and a bias b . The representation of the hyperplane is
given as follows:

f (x) = w T x + b

(6.10)

The class of input feature vector x can be determined using the sign function

sgn( f (x)) . The hyperplane parameters which are weight vector w and the bias term

b can be derived by solving the following problem:
2
1
minimise  w 
w
2


{

(6.11)

}

subject to y i (w T x i + b) ≥ 1 for i = 1,2,…n

(6.12)

In order to tackle linearly non-separable training datasets, soft-margin SVMs are
under consideration. In soft margin SVMs, the determination of the weight vector w
and the bias element b can be achieved by solving the following problem [149]:
n
1

2
minimise  w + C ∑ ξ i 
w ,ξ
i =1
2


(6.13)

 y i ( w T ξ i + b) ≥ 1 - ξ i 
subject to 
 for i=1,2,…n
 ξi ≥ 0


(6.14)

where, ξ i is a slack variable indicating the distance between the marginal
hyperplane and the training samples locating on the wrong side of the hyperplane,
and C is called the regularisation parameter, which determines the trade-off between
the maximisation of the margin and the minimisation of classification error.
In order to solve the constrained quadratic programing problem presented above,
Lagrange multiplier λi ≥ 0 and γ i ≥ 0 are introduced. Hence, the Lagrange
functional can be shown as follows [149]:
L( w, b, ξ , λ , γ ) =
n

{

n
1
2
w + C ∑ξi
2
i =1

}

n

− ∑ λi y i (w ξ i + b) − 1 + ξ i − ∑ γ iξ i
T

i =1

i =1
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(6.15)

The above Lagrange function can be solved by using the dual formulation of the
problem which is represented as follows [149]:
n

1 n n
T
minimise ∑ λi − ∑∑ λi λ j yi y j x i x j 
λ
2 i =1 j =1
 i =1


(6.16)


n
∑ λi yi = 0
subject to  i =1
 for i=1,2,…n
C ≥ λ ≥ 0 
i



(6.17)

The solution of the dual problem yields w as follows:
n

w = ∑ λi y i x i

(6.18)

i =1

The w has an expansion in terms of a subset of the training data where the Lagrange
multipliers λi ≠ 0 . These training also comply with the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT)
condition:

λi {y i (w T ξ i + b) − 1 + ξ i } = 0 for i=1,2,…n

(6.19)

From above equation, the hyperplane can be determined by considering only the
training vectors which correspond to nonzero Lagrange multipliers. These training
vectors are defined as support vectors (SVs) which are used to identify the decision
boundary f (x) .

f (x) = ∑ λi yi x iT x + b
λi >0

(6.20)

where, x is the input test vector, x iT x is the inner product, b is the bias term, and the
condition λi > 0 allows only the SVs of the dataset.
For nonlinearly classes, a high-dimensional dot product space (i.e., feature space
[150]) can be used to map the original input space. To avoid the cumbersome task
associated with visiting the high-dimensional feature space, a trick of kernel function
can be applied. Substituting for the inner product of x iT x in the above equation by a
kernel function K (x i , x j ) , a similar type of dual formulation problem can be
obtained. Upon solving the optimisation problem, the decision function can be
obtained as follows:
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(6.21)
Example of popular kernels include the radial basis function (RBF) kernel,
, and the polynomial kernel
6.3.3

.

Spike detection process

The conceptual diagram of spike detection process is presented in Fig. 6.2. The
process includes two phases which are training phase and testing phase. In the
training phase, the available price data are used to determine the spike threshold for
separating spikes from normal price, while significant features are extracted from the
available features. The obtained spike and non-spike data are then used in
conjunction with the extracted significant features to tune the parameters of an SVM
classifier. The training process results in a trained SVM classifier, which is used to
detect spikes in testing phase.
In the testing phase, when the data of the significant features are given or updated,
the trained classifier is employed to detect spike. The output of the classifier will
indicate the class of the given inputs to normal price or spike price.

Fig. 6.2. Conceptual diagram to detect spikes
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6.4

Results and Discussions

A case study based on a dataset acquired from NSW, Australia is reported in this
section. The spike threshold is derived and the significant features are selected. Also,
the results from the proposed detection model are presented in detail.
6.4.1

Case study dataset and spike thresholds

An electricity price dataset for NSW, Australia, acquired from AEMO [124], for a
period between October 2014 to December 2015 with resolution of 30 minutes is
used to validate the proposed model. From this dataset, the fixed and variable
thresholds are determined for separating price spikes. An overview of the price
dataset and the two thresholds are plotted in Fig. 6.3(a). It can be seen that the
variable threshold is more flexible than the fixed threshold as it can adapt to the
change of price over time. The difference between two thresholds results in different
numbers of spikes separated from the same dataset. An expanded view of the dataset
for specified time periods is given in Figs. 6.3(b), and 6.3(c) highlighting the
implications of fixed and variable thresholds. It is worth noting from Fig 6.3(c) that
variable threshold is more selective in spike separation than fixed threshold. While
fixed threshold is constant at about $80/MWh in both Figs. 6.3(b) and 6.3(c), the
variable threshold changed from around $80/MWh in the first case to more than
$100/MWh in the second case. Such a variation helps to separate only the distinct
data points from the price dataset. All these selective properties of variable threshold
help to form a more robust training dataset for training the classification model.

(a) Comparison from Nov 2014 – Dec 2015
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th

th

(b) Comparison from 14 -18 May 2015

(c) Comparison from 15th-19th Dec 2015

Fig. 6.3. Comparison of fixed and variable thresholds in spike separation
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The electricity price dataset from October 2014 to December 2015 is used for
validating the proposed detection model. The data from October 2014 to September
2015 is used for training the model and then the trained model is used for testing the
data from October to December 2015. The number of spikes and percentages in
terms of its occurrences are given in Table 6.3 and Table 6.4 for training and testing
periods, respectively.
Table 6.3. Number of spikes and non-spikes in training dataset
Variable Threshold

Fixed Threshold

Total

Spike

Non-spike

Spike

Non-spike

No. of data points

170

17342

196

17316

17512

Percentage

0.97%

99.03%

1.12%

98.88%

100%

Table 6.4. Number of spikes and non-spikes in testing dataset
Variable Threshold

Fixed Threshold

Total

Spike

Non-spike

Spike

Non-spike

No. of data points

45

4275

68

4252

4320

Percentage

1.04%

98.96%

1.57%

98.43%

100%

It can be seen from Tables 6.3 and 6.4 that both training and testing period, the
spikes contribute a very small percentage, from 0.97% to 1.57%, to the total data
points. Also, the number of spikes separated by variable threshold is less than that of
fixed threshold in both training and testing dataset. This shows that there are
reasonable spike percentages in the training and testing dataset.
6.4.2

Significant features

Significant features can be revealed using the Fisher score, which has been discussed
in Section 6.3.1. When the spikes are separated using variable threshold as discussed
and presented in Section 6.4.1, the significant level of each individual is estimated
and the results are given in Fig. 6.4.
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Fig. 6.4. Fisher score of typical features

It can be seen from Fig. 6.4 that the dominated individual attributes are surplus
generation, supply demand index, demand, and relative demand index whose Fisher
scores are 2.672, 2.383, 2.001, and 1.818 respectively. For the visualisation purposes,
the histograms of spike and non-spike data are plotted in Fig. 6.5 for typical features
as mentioned. When the surplus generation is at low level, the probability of price
spikes increases dramatically, thus surplus generation is the most significant feature
(attribute), which also can be justified using the Fisher score in Fig 6.4.
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Fig. 6.5. Distribution of typical features in spike and non-spike classes

6.4.3

Analysis of spike detection results

It has been illustrated in Table 6.3 that the non-spike data dominates the training
dataset with 98% to 99% of the population. This causes extreme imbalance in the
training dataset. This imbalance critically affects the model training process;
consequently, the model performance can be seriously deteriorated. In order to
reduce the imbalance issue, a resampling procedure is employed in the training
phase. The resampling procedure only focuses on the dominated dataset, i.e., nonspike data. In other words, while the spike data remains the same, the non-spike data
is resampled by taking some random samples. These random samples are then used
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in conjunction with the spike data to train the model. Different cases of resampling
can be conducted based on different fold-divisions (or different percentage of data
resampling). In this study, 7 resampling rates are considered and the details are given
in Table 6.5.
Table 6.5. Spikes and non-spikes in the training dataset at different resampling rates
No. of
No. of NonSpike
Non-spike
Resampling rate

Spikes

Spikes

Percentage percentage

100% (All)

170

17342

0.97%

99.03%

50% (1/2)

170

8671

1.92%

98.08%

20% (1/5)

170

3468

4.67%

95.33%

10% (1/10)

170

1734

8.93%

91.07%

5% (1/20)

170

867

16.39%

83.61%

2% (1/50)

170

347

32.88%

67.12%

1% (1/100)

170

173

49.56%

50.44%

It can be seen from Table 6.5 that when the sampling rate reduced from 100% to 1%,
the number of spikes remain the same, while the number of non-spikes reduces by
one-hundredth times. As a result, the percentage of the spike increases from nearly
1% to nearly 50%. It is noted that each resampling rate will result in different
random division of non-spike data points. Use of one division and non-use of others
may lead to a slightly varying result in the testing process. Accordingly, the average
results of different divisions are considered for the comparative study.
With different resampling rates, detection rate (DR) of the classifier is investigated
using linear kernel SVM classifier. The performance in terms of false alarm (FA) is
analysed for three typical cases, which are FA of 2%, 3% and 4%, as presented in
Fig. 6.6.
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Fig. 6.6. Performance of linear kernel SVM at different data sampling rates

It can be seen from Fig. 6.6 that the DR changes significantly at different data
resampling rates. Looking more specifically at the line representing FA=2%, DR
reduces from around 78% to approximately 70% when resampling rate reduces from
100% to 50%. As the resampling rate decreases further, the DR increases to a peak
value of 80% at 10% resampling rate before it experiences a gradual reduction to
73% at 1% resampling rate.
While the DR for FA of 3% and FA of 4% experience same reduction from 80% to
72% at half resampling rate, the variation is different at the smaller resampling rates.
The line representing FA of 3% shows that DR increases and achieves the peak of
84% at 10% resampling rate before having slight reduction to 82% at 1% resampling
rate. The line representing FA of 4% depicts a strong DR increase from 72% to
nearly 85% when resampling rate reduces from 50% to 10%, while the DR increases
slowly there onwards to about 86% at 2% resampling rate and subsequently, remains
constant.
A similar sampling process is applied to the training dataset when fixed threshold is
used for reducing the imbalance in the dataset. The obtained results are given in
Table 6.6.
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Table 6.6. Spikes in training dataset with different resampling rates when fixed
threshold is used
No. of

No. of

Spike

Non-spike

Resampling rate

Spikes

Non-Spikes Percentage percentage

100% (All)

196

17316

1.12%

98.88%

50% (1/2)

196

8658

2.14%

97.86%

20% (1/5)

196

3463

5.18%

94.82%

10% (1/10)

196

1732

9.84%

90.16%

5% (1/20)

196

866

17.91%

82.09%

2% (1/50)

196

346

35.33%

64.67%

1% (1/100)

196

173

52.21%

47.79%

It can be seen from Table 6.6 that the smaller resampling rate leads to higher
percentage of spikes in training dataset. Comparing the values given in Tables 6.5
and 6.6, it can be seen that the spike percentage is higher when fixed threshold is
used instead of variable threshold, for the same resampling rate, because more spike
separation occurs. The higher percentage of spikes in this case does not necessarily
indicate goodness of spike separation since the performance of the detection model is
entirely dependent on the proper separation of spikes, not the number of spikes
separated.
In order to compare the effectiveness of the two thresholds, the area under curve
(AUC) is plotted when different data sampling rates are used as shown in Fig. 6.7.

Fig. 6.7. Performance of linear SVM when spikes are separated using fixed and
variable thresholds
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It can be seen from Fig. 6.7 that the model with variable threshold outperforms than
using fixed threshold in most of the cases. Also, it can be seen from this figure that
both models achieve relatively highest performance at the sampling rate of 5%.
Consequently, 5% sampling rate is used for further investigation of the classifying
model when different kernel functions are employed.
At the sampling rate of 5%, different kernel functions, which are Gaussian radial
basis function (RBF) and the polynomial function, are investigated. An investigation
has been conducted to determine the parameter of the classifier. The obtained results
are given in Table 6.6. In addition, the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves
are plotted for fixed threshold and variable threshold and shown in Figs. 6.8(a) and
6.8(b) respectively.
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(a) When fixed threshold is used

(b) When variable threshold is used

Fig. 6.8. ROC curve of SVM model with different kernels
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Table 6.7. Parameters of different kernel used in SVM classifier
Kernel

Area Under Curve (AUC)

Parameter
values

Fixed Threshold

Variable Threshold

Linear

-

0.959

0.981

Gaussian RBF

σ=3

0.960

0.983

Polynomial

P=2

0.956

0.978

It can be seen from Figs. 6.8(a) and 6.8(b) that the model performs extremely well
for AUC over 0.95 pu. Comparing the performance of the model for fixed threshold,
as shown in Fig. 6.8(a), and variable threshold, as shown in Fig. 6.8(b), it is clear that
the variable threshold results in better performance of the classification model at
every FA rate with higher true positive rate (i.e., DR). As shown in Table 6.7, the
model performs well with variable threshold for each kernel function i.e., linear,
RBF, and polynomial. Also, it is seen from the last 2 columns of Table 6.7 that the
RBF function supersedes other kernel functions (i.e., demonstrates the highest AUC).
This is due to the ability of the RBF function to capture the non-linear and nonseparable characteristics of the spikes in the price dataset.
6.5

Summary

In this chapter, a multiple-feature based approach with the incorporation of a variable
threshold is developed to detect electricity price spikes. The variable threshold,
determined using a sliding window average and an adjusted standard deviation, helps
to separate spikes from normal price. Such an effective separation creates a robust
training dataset for developing a high performance spike detection model.
Furthermore, significant features have been extracted from different variables of the
NEM after thoroughly analysing the causes of price spikes, and Fisher score has been
assigned to estimate the significance of these features. The extracted features have
been utilised to train a detection model, which is developed based on a SVM
structure. This model has ability to reflex both nonlinear and non-saparatable
characteristics of the price spikes with the consideration of kernel functions. A case
study has been presented using a dataset acquired from the State of NSW, Australia
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to validate the proposed model. The results have shown that the proposed method
can successfully detect spikes with high accuracy at low FA rate.
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CHAPTER 7.

AN EFFECTIVE HYBRID MODEL FOR SHORT-TERM

FORECASTING OF ELECTRICITY PRICE CONSISTING OF SPIKES
AND NON-SPIKES
7.1

Introduction

It has been shown in the previous chapter that the electricity price inherits abnormal
variation including spikes, and these spikes can be detected successfully using a
multi-feature based support vector machine model. The effective separation of spikes
from normal price paves the way to forecasting electricity price more effectively by
looking at normal price and spike separately.
In this chapter, a hybrid model is developed to forecast electricity price by
considering both normal price and price spikes in the forecasting process after
revealing the dependences of normal price and spikes on different market factors.
The normal price is forecasted using a wavelet based ARXTV model, while the
spikes are estimated using a multiple feature based kernel regression model. To
improve the forecasting ability of ARXTV model, wavelet technique has been
employed to filter and reduce the variation of price in training process. Also, mutual
information is employed to select appropriate input variables of this model. It has
been proven that the proposed hybrid method can successfully forecast spike as well
as normal price values with high accuracy.
The chapter is organised as follows. Section 7.2 presents the patterns of electricity
price and price spikes. Section 7.3 presents the development of a hybrid model to
forecast electricity price in short-term period. Section 7.4 provides some results and
discussions. Section 7.5 highlights the concluding remarks.
7.2

Electricity Price Pattern and Price Spikes

Electricity price inherits distinct characteristics including remarkable pattern at low
level and skyrocketing values. Revealing these characteristics will help to pave the
way to build the price forecasting model more effectively.
7.2.1

Electricity price patterns

In a deregulated electricity market, electricity price has strong seasonal patterns such
as daily and weekly variation and it is also strongly dependent on the various market
factors such as electricity demand and generation. In order to reveal the typical
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patterns of electricity price, an actual price dataset for the State of New South Wales
(NSW) is acquired from Australian National Electricity Market (NEM) for the period
of 15 years from 2000 to 2015. This dataset is used to generate boxplots for different
hours in a day and different days in a week, and the results are given in Fig. 7.1. It is
noted that the dots cycled in Fig. 7.1(a) or the knots in Fig. 7.1(b) represent the
median (50 percentile) values of the price, while the bars account for the data from
the upper 75 percentile to lower 25 percentile of the dataset. The extended thin lines
in both figures show the whiskers, whose lengths in each side (above and below the
bars) are determined by 1.5 times the length of the respective bars.

(a) Daily pattern
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(b) Weekly pattern
Fig. 7.1. Typical patterns of electricity price

It can be seen from Fig. 7.1(a) that electricity price is strongly dependent on time of
the day. While the price normally increases to a peak value in the morning at around
8:00am or in the afternoon at about 18:00pm, it decreases to a lowest level in the
early morning of the day at around 3:00am. Also, it can be seen from this figure that
the variation of price at peak time is higher with longer whiskers. Similarly, Fig.
7.1.b represents the strong dependence of price on different days of a week. It can be
seen from this figure that the price is significantly lower in weekends than in
weekdays.
These varying patterns of price may be associated with the strong correspondence
between price and electricity demand because it has been shown in the literature that
the demand has similar daily and weekly patterns. In order to illustrate the bond
between price and demand, a small typical dataset for a period of 10 days from
25/1/2015 to 04/2/2015 is adopted and depicted in Fig. 7.2.
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Fig. 7.2. Correspondence between electricity price and electricity demand

It can be seen from Fig. 7.2 that the variation of electricity price follows closely the
variation of electricity demand. In other words, electricity price may have high
correlation with electricity demand. This is highly agreed with the operation of the
market since the low demand is reflected on low price and vice versa. Therefore,
electricity demand may play an important role in interpreting the pattern of
electricity price and consequently have significant contribution on electricity price
forecasting.
7.2.2

Price spikes

While electricity price may encounter different abnormal variation such as high
jump, high value and negative price [75], only high value is considered in the spikes
analysis of this study. Spikes are normally associated with an abnormal condition of
the electricity market. For example, extremely suddenly high demand may cause
temporary scarcity in power supply and lead to spikes. When spikes occur, the close
correspondence between price and demand disappears and the relationship between
them changes from being highly correlated to non-linearity. In order to illustrate the
occurrence of spikes, a typical data for a period of 9 days from 18/1/2015 to
27/1/2015 is acquired and plotted in Fig. 7.3. It is noted in this figure that while the
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demand is plotted in normal scale, the price was depicted in log scale. This depiction
helps to represent the occurrence of spikes more clearly, when it still can show the
relationship between price and demand at lower level as well.

Fig. 7.3. An illustration of spikes occurrence

It can be seen from Fig. 7.3 that the price variation follows demand variation closely
most of the time. This relation was disrupted in the occasion where demand suddenly
reaches to an extremely high level, which is significantly higher than the demand in
other time, on 23 of Jan 2015. At this point, electricity price suddenly surges to a
skyrocketing value of nearly 3 times of the normal price peak value. Since the spikes
occur, the linear relationship between price and demand disappears temporarily.
Consequently, the linear interpretation of demand on price is constrained at this
point.
It has been seen from literature that demand and generation are the most significant
features for normal price and spikes forecast since they are the bases for establishing
price in the deregulated market environment. In order to illustrate the influence of
demand and generation on price at both normal and spiky levels, the scatter plots are
employed. The impacts of demand and generation on price are shown in Figs. 7.4(a)
and 7.4(b), respectively.
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(a) Price versus demand

(b) Price versus surplus generation

Fig. 7.4. Impacts of demand and generation on price
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It can be seen from Fig. 7.4(a) that electricity price seems to have proportional
relationship with demand because it increases with a growth of demand, and vice
versa. Especially, at low level of demand, the relationship is close to be linear.
However, when the demand increases to a certain level, the linearity becomes less
significant due to sudden jumps of price. Considering the area where demand is over
10,000MW, the density of high prices or spikes increase dramatically. When spikes
occur, they do not follow any linear pattern of demand, since it may be strongly
linked with other condition in the market which makes them abnormal. Opposite to
relationship with demand, the price is high when generation is low and the
illustration is depicted in Fig. 7.4(b). This figure shows the plot of price against
surplus generation (or reverse generation), which is the subtraction of available
generation from demand. It can be seen from this figure that the higher the level of
surplus generation, the lower the level of price.
It is seen from Fig. 7.4(a) and 7.4(b) that when the demand is below 10,000MW, or
surplus generation is greater than 2000MW, some spikes still exist. These spikes may
be accounted for the bidding behaviour of market participants, or some network
constraints which are out of consideration of this study.
7.3

Hybrid Model for Short-term Price Forecasting

This section presents the development of a hybrid model to forecast electricity price
effectively by considering the forecast in two main stages which are normal price
forecast and spikes value estimation. The normal price forecast is achieved by
employing a wavelet based ARXTV model, while the spikes values are estimated
using a multi-feature based kernel regression model.
7.3.1

Wavelet based ARXTV model

It is revealed from previous section that the price has strong daily and weekly
patterns, and it is also strongly influenced by other features including electricity
demand and generation. Consequently, both historical price and exogenous variable
should be employed as input to forecast future electricity price. ARXTV model is
developed to accommodate both historical price and exogenous variable as inputs for
forecasting future electricity price. Furthermore, the wavelet technique is employed
to decompose the historical data into different components. This decomposition helps
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to create more robust inputs and consequently enhances the performance of the
forecasting model.
7.3.1.1 ARXTV model
ARXTV model is the abbreviation of autoregressive based time varying model with
inclusion of exogenous variable. This model is extended from the ARTV model,
which is developed based on demand forecasting technique (presented in Chapter 3)
and including the exogenous variable into the model. The representation of ARXTV
model is shown in (7.1):
m1

y (k ) = ∑ ai × y (k − li ) +
i =1

m

∑a

j = m1 +1

j

× ui + e ( k )

(7.1)

where, m1 is the number of historical price lag, m is total number of inputs of the
model.
By setting the coefficients to be a function with time, we obtain:
ai (t ) = ai (t1 , t2 ,..., t s ) = ai (t1 ) × ai (t2 )... × ai (t s )

(7.2)

It can be assumed that the dependence of each coefficient on time is independent
from each other, and it follows independent functions which can be represented as
follows:

 p
 q

2
1
ai (t1 ) =  ∑ a ij × f j (t1 )  , ai (t2 ) =  ∑ β il × f l (t2 )  , …,
 l =0


 j =0

 r

ai (t s ) =  ∑ γ ik × f ks (t s ) 
 k =0


(7.3)

Replacing (7.3) into (7.2), the coefficient can be rewritten as follows:
p

q

r

ai (t1 , t 2 ,..., t s ) = ∑∑ ...∑ li , j ,l ,...k × f j1 (t1 ) × f l 2 (t 2 )... × f ks (t s )
j =0 l =0

(7.4)

k =0

where, li , j ,l ,...k = α ij × β il ... × γ ik
The above equation can be represented in the matrix form as given in (7.5).

A = H×T
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(7.5)

where, A is coefficient matrix, H is core matrix and T is the time dependence
matrix. These are represented as follows:

l1,1 , l1, 2 ,..., l1,( p +1)( q +1)...( r +1) 
a1 (t1 , t2 ,..., ts ) 


a (t , t ,..., t ) 
l2,1 , l2, 2 ,..., l2,( p +1)( q +1)...( r +1) 
2 1 2
s 


;
;H =
A=

...
...





lm ,1 , lm , 2 ,..., lm ,( p +1)( q +1)...( r +1) 
am (t1 , t2 ,..., t s )

1

 1

 f j (t1 )
T=

...


 f j1 (t1 ) × f l 2 (t2 )... × f ks (t s )

(7.6)

Also, replacing (7.4) into (7.1), the regression equation can be obtained as follows:
m

p

q

r

(

)

y (k ) = ∑∑∑ ...∑ li , j ,l ,...,k × f j1 (t1 ) × f l 2 (t 2 )... × f ks (t s ) × y (k − li ) + e(k )
i =1 j =0 l =0

(7.7)

k =0

The above regression equation can be rewritten in the matrix form as in (7.8).
Y = X×Q + E

(7.8)

This regression equation can be solved using least square or maximum likely hood
techniques. For example, using least square method, the coefficient matrix Q can be
obtained as in (7.9).

Q = (X' X)−1 X' Y

(7.9)

Once Q is calculated from (7.9), the results can be easily transformed into H . When
H is available and vector T is updated at a pre-set time interval, the coefficient

vector will be calculated using (7.5), and finally the demand will be forecasted based
on (7.1).
7.3.1.2 Wavelet technique
The wavelet is well known in the literature with its ability to decompose a data series
signal into different orthonormal components, which contain information about both
time and local frequency [151]. The decomposition process is based on calculating
the wavelet coefficients of a discrete set of child wavelets for a given mother wavelet
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{ψ (t )} . The child wavelets are determined from the mother wavelet by shifting and
scaling with a coefficient which is proportional to a power of two.

ψ j ,k (t ) =

 t − k2 j 

ψ 
j
j
2
2 


1

(7.10)

where, j is the scale parameter and k is the shift parameter, both of which are
integers.
The wavelet decomposition is similar to setting a signal to a filter bank with different
levels of decomposition. The process of typical 3-level wavelet decomposition [11]
is shown in Fig. 7.5. The original signal S(t) is put through high pass and low pass
filters, and the outputs are the detail at level 1 (D1) and approximation at level 1
(A1). A1 is then put in the filters at level 2 to get the detail and approximation at
second level which are D2 and A2 respectively. The third analysis level is applied to
A2 to derive the detail and approximation at this level which are D3 and A3
respectively.

Fig. 7.5. A typical 3-level wavelet decomposition diagram

The details (D1, D2, and D3) and approximation (A3) components in Fig. 7.5 are
orthogonal, and they are expected to give more contributively independent
information to the forecasting model, and consequently improve the forecasting
performance.
7.3.2

Kernel regression model

The multi-feature based kernel regression model is employed to estimate the value of
spikes in electricity price forecasting in this study. Consequently, the development of
the model is briefly discussed as follows.
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Given a training dataset S = {(x1 , y1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ),..., (x n , y n )}, where x i represents a real

(

)

valued d-dimensional input or feature vector x i ∈ R d ; and ( yi ∈ R ) is a dependent
value indicating the desired output. The dependence of Y on X can be represented
using a nonparametric regression, which aims to estimate the functional relation
between Y and X , i.e., the conditional expectation.
Oi = E ( y ( x i ) ) = m(x i ) + ei ,

E (e) = 0

(7.11)

The estimation of expectation m(x i ) can be represented using a kernel regression
technique. For example, it can be determined following Nadaraya – Watson [139]
formula, which is based on a kernel of independent variables x i as follows:

∑ (K (x , x ) × y )
mˆ (x ) =
∑ K (x , x )
m

j =1

i

j

i

j

m

j =1

j

(7.12)

i

where, K (x j , x i ) is a kernel function, which is dependent on the distance between x j
and x i .
It is noted that the kernel function does not need to have the sum up to 1. For the
calculation convenience, the weights of each historical value y j can be determined as
follows:

wj =

K (x j , x i )

∑

m
j =1

K (x j , x i )

(7.13)

From (7.11), (7.12), and (7.13), the estimation value of y (t i ) at time x i can be
estimated as follows:
m
Oˆ i = ∑ j =1 (w j × y j )

(7.14)

It is noted that the kernel, which is used in (7.12), follows the definition of Nadaraya
– Watson. This kernel simply represents the distance between x i and x j . Since the
weights represent the importance of the considered historical data points, they can be
determined using kernel function given by the feature X. For example, the radial
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basis function (RBF) can be employed for estimating the weights. The function for
each variable pair

is given as follows:
(7.15)

It is noted that this kernel is following Gaussian distribution and this function will
produce the highest value if the distance between the two points

and

is zero.

For data points farther from the query point, the weight value will fall off
exponentially, which represent the lower level of significance of the points.
7.3.3

Price forecasting strategy

With the employment of the two above forecasting techniques, a flow chart is
proposed for establishing the hybrid forecasting model for price forecasting. Also, a
feature selection process is projected to select the significant inputs for the
forecasting model.
7.3.3.1 Forecasting flow chart of hybrid model
Since the normal price and price spikes can be forecasted separately using wavelet
based ARXTV model and multi-feature based kernel regression model respectively,
the results should be synthesised to derive the final forecast. The synthesising
process of the hybrid model is proposed in the flow chart as in Fig. 7.6.

Fig. 7.6. Conceptual diagram of a hybrid model
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The flow chart starts by using the available features and information to determine the
occurrence of spikes in each step. This can be referred to the spikes detection
process, which has been reported in previous chapter (Chapter 6). If the next price is
not spike, the wavelet based ARXTV model is activated to forecast normal price. On
the other hand, when a spike is detected, the multi-feature based kernel regression
model is actuated to estimate the spike value. The outputs of normal forecast and
spike values estimation are then synthesised to derive the price forecasting results.
7.3.3.2 Feature selection
Feature selection helps remove the irrelevant and redundant features from the
training set, and consequently reduce the calculating burden and increase accuracy
and robustness of the model. There are two main algorithms for feature selection
which are wrapper methods and filter methods. Wrapper methods are
computationally intensive because they use a predictive model to score feature
subsets, whereas the fitter method is effective when it is fast to compute while still
capturing the usefulness of the feature set. Mutual information (MI) is one of the
filter techniques, and it is widely used in the literature for features selection. In this
study, MI is employed for selecting the significant features for the spikes forecasting
model.
Mutual information (MI) was developed from the Shannon Entropy [152], and it was
employed in determining the dependence between variables in different fields [153],
[154]. This technique was used in [155] for selecting the inputs for a time series
forecasting model. MI measures the dependence between two variables x and y by
using their joint distributions and marginal densities. In other words, MI measures
the reduction in uncertainty of y due to the knowledge of the variable x . MI can be
expressed as follows:

MI ( x, y ) = ∫ ∫ p xy ( x, y ) log

p xy ( x, y )
p x ( x) p y ( y )

dxdy

(7.16)

where, px (x) and p y ( y ) are the marginal probability density functions of x and y ,
respectively, and pxy ( x, y ) is the joint probability density function.
In the case of discrete variables, the MI can be approximated as follows:
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(7.17)
The probabilities are estimated from frequency counts. In the practical application,
the single value

can be replaced by a bin

determined by number of times that

, and the value of

will be

falls in that bin.

The objective of this algorithm is to eliminate the redundant feature which has low
contribution to the output variable, and consequently, improve the robustness of the
model. The selection algorithm is given in Fig. 7.7.

Fig. 7.7. Conceptual diagram to select relevant features

At the beginning, the price data and all available features are considered in the model
and a criterion is set for the selection procedure. In the next step, each feature is
selected from the available features, and the calculation of mutual information
between this feature and price is estimated, and a goodness indicator is derived by
comparing the calculated MI with the criterion. The significance of this feature is
then evaluated by comparing the goodness indicator with a given value. If the feature
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is selected, then the feature is taken to the feature subset S. The loop will continue
until all the available features are assessed.

7.4

Results and Discussions

A case study has been conducted with the aid of data acquired from NEM for NSW,
Australia for different years to demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of the
hybrid model developed in this paper. Also, the forecasting result from this model is
compared with that of different benchmark models including naïve, autoregressive,
and neural network models for validation purpose.
7.4.1

Testing procedure

An electricity price dataset with resolution of 30 minutes for New South Wales
(NSW) Australia, which is available from Australian Electricity Market Operator
(AEMO) [124], is used to validate the proposed model in this study. The model is
trained with one year data from 11 Jul 2014 – 11 Jul 2015, and the trained model is
tested on 10 days data from 11 Jul 2015 to 21 Jul 2015. This dataset is selected for
testing process because it is typical price dataset which is highly volatile and includes
both normal price and spikes. The main properties of the datasets in training and
testing periods are given in Table 7.1 and 7.2 respectively.
Table 7.1. Properties of training dataset
No. of data points

max($/MWh)

min($/MWh)

median($/MWh)

17520

500.00

-89.21

32.77

Table 7.2. Properties dataset in testing period
No. of data points

max($/MWh)

min($/MWh)

median($/MWh)

480

247.90

20.10

39.5

It can be seen from Table 7.1 that one year training data include 17,520 data points,
and the maximum and minimum values of spot price in this period is $500.00/MWh
and - $89.21/MWh respectively, while the median price value is at nearly $33/MWh.
Looking at Table 7.2, it can be seen that the number of data points in 10 days is 480,
and the range of price, which is from minimum of $20.10/MWh to maximum of
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$247.90/MWh, is covered by the training range of price. The median of the price in
testing period is slightly higher than that of the training period since the testing
period is in winter, when price at one of the highest levels in the year.
For convenience, the training dataset is divided into two main datasets, which are
normal training and spikes training datasets, to train the ARXTV and KR models
respectively. On the one hand, the normal training dataset is formed by clipping
spikes from the price dataset. In other words, the spikes are clipped at the value of a
given threshold if it surpasses this value (for consistency, the variable threshold,
which has been derived in previous chapter, is used for the clipping purpose). This
clipping process helps reduce the volatility of the price when it is used to train the
normal price forecasting model. Consequently, it helps to enhance the robustness of
the training process and increase the performance of the obtained model. On the
other hand, spikes training dataset only considers the incidents when spikes occur,
and the normal prices, which are smaller than the given threshold, are removed from
this dataset. These spikes are used to train the kernel regression model, which is then
used to estimate the value of spikes in testing period.
With an available electricity price dataset, there are always market and network
conditions which are associated with that specific price. The most relevant conditions
include electricity demand and generation, previous price values, exchange power
within- and inter-states. These conditions are considered as potential inputs for price
forecasting model. The significant levels of these potential inputs are then evaluated
using mutual information analysis and only significant inputs are selected for the
forecasting process. Since the impacts of each above mentioned feature on normal
price and spikes may be different, the selection procedure will be processed
separately for normal training data and spikes training data. This may result in
different features being used to the inputs of the two distinct models. The selected
inputs for the two distinct models are given in Table 7.3 and 7.4, respectively.
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Table 7.3. Selected inputs for normal forecasting model with MI values
Order Variable

Explanation

MI

1

AP1

Previous half-hour approximation from wavelet filter

0.894

2

AP2

Previous 2 half-hours approximation from wavelet filter

0.776

3

AP3

Previous 3 half-hours approximation from wavelet filter

0.639

4

XD1

Previous half-hour electricity demand value

0.374

5

XD2

Previous hour electricity demand

0.321

6

DT1_1

Previous half-hour detail level 1 from wavelet filter

0.104

7

DT2_1

Previous half-hour detail level 2 from wavelet filter

0.097

8

DT3_1

Previous half-hour detail level 3 from wavelet filter

0.081

9

XG1

Previous half-hour available generation value

0.046

10

XS1

Previous half-hour surplus generation value

0.044

Table 7.4. Selected inputs for spikes forecasting model with MI values
Order

Variable

Explanation

MI

Current available generation value

0.542

Current power inter-ties between NSW and QLD

0.538

1

XG0

2

XLN_Q

3

XP1

Previous half-hour electricity price

0.508

4

XD1

Previous half-hour electricity demand

0.496

5

XLV_N

Current power inter-ties between VIC and NSW

0.486

6

RDI

Current relative demand index

0.473

7

Hour

Current hour of the forecasting step

0.470

8

XD0

Current electricity demand value

0.462

9

XP2

Previous hour electricity price

0.404

10

XS0

Current surplus generation

0.362

11

SDI

Supply demand index

0.305

12

Day

Weekday indicator of the forecasting point

0.168
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It can be seen from Table 7.3 and 7.4 that the number of features used for normal
price forecast is different from that for spikes forecast. Also, the estimated mutual
information of each common feature is different. For example, the current available
generation value (XG0) contribute significantly to the spikes estimation with MI
value being of 0.542, while its role in normal price forecasting is very limited with
MI value being of 0.044. Looking at the current surplus generation variable (XS0),
the MI values of this variable in Table 7.3 and 7.4 are not much different which are
0.387 and 0.362, respectively. While this variable is more significant than XG0 in
normal price forecasting, it is less significant than XG0 in spikes estimation.
With consideration of selected inputs, the hybrid model is trained using training
dataset and the trained model is then tested on the testing dataset. The forecasting
results are then compared with different benchmarking models including naïve
model, ARX model, and ANN model. Since naïve model simply considers the
previous price as forecasted value, any complex model should outperform this model
in forecasting ability. While the ARX model is the original model of ARXTV model
and it does not have time varying components, comparison between these two
models illustrates the achievements from time varying application. ANN model is a
more complex model, and it is used for comparison to avoid discrimination between
proposed model and simple model.
7.4.2

Analysis of price forecasting

Since ARXTV model is adaptable with time variation, it can be used to forecast
electricity price successfully. However, its ability to capture spikes is limited because
it was trained using normal training dataset, where spikes have been clipped. In order
to avoid this limitation, the hybrid model is developed to complement the spikes
estimation of ARXTV model using kernel regression (KR) model. While KR model
is trained using only spikes dataset, it can estimate spikes value effectively. In order
to illustrate the effective supplementation of the KR model, the forecasting results of
hybrid model are compared with that of ARXTV model. The comparisons are
obtained and plotted against the actual data as shown in Fig. 7.8(a) and an expanded
view of the comparison is shown in Fig. 7.8(b).
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(a) Testing period

(b) Expanded view on 14th of Jul 2015
Fig. 7.8. Comparison of forecasting results from ARXTV and hybrid model to actual
price
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It can be seen from Fig. 7.8(a) that forecasting results from both ARXTV model and
hybrid model follow the actual data closely most of the time. Looking at the Fig.
7.8(b), it can be seen that when the spikes occur, the ARXTV forecasting results
cannot capture this occurrence and the forecast value is much lower than the actual
spikes. On the other hand, the hybrid model is able to follow spikes closely with a
very small difference. In order to evaluate the forecasting results, the mean absolute
percentage error (MAPE) and root mean square error (RMSE) measures are
compared and presented in Table 7.5 for the two models.
Table 7.5. MAPE and RMSE values of ARXTV and hybrid model
Model

MAPE

RMSE

ARXTV

8.58%

14.02

Hybrid

7.56%

10.92

It can be seen from the above table that the MAPE and RMSE of the hybrid model
are only 7.56% and 10.92, respectively. These are significantly smaller than those
(8.58% and 14.02) of the ARXTV model. This demonstrates clearly that the
proposed hybrid model outperforms the ARXTV model. The results have been
depicted in Fig. 7.8.
The k-nearest neighbour (kNN) method can be employed for spikes estimation
process [75]. Consequently, this technique can be used as a benchmarking technique
to compare with the kernel regression (KR) model introduced earlier. The same
dataset was used to train and test the hybrid model with the kNN method. The
obtained results are given in Table 7.6.
Table 7.6. Comparison between KR and kNN technique
Model

MAPE

Hybrid model using KR (proposed)

7.56%

Hybrid model using KNN

7.77%

It can be seen from Table 7.6 that the hybrid model with the employment of KR
technique outperforms the hybrid model with the employment of KNN method. This
is due to the ability of KR model to weight the data points exponentially. This
weighting procedure helps avoid the fixed number of neighbour points being
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selected, and focus on the contribution of each nearby point to the final estimated
value. Consequently, the obtained estimation is closer to the actual data point.
Since the wavelet technique has been used in this study, it is worth to investigate the
effectiveness of this technique when used in the proposed model. The investigation
process is carried out by comparing the forecasting results of the hybrid model
between two cases: with and without implementation of the wavelet technique. The
same training and testing datasets have been employed for the comparison process,
and the obtained results are tabulated in Table 7.7.
Table 7.7. Performance of the hybrid model in two cases: with and without wavelet
technique implementation
Model

MAPE

RMSE

Hybrid model with wavelet technique

7.56%

10.92

Hybrid model without wavelet technique

9.76%

11.90

It can be seen from Table 7.7 that the wavelet technique helps to improve the
forecasting results considerably with the MAPE value reducing from 9.76% to
7.56%. This is accounted for the ability of the wavelet technique to decompose the
price dataset into different orthogonal signals. The decomposition helps eliminate the
noise from the original signal and recapture the variation of original price using more
interpretable components. Consequently, this enhances the forecasting performance.
7.4.3

Model comparison and validation

As introduced in Subsection 7.4.1, the proposed model is compared against ARX
model and ANN model in order to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed model.
The comparative results are given in Table 7.8. It is noted that the above mentioned
models are employed only for the normal forecasting process. The spikes estimation
step uses KR model which was kept same in all the models.
Table 7.8. Model Comparison
Model

MAPE

RMSE

Hybrid model using ARXTV model

7.56%

10.92

Hybrid model using ANN model

7.57%

11.00

Hybrid model using AR model

8.16%

11.07
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It can be seen from Table 7.8 that the ARXTV model outperforms other model in
terms of forecasting ability. While its performance is much better than that of AR
model with much lower MAPE value (7.56% compared to 8.16%), this is slightly
smaller than ANN model (7.56% compared to 7.57%).
In order to investigate the effectiveness of the input selection process, the
independent variables are added to the model and the model performance is
evaluated. The performance is plotted again number of inputs as shown in Fig. 7.9.

Fig. 7.9. Performance (MAPE) of ARX, ANN and ARXTV models with different
number of inputs

It can be seen from Fig. 7.9 that the ARXTV model outperforms the ANN model
with different number of input variables. All models experience significant
improvement when number of input variables of 5 is added to the input dataset.
The performance of the proposed model is improved due to the change of
coefficients over the time. Consequently, the variation of the first coefficient which
can be considered as typical coefficient is extracted and plotted in Fig. 7.10.
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Fig. 7.10. Change of the typical (first) coefficient over time in one day

7.5

Summary

In this chapter, a hybrid model is built to forecast electricity price with consideration
of both normal price forecast and spikes estimation. While normal price can be
effectively forecasted using ARXTV model, this model cannot track the spikes
effectively since the spikes have been clipped its training process. This limitation is
supplemented in the hybrid model by combining the ARXTV model with kernel
regression model. The kernel regression model only focuses on spikes estimation; so
the spikes values are determined more accurately. Consequently, the combination of
the two model helps improve the overall price forecasting performance significantly.
With each model, the mutual information technique is employed to select the
significant inputs. This technique help include only variables which have attributed
significant features in price forecasting. This process helps reduce the calculation
burden in training process and improve the robustness of the model performance.
Also, in order to improve the robustness of the ARXTV model, a three-level wavelet
model has been employed to decompose the price series into orthogonal components.
These components are then used as inputs to the normal forecasting model. It has
been observed that the employment of this technique helps enhance the forecasting
performance significantly.
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A case study is conducted using a dataset acquired from the NEM for the State of
New South Wales, Australia. The results show that the proposed hybrid method can
successfully forecast the spikes value as well as the normal price with high accuracy
compared to other existing models in literature.
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CHAPTER 8.

A CUSTOMER REWARD BASED DEMAND

RESPONSE PROGRAM TO IMPROVE DEMAND ELASTICITY AND
MINIMISE FINANCIAL RISK DURING PRICE SPIKES
8.1

Introduction

In the previous chapters, it has been illustrated that electricity spot price inherits
extreme volatility with possible occurrence of extremely high spikes. These spikes
may result in serious financial risk for utilities who buy electricity from a spot
market and sell it to customers at a fixed price in a retail market. The original reason
for the high prices is the deployment of high marginal cost generators when low cost
generation is not sufficient to balance the load demand. These generators usually use
fossil fuel such as gas or diesel which is expensive and unfriendly to environment,
thus they may contribute to higher electricity bills and more damage to environment.
Furthermore, when peak demand is coincident with interruption of renewable energy
sources, the power security may be impacted with an occurrence of a blackout. In
order to tackle this issue, the demand forecasting signal can be employed to trigger a
demand response program which aim to reduce the electricity demand when it is
necessary.
In this chapter, an algorithm is developed using a customer reward scheme to create
more elasticity of the electricity demand. In this algorithm, utilities monitor the
operation of electricity market closely to detect any abnormal incidents or spike
occurrence. Once spike is detected, utilities announce a customer reward program to
encourage residential and commercial customers to reduce their electricity quantity
to a certain level. The reduction helps minimise and eliminate the deployment of
expensive generators, thus the spike occurrence can be avoided and utilities can
minimise their financial risk. On top of that, with the reduction of deployment of
high marginal cost generators, the environmental impact is curtailed and social
welfare is enhanced.
The chapter is organised as follows. Section 8.2 presents the problem description
relating to the inefficiency of peak load demand and uncertainty of renewable
generation. Section 8.3 introduces a customer reward scheme for developing an
effective DR program. Section 8.4 provides experimental results and discussions.
Section 8.5 highlights the concluding remarks of the research study.
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8.2

Problem description

Current electricity market may suffer from two main challenges in utilising the
generation units. The first one is reserving a number of expensive generators to
match the peak load in very short period each year. Since these generators are only
operated occasionally, they are inefficient and they impose high electricity price to
customers’ bill. The second challenge is the increasing uncertainty in generation
capacity when more intermittent renewable energy sources such as wind power
participate in the electricity market. This uncertainty can cause sudden reduction of
generation and lead to spikes in electricity prices. Accordingly, it creates increasing
financial risks for utilities.
8.2.1

Inefficient peak load period

To match peak demand following seasonal and daily fluctuations, and to ensure
reliable operation of the electric power system, utilities are forced to maintain a
substantial amount of underutilised power capacity [93]. The generation serving in
this period is highly marginal cost generators [156]. In addition, transmission and
distribution assets need to be built to meet peak demands. Therefore, high peak
demands contribute to one of the biggest portions of electricity price [94]. For
illustration, the aggregated demand for New South Wales (NSW), Australia which is
acquired from Australian energy market operators (AEMO) [124] for year 2015 is
presented in Fig. 8.1.
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Fig. 8.1. Aggregated demand at different serving duration in 2015 for NSW,
Australia

It can be seen from Fig. 8.1 that about 20% of capacity is used to serve peak load
demand which contributes to only 5% time of operation in a year. In order to
maintain the balance between demand and generation, high marginal operating cost
generators are needed to fulfil the need of peak demand. For example, in order to
supply to peak demand in summer season, Australian gas light company has
proposed to build a new gas power plant in South Australia (SA) [157]. On the one
hand, the plan helps to handle the peak load, and avoid the blackout during peak
demand. On the other hand, operation of these generators is uneconomic because
they usually have extremely high marginal operating cost. In addition, they are
operated using fossil fuel so they are not friendly to ecosystem. As a result,
deployment of such generators causes reduction in economic benefit and brings more
impairment to environment.
8.2.2

Generation uncertainty

The participation of renewable energy resources in generation mix is boosted
dramatically in recent years with different programs and agreements among countries
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around the world. Such a scenario is expected to make significant contribution in
decreasing greenhouse gas emissions originating from fossil-fueled power plants.
However, wind generators introduce more uncertainty in the power system due to
inherent intermittency of wind power. This uncertainty could cause sudden reduction
in generation capacity and thus lead to a huge shift of generation bidding curve.
Also, it creates a huge jump of electricity price in the spot market. The influence of a
wind generation is illustrated in Fig. 8.2.
Price
f(G1)

f(G0)

P1

P0

Q0

Quantity

Fig. 8.2. Price jump due to reduction of low marginal cost generation

It can be seen from Fig. 8.2 that at the normal condition, a quantity Q0 , which is
required by customers, is bought by utilities at a spot price P0 , which is determined
by the matching point between quantity Q0 and generation represented by the
bidding curve f (G0 ) . If there is a sudden reduction in cheap generation (i.e., wind
generation), the bidding curve shifts to the left with the new position represented by

f (G1 ) . If the demand remains at Q0 , the spot price jumps from the normal price P0
to a spike value of P1 which may be extremely higher than the retail price. As a
result, utilities may suffer from short-term financial loss when it is forced to buy
electricity at higher price and sell at lower price to maintain the security of the
system within the occurrence of spikes. Furthermore, sudden reduction of wind
generation can lead to lack of generation in peak demand, thus cause serious problem
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that may lead to system blackout. For example, the occurrence of partial load
shedding blackout in SA on 8th of February 2017 [158] is due to lack of generation
when load demand was peaking on a hot day but wind did not flow and thus wind
generators could not produce electricity.
8.2.3

Demand elasticity opportunity

From the discussion above, it can be seen that peak load causes more ineffective
investment on generators and network infrastructure, which consequently boost the
electricity price at the retail level. Furthermore, the renewable generation such as
wind power may not be coincident with peak load, so it cannot solve the problem. On
top of that it may introduce more uncertainty into the market thus pushes utilities to
expose to more financial risk, and impacts the security of the power system.
In order to tackle the above-mentioned issues, elasticity of demand should be
improved. When demand can be adapted to cope with short fall of generation, the
balance of the system can be maintained healthily, and market can be operated
efficiently. For example, the financial benefit for utilities arising from demand
elasticity is given in Fig. 8.3.

G1=g1(P)

G2=g2(P)

Q0

Demand

Generation

Q1

ΔQ

Ps0

Pr

Ps2

Ps1

Price

Fig. 8.3. Demand elasticity to reduce spike prices

The benefit of demand response which is presented in Fig. 8.3 is explained as
follows. In the normal operation, generation bidding can be considered as a function
of price G1 = g1 ( P) , and the quantity of demand is at Q0 . Consequently, the utilities
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buy Q0 at a spot price Ps 0 and sell to customers at a retail price Pr , which is higher
than Ps 0 , and earn profit from this trading process.
When there is a sudden reduction in cheap generation, the bidding curve is shifted to
a new position, which is represented by G2 = g 2 ( P ) . This shift of bidding curve
cause the spot price to change from Ps 0 to Ps1 , which is much higher than the fixed
retail price Pr . As a result, utilities are exposed to financial risk with a huge trading
loss. In order to reduce this loss, utilities will somehow convince customers to reduce
the demand ∆Q from Q0 to Q1 . With this demand reduction, the spot price reduces
from Ps1 to Ps 2 , thus it decreases the trading loss for utilities.
8.3

Customer Reward Scheme

The DR algorithm proposed in this study is based on a customer reward scheme. This
scheme allows utilities to communicate with customers for an agreement on reducing
demand to mitigate spot price spikes.
8.3.1

Conceptual description

Utilities buy electricity from a spot market and sell it to customers in a retail market.
In other words, utilities are involved into two markets, which are the spot market and
retail market. The participation of one utility can be briefly described as in Fig. 8.4.
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Fig. 8.4. Conceptual diagram of proposed customer reward scheme

The concept of the proposed customer reward scheme is presented as follows. In the
normal condition, the reduction of quantity
from spot market at a spot price
which is higher than

is zero, thus utilities buy a quantity

and sell it to the customers at a retail price

. From this trading process, utilities earn a trading profit

which can be presented as follows (assuming the demand and price remain the same
for one hour, so the profit is for one hour energy consumption):
(8.1)
In a critical market condition such as peak load demand or sudden reduction of cheap
energy sources, the spot price
than the retail price

suddenly increases to a spike value, which is higher

. As a result, utilities may suffer from negative profit or loss:
. It is assumed that for the dependence of spot price

on demand quantity

in this incident following a given function

, the

trading loss for utilities is represented as follows:
(8.2)
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In order to reduce this loss, utilities introduce a customer reward scheme (which can
be described as an additional block “incentive” in Fig. 8.4). In this scheme, utilities
encourage customers to reduce a demand quantity ∆Q by paying them an incentive
price Pc for each unit of quantity reduction. This reduction reduces the trading
demand quantity between spot market and retail market from Q to (Q − ∆Q) , thus
moderates the spot price from f (Q) to f (Q − ∆Q) . The new total financial losses for
utilities can be represented as follows:
Loss = (Q − ∆Q ) × ( f (Q − ∆Q ) − Pr ) + ∆Q × Pc

(8.3)

The new total financial loss in (8.3) includes two main components, which are
trading loss (Q − ∆Q ) × ( f (Q − ∆Q) − Pr ) and incentive payments ∆Q × Pc , which
utilities have to pay to customers to encourage them to reduce demand quantity ∆Q .
By changing the value of incentive price Pc , utilities can estimate the new loss and
minimise the total financial loss accordingly.
8.3.2

Algorithm and optimisation

The algorithm of the proposed scheme can be summarised as follows. Utilities
continuously monitor the conditions of the electricity market to detect price spikes. If
a spike incident is detected, utilities trigger a customer reward scheme with an
incentive price Pc to encourage customers to reduce electricity quantity ∆Q .
Accordingly, the total financial loss for utilities may vary with the incentive price
they offer. Utilities may change the value of Pc until their total financial loss is
minimised. The summary of the proposed algorithm is given in Fig. 8.5.
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Fig. 8.5. Customer reward scheme algorithm

It can be seen from the above algorithm that the aim of the scheme is to minimise the
total financial losses for utilities by changing incentive price

. Therefore, the

objective function can be described as follows:
(8.4)
Subject to:

(8.5)

The first constraint means that the reduction is not negative, and it has an upper limit
depending on actual consumption of customers. In the second constraint, the
incentive price should be greater than or equal to zero so that customers are
encouraged to participate. The last constraint implies that the spot price after demand
reduction is positive and it is smaller than the original price spike.
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From the above representation, the success of the incentive program is heavily
dependent the estimation of the function representing the relationship between spot
price and electricity demand quantity. This relationship can be estimated from the
bidding information of generator. In the context of this paper, the relationship is
assumed to follow an exponential equation which is given below:
f (ζ ) = α0 + α1 × (ζ ) + α 0 × e (α1×(ζ −ζ 0 ) )

(8.6)

where, a0 , a1 , α 0 , α1 are constant. ζ is the level of electricity demand. f (⋅)
represents the function of the electricity spot price.
Furthermore, it can be seen from the conceptual operation of the proposed customer
scheme in Fig. 8.4 that the customers’ response is crucial to the operation of the
proposed scheme. Customer response can be investigated using different scenarios as
discussed in the following subsection.
8.3.3

Customer response scenarios

In a customer reward scheme, it is crucial to estimate the response behaviour of
customers to an incentive payment. The estimation can be achieved using a
stochastic model [159], and it may be dependent on types of load and its location,
etc. However, the actual data for this response is not available, thus the response is
assumed to follow some predefined function. In this paper, two typical responses
which are linear response and restricted response are considered.
8.3.3.1 Linear response
The response of customers can be simplified using a linear relationship
representation as in [64]. With this assumption, the response is linearly proportional
to the incentive payment and it can be modelled as follows:
∆Q = k r × Q × Pc

(8.7)

where, ∆Q is the response of customers, Q is the quantity of demand, Pc is incentive
price and k r is a non-negative constant indicating the response slope which
represents the sensitivity of the customers’ response and reflects customers groups.
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It is noted in (7) that, 0 ≤ ∆Q ≤ Q and Pc ≥ 0 are applied. At a specific demand
quantity from one customer group k r , the response of customers ∆Q is linearly
dependent on the offered incentive price Pc .
8.3.3.2 Restricted response
From the customers’ perspective, the reduction of an electricity quantity may
influence their outcome product (or customer’s comfort). Consequently, the response
of customers may be restricted to the outcome product achievement. In this
subsection, an elaborated case of customers’ response is considered by letting
customers to actively maximise financial benefit from their response.
If at the beginning, customers buy a demand quantity Q at price Pr , and they produce
an outcome product which is described as a predetermined function of consumption
h(Q ) . The profit of customers is estimated as follows:

W0 = h(Q) − Q × Pr

(8.8)

When customers participate in the incentive program and reduce the electricity
quantity ∆Q , the outcome product, and the electricity cost reduce to h(Q − ∆Q) and

(Q − ∆Q) × Pr respectively. At the same time, customers receive an incentive
payment from utilities ∆Q × Pc . Consequently, the new profit of customers is as
follows:
W1 = [h(Q − ∆Q) − (Q − ∆Q) × Pr ] + ∆Q × Pc

(8.9)

Customers aim to maximise their own profit thus the objective function from the
customers side is given as follows:

max{h(Q − ∆Q) − (Q − ∆Q) × Pr + ∆Q × Pc }
∆Q

(8.10)

Subject to:

0 ≤ ∆Q ≤ Q



 Pc ≥ 0

0 ≤ h(Q − ∆Q) ≤ h(Q)
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(8.11)

The first constraint means that the reduction is not negative, and it has an upper limit
depending on actual consumption of customers. In the second constraint, the
incentive price should be greater than or equal to zero so that customers are
encouraged to participate. The third constraint implies that the outcome product of
customers is not negative and it has a upper limitation.
In this maximisation process, it is important to estimate the dependence of outcome
product of customers on electricity quantity h(Q) . For a simplification, the outcome
product can be modelled as a logarithmic function of the quantity of electricity as in
(8.12).

 β × (ζ ) + ζ 0 

h(ζ ) = k × h0 × log
ζ0



(8.12)

where, k and β are constant. k × h0 = k × (Q × p r ) is the estimate of original profit.
ζ is the electricity demand and ζ 0 is the minimum level of electricity demand.

The reason for this function selection is that the outcome product may increase
quickly at the beginning, but reach to some limitation at some certain level of
electricity consumption. This is explained with further details and result
demonstration in Subsection 8.4.3.
8.4

Results and Discussions

In this section, a dataset for NSW, Australia is acquired to validate the proposed
scheme. The scheme is tested in both scenarios of customers’ responses which are
linear response and restricted response.
8.4.1

Data description

A demand and price dataset for NSW, Australia which is acquired from AEMO
[124] is used to validate the proposed model in this study. More specifically, the
dataset for 12th of July 2016 is in consideration and the variation of demand and price
in this dataset is plotted in Fig. 8.6.
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Fig. 8.6. Profiles of electricity demand and price on 12th of July 2016

It can be seen from Fig. 8.6 that electricity price follows electricity demand closely.
It tends to go up when there is a rise in demand, and tends to go down when demand
decrease. It is noted from the above figure that price experiences a spike of nearly
$300/MWh at 18:30hrs. This is mainly due to the high value of demand at this time.
It is noted that the spot price surpasses the retail price at this moment. The
information about demand level, spot price and retail price are given in Table 8.1. In
this table, while spot price is acquired from AEMO, the retail price is obtained from
the annual report for a typical retail customers of NSW from the Australian energy
market commission (AEMC) [160].
Table 8.1. Electricity quantity and prices at 18:30hrs 12th of July 2016 for NSW,
Australia
Day

Time

Demand (MW)

12th of Jul 2016

18:30hrs

10586.72
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Spot price

Retail price

($/MWh)

($/MWh)

299.8

221.9

It can be seen from Table 8.1 that the spot price is much higher than the retail price.
In this incident, if utilities buy 10586.72MW with a price of 299.8 ($/MWh) and sell
it with a price of 221.9($/MWh), they suffer the loss of 10,586.72MW × ($299.8 –
$221.9) = $824,705.49 each hour.
In order to reveal the information of spot price, the bidding data have been acquired
from AEMO for this data point. The obtained bidding curve is given in Fig. 8.7.
Also, in this figure, the bidding data is fitted against the price function following
(8.6) and the fitted line is presented as a red continuous line. Furthermore, demand
requirement from NSW is plotted as a dashed black line. The meeting point between
demand and generation from the bidding curve results in a present spot price.

Fig. 8.7. Dependence of spot price on electricity quantity

It can be seen from Fig. 8.7 that if electricity quantity decreases, the spot price may
reduce significantly. Now, it is assumed that the utilities can trigger the customer
reward program and encourage customers to reduce the demand. The next step is to
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determine the response from the customers. As discussed in Section 8.3.3, customers
may have different response strategies, and each strategy may have strong impacts on
the scheme application. Two typical schemes namely linear response and restricted
response, which have been discussed in Section 8.3.3, are investigated in the
following subsections.
8.4.2

Linear response of customers

In this subsection, the response from customers is assumed to be linearly dependent
on the incentive payment as described in (8.7). With this dependence, financial losses
for utilities are analysed and sensitivity of customers’ response is investigated.
8.4.2.1 Analysis of financial losses for utilities
Utilities financial losses, including two components namely trading loss and
incentive payment, can be greatly impacted by changes of incentive price following
equation (8.3). These two components together with the total financial loss for
utilities are estimated at different levels of incentive price and the results are
presented in Fig. 8.8. It is noted that the response sensitivity of customers (i.e., slope

k r in (8.7)) is assumed to be at a typical value of 0.0015.
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Fig. 8.8. Utility loss and linear customers’ response at different incentive prices
Fig. 8.8 shows linear relationship between incentive price and customers’ response.
As a result, the incentive payment incurred by utilities sees a quadratic growth (as
presented as the green dash-dot line). At the same time, demand quantity reduction
leads to the decline of spot price and thus creates drop in trading loss for utilities as
shown using the black dashed line in Fig. 8.8.
The summation of trading loss with incentive payment results in the total financial
loss for utilities as presented in the continuous blue line. It is clear that this total
financial loss reduces significantly when incentive price increases from $0/MWh to
$131/MWh; however after this incentive price, the loss reverses and starts to
increase. From the variation of the total financial loss for utilities, a minimum value
can be determined as presented as the red star point. At this point, incentive price is
$131/MWh (i.e., about half of the retail price), and customers reduce 2,080 MW (i.e.,
about 19.6% of the demand quantity). This reduction leads to the significant drop of
utilities’ financial loss as presented at the red star point in Fig. 8.8. It is noted that the
total financial loss turns to be negative meaning that utilities can earn profit again
with the proposed incentive scheme.
8.4.2.2 Analysis of customers’ response sensitivity
To reveal the dependence of financial loss for utilities on the response sensitivity,
typical values of sensitivity level (i.e., varying k r from 0.001 to 0.005) are
considered. The results are obtained and presented in Fig. 8.9.
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Fig. 8.9. Impacts of customers’ response sensitivity to total financial loss for utilities

Fig. 8.9 shows that at each response sensitivity level, the relationship between
financial loss and incentive price changes considerably. Accordingly, the obtained
optimum incentive price and minimum financial loss for utilities are altered. With
higher sensitivity (i.e., higher value of k r ), the optimum incentive price becomes
lower. At the same time, the minimum utility loss has reduced noticeably with the
higher response sensitivity. The optimisation results for different slope k r are given
in Fig. 8.10.
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Fig. 8.10. Optimum incentive price and total financial loss for utilities at different
sensitivity levels

Fig. 8.10 shows that when the sensitivity of customer response is stronger (i.e.,
higher value of slope k r ), both the optimum incentive price and minimum financial
loss for a utility becomes smaller.
8.4.3

Restricted response from customers

Although linear response from customers is handy, it may be too naïve for actual
application. In this subsection, the customers’ response is assumed to be restricted
with a given outcome product loss scenario which has been discussed in Subsection
8.3.3.2.
8.4.3.1 Outcome product losses for customers
The outcome product losses for customers are described in (8.12). In this equation, it
is assumed that the customers may have less profit if customer demand reduces. The
parameters of equation (8.12) can be determined based on the customer information.
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Typically, it can be assumed that coefficients k and β are 1 and 100, respectively.
With this assumption, the outcome product together with electricity bill and customer
profit change along with the variation of electricity quantity consumption as
presented in Fig. 8.11.

Fig. 8.11. Outcome product, electricity bill and profit for customers at different
levels of electricity quantity

It can be seen from Fig. 8.11 that while the electricity bill increases linearly (as
presented in dashed black line), the outcome product experience logarithmic growth
along with the electricity quantity (as indicated by the blue continuous line). The
profit of customer is determined by subtracting the outcome product to the electricity
bill; consequently, the profit of customers increases strongly at the beginning, but
does not increase much when electricity quantity increases (as shown in the red dashdot line). This profit representation limits the level of energy use of customers in
normal condition because the customers cannot gain more profit even if they try to
buy more electricity.
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8.4.3.2 Cost effective analysis
The response of customers is strongly dependent on incentive price offered by
utilities. With three typical incentive prices of $40/MWh, $60/MWh and $80/MWh,
the customers’ profits are determined using (8.9) and the results are plotted against
electricity quantity reduction in Fig. 8.12. Also in this figure, the maximum customer
profits are indicated as black star points for different incentive prices.

Fig. 8.12. Changes of customer profit against electricity quantity reduction for
typical incentive prices

Fig. 8.12 shows that at a given incentive price offered by utilities, the profit of
customers varies with electricity quantity reduction. From this variation, an optimum
point can be determined by maximising customer profit. For example, at an incentive
price of $60/MW, customers tend to response by reducing 1152MW (10.9%) and
accordingly achieve a maximum profit.
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At the same time, the change of incentive price will lead to variation of total
financial loss for utilities. The changes of total financial loss for utilities and profit
for customer are obtained and represented in Fig. 8.13.

Fig. 8.13. Total financial losses for a utility and customer profits at different
incentive prices

It can be seen from Fig. 8.13 that both financial loss for utilities and profit for
customers experience great variation when changing the incentive price. When the
incentive price is less than a certain value (i.e., Pc = $10/MWh), customers may not
interest in response to the scheme, thus both the financial loss for utilities and profit
for customers are constant. After this price (i.e., when Pc is greater than $10/MWh),
the profit for customers increases dramatically. At the same time, financial loss for
utilities experience drastic drop when incentive price increase from $10/MWh to
$117/MWh. When incentive price continues to increase above $117/MWh, while
customers’ profit keeps rising dramatically, utilities’ losses change direction and
increase slightly. Since the incentive price is offered by utilities, they may consider
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operating the scheme at a price of $117/MWh, which result in minimum loss of
utilities. It is noted that this minimum loss is negative indicating that utilities earn
profit again when applying the proposed scheme.
This analysis may be significantly meaningful to the utilities since it can evaluate the
possible response of customer and announce an appropriate incentive price for the
customer incentive scheme.
8.5

Summary

In this chapter, a customer reward scheme is proposed for building an effective DR
program. In this program, a reward scheme is proposed for utilities with an incentive
price to encourage customers to reduce their electricity demand to a certain level. An
optimisation problem is formulated to minimise the utility loss based on changing the
offered incentive price. Linear approach is employed to solve the problem and the
optimum incentive price is determined at the point where utility loss is at a minimum
level.
Furthermore, it is revealed that customers’ responses do have strong impacts on the
optimisation process of the proposed scheme. Consequently, two typical customers’
response scenarios which are linear response and restricted response are investigated.
It has been found that with higher sensitivity level, the optimum incentive price is
lower, and the utility loss becomes lower as well.
A small dataset for NSW, Australia is employed as a case study to investigate the
effectiveness of the proposed reward scheme. The obtained results show that the
proposed scheme can successfully help utilities to minimise their financial losses and
assist customers to maximise their profit.
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CHAPTER 9.
9.1

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Concluding Remarks

This thesis has developed effective models for accurately forecasting electricity
demand and electricity price, and proposed new strategies for improving demand
elasticity through building an effective demand response program, which helps to
enhance the efficiency of the electricity market operation. The work presented in this
thesis can be summarised as follows:
1. An ARTV model has been introduced to forecast electricity demand in short
term period. The ARTV model has been developed based on an AR model by
allowing its coefficient to vary with time. This variation allows the model to build
appropriate links to the past data points and consequently, leads to the overall
improvement in model performance. Also, a demand based adjustment procedure has
been proposed to mitigate the inherent abnormalities in electricity demand data
related to the influences of daylight saving and holidays. This mitigation process
contributes significantly to the robustness enhancement of the forecasting models.
With aid of a dataset acquired for NSW, Australia from AEMO, it has been shown
that the error measures of the proposed model are less than those of all the three
benchmarking models including naïve model, AR model and neural network model.
2. Impacts of weather variables including temperature, humidity, and wind speed
on electricity demand have been analysed using correlation techniques. The results
from this analysis illustrates that demand is significantly influenced with variation of
weather variables, especially temperature. The dependence of demand on
temperature is not static, but dynamic. In order to consider this dynamic influence, a
multi-layer moving window model has been developed. The model is able to
incorporate different weather variables by representing them in individual windows.
Each window is able to adjust its coefficients with time, thus enhance the flexibility
of the forecasting model. The model has been extended to forecast the demand for
one day and one week ahead using a recursive technique which allows the justforecasted value to be used as input in the forecasting model. It has been illustrated
in this study that temperature is significant variable in demand forecasting so that
inclusion of this variable helps improve the performance of day ahead forecasting
significantly.
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3. A robust regression model for forecasting the electricity demand in monthly
basis has been developed based on multicollinearity and backward elimination
processes. The multicollinearity analysis helps to eliminate the variables which are
highly related to the other independent variables from the dataset, and the backward
elimination regression analysis excludes the insignificant variables from the model.
Use of these processes makes the regression model robust and effective for
forecasting the electricity demand from climatic variables. Furthermore, balance
point temperature concept has been employed to represent the impact of temperature.
Degree-days have been estimated and inputted to the forecasting model. The
proposed method has been tested and validated, and the performance has been
evaluated in the Australian context. Results have proved that the proposed model can
predict the electricity demand with very low prediction error.
4. A multiple-feature based approach with the incorporation of a variable
threshold has been developed to detect electricity price spikes. The variable
threshold, which has been determined using a sliding window average and an
adjusted standard deviation, helps to separate spikes from normal price properly.
This effective separation creates a robust training dataset for developing the model
with spike detection accurately. Furthermore, significant features have been extracted
from different variables in the market after thoroughly analysing the cause of spikes,
and Fisher score has been employed to estimate the significance of these features.
The extracted features have been used as inputs to the detection model, which is
developed based on the SVM structure. This model has ability to consider both
nonlinear and non-saparatable characteristics of the spikes from the normal price data
by incorporating the misclassification cost and kernel funciton into the model. A case
study has been conducted using a dataset acquired for the State of New South Wales,
Australia from AEMO. The results show that the proposed method can successfully
detect spikes with high accuracy at low false alarm (FA) level.
5. A hybrid model has been developed to forecast electricity price in two stages.
In the first stage, the values of spikes are estimated using a multi-feature based kernel
regresssion model. This model has ability to address the nonlinear relationship
between price spikes and other attributes which are selected from different avaialable
variables in the market using mutual information. In the second stage, normal
electricity prices are forecasted using a wavelet based autoregressive time varying
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with exogenous variable (ARXTV) model. The wavelet technique effectively
decomposes the training data into orthogonal components and thus creates robust
forecasting inputs for the ARXTV model. It has been proven that the proposed
hybrid method can successfully forecast spike as well as normal price values with
high accuracy.
6. A customer reward scheme has been employed for building an effective
demand response program. In this program, utilities continuously monitor the
condition of electricity market to detect any electricity price spikes. When spikes are
detected, utilities initiate an incentive program to encourage customers to reduce the
electricity demand with a certain quantity. An optimisation problem is formulated
with objective to minimise the loss of utility when spikes occur. Furthermore, two
typical customers’ response scenarios are investigated. It has been shown that the
incentive program can help minimise the loss of utility and maximise the profit of
customers effectively with a little (or no) sacrifice of their comforts.
9.2

Recommendations for Future Work

From the work which has been done in this thesis, we have some recommendation
for further work which are listed as follows:
1. Load forecasting has been tackled in this thesis at the transmission level for
NSW, Australia. The ability of forecasting models can be extended to forecast the
load at distribution level with consideration of different sectors such as industrial,
commercial and residential demand. These forecasting results can be aggregated to
develop an aggregated model to forecast the demand in transmission as well as
distribution level depending upon operational requirements. In addition, the models
developed in this thesis can be expanded to accommodate more exogenous variables
if the variables are found to be significant and data is available.
2. The weather variables considered in this thesis have been acquired at one
weather station which is Sydney airport weather station. As discussed in the thesis,
the weather information from this station is representative to the electrical load in
NSW, Australia. In the future study, data from other weather stations in NSW can be
incorporated into the model using weighted coefficients. The appropriate weighted
variables may enhance the ability to capture the dependence of demand on weather in
different locations with various terrains and load profile conditions.
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3. In this research study, the demand response strategy has been investigated
based on two different scenarios of customers’ response which are linear and
restricted responses. It has been revealed from this study that variation of customers’
response may have strong impacts on demand response program. The response
scenarios in this thesis can be extended for investigation of demand response for
different incentive models and demand response programs. It is recommended to
build an effective model of demand response; for example, the model can be
developed based on survey studies to customers.
4. In this thesis, since the aim is to tackle the market operation condition from the
demand side, the thesis focus primarily on the three interrelated topics which are
demand forecasting, price forecasting, and demand response program. It is noted that
the market operation is strongly dependent on other factors such as the availability of
generation. Therefore, it is recommended that the future work should investigate
further on generation forecast, especially with the intermittency of wind and solar
power. The generation forecast may support greatly the demand response program
and improve its efficiency.
5. With the strong development of internet of things, energy internet may be
dominating the future of power system operation. Demand forecast, price forecast
and demand response developed in this thesis can form a strong platform for the
energy internet that can be developed in the future study. Interaction of these
programs may provide useful information for market operation. Furthermore, the
consideration of data-sets of other States at national level would be an important step
to further investigate the market operation.
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APPENDIX A: ELECTRICITY DATA FROM AEMO
The typical load data (from 4th of July to 10th of July 2015) with resolution of 30
minutes, used in this thesis, is given as follows:
Date and time
'04-Jul-2015 00:00:00'
'04-Jul-2015 00:30:00'
'04-Jul-2015 01:00:00'
'04-Jul-2015 01:30:00'
'04-Jul-2015 02:00:00'
'04-Jul-2015 02:30:00'
'04-Jul-2015 03:00:00'
'04-Jul-2015 03:30:00'
'04-Jul-2015 04:00:00'
'04-Jul-2015 04:30:00'
'04-Jul-2015 05:00:00'
'04-Jul-2015 05:30:00'
'04-Jul-2015 06:00:00'
'04-Jul-2015 06:30:00'
'04-Jul-2015 07:00:00'
'04-Jul-2015 07:30:00'
'04-Jul-2015 08:00:00'
'04-Jul-2015 08:30:00'
'04-Jul-2015 09:00:00'
'04-Jul-2015 09:30:00'
'04-Jul-2015 10:00:00'
'04-Jul-2015 10:30:00'
'04-Jul-2015 11:00:00'
'04-Jul-2015 11:30:00'
'04-Jul-2015 12:00:00'
'04-Jul-2015 12:30:00'
'04-Jul-2015 13:00:00'
'04-Jul-2015 13:30:00'
'04-Jul-2015 14:00:00'
'04-Jul-2015 14:30:00'
'04-Jul-2015 15:00:00'
'04-Jul-2015 15:30:00'
'04-Jul-2015 16:00:00'
'04-Jul-2015 16:30:00'
'04-Jul-2015 17:00:00'
'04-Jul-2015 17:30:00'
'04-Jul-2015 18:00:00'
'04-Jul-2015 18:30:00'

Demand Temperature Humidity
(MW
(OC)
(%)
9300.02
7.9
77
9040.77
7.1
79
8770.45
7.3
80
8469.84
6.7
82
8128.76
6.7
82
7725.33
6.3
83
7408.38
6.2
83
7105.37
6.2
85
6937.44
6
84
6889.38
5.8
83
6916.13
5.8
82
7044.77
5.5
83
7201.77
5.7
82
7506.95
5.7
78
7813.36
5.4
78
8288.48
5.9
80
8911.52
6.8
72
9467.52
7
71
9844.74
7.9
64
10057.32
8.2
62
9878.43
8.5
60
9701.13
10.1
51
9405.16
11.6
43
9058.18
12.2
42
8783.58
13.5
35
8453.11
12.7
37
8289.24
14.1
28
8113.83
14.6
31
7991.11
16.1
25
7963.86
14.9
30
7969.95
14
44
8108.98
14.1
40
8365.55
13.7
46
8756.86
13.2
50
9382.14
12.7
55
10072.95
12.2
57
10686.54
12.3
54
10721.53
12.3
55
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Wind speed
(km/h)
11
11
15
15
17
17
13
15
15
15
15
15
13
17
17
17
18
18
15
15
15
18
13
15
15
13
13
15
17
13
17
17
15
15
11
8
5
8

'04-Jul-2015 19:00:00'
'04-Jul-2015 19:30:00'
'04-Jul-2015 20:00:00'
'04-Jul-2015 20:30:00'
'04-Jul-2015 21:00:00'
'04-Jul-2015 21:30:00'
'04-Jul-2015 22:00:00'
'04-Jul-2015 22:30:00'
'04-Jul-2015 23:00:00'
'04-Jul-2015 23:30:00'
'05-Jul-2015 00:00:00'
'05-Jul-2015 00:30:00'
'05-Jul-2015 01:00:00'
'05-Jul-2015 01:30:00'
'05-Jul-2015 02:00:00'
'05-Jul-2015 02:30:00'
'05-Jul-2015 03:00:00'
'05-Jul-2015 03:30:00'
'05-Jul-2015 04:00:00'
'05-Jul-2015 04:30:00'
'05-Jul-2015 05:00:00'
'05-Jul-2015 05:30:00'
'05-Jul-2015 06:00:00'
'05-Jul-2015 06:30:00'
'05-Jul-2015 07:00:00'
'05-Jul-2015 07:30:00'
'05-Jul-2015 08:00:00'
'05-Jul-2015 08:30:00'
'05-Jul-2015 09:00:00'
'05-Jul-2015 09:30:00'
'05-Jul-2015 10:00:00'
'05-Jul-2015 10:30:00'
'05-Jul-2015 11:00:00'
'05-Jul-2015 11:30:00'
'05-Jul-2015 12:00:00'
'05-Jul-2015 12:30:00'
'05-Jul-2015 13:00:00'
'05-Jul-2015 13:30:00'
'05-Jul-2015 14:00:00'
'05-Jul-2015 14:30:00'
'05-Jul-2015 15:00:00'
'05-Jul-2015 15:30:00'
'05-Jul-2015 16:00:00'
'05-Jul-2015 16:30:00'

10596.85
10350.73
10138.19
10044.1
9916.73
9765.15
9586.63
9407.66
9176.02
9000.35
8756.22
8369.01
8091.12
7815.35
7563.27
7246.62
6962.5
6780.6
6727.03
6698.8
6731.37
6769.25
6947.13
7191.3
7435.8
7801.72
8374.28
8811.11
9123.12
9279.42
9195.33
8989.05
8660
8428.41
8222.65
8043.11
7893.37
7752.29
7702.04
7667.61
7754.98
7891.62
8174.52
8613.23

11.9
10.9
11.1
11
10.1
10
10.1
9.8
9.8
9
8.4
8.3
8.5
8.5
8
7.75
7.5
7.5
6.6
6.3
6.3
6.2
6.7
6.3
6.1
6.2
7
8.3
9.4
10.6
11.6
12.8
14.3
15
15.9
16.7
17
17.9
18.2
18
17.7
17.3
16.6
15.4
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56
61
59
54
54
52
51
55
54
59
63
62
61
60
61
62
63
63
69
71
73
74
70
74
74
73
69
63
59
52
46
42
38
39
34
30
31
28
26
26
28
26
27
43

8
8
13
13
17
21
22
21
17
15
17
17
15
15
15
18
21
18
17
15
18
18
17
15
13
15
15
18
17
17
17
17
17
13
13
13
13
11
11
9
9
8
9
8

'05-Jul-2015 17:00:00'
'05-Jul-2015 17:30:00'
'05-Jul-2015 18:00:00'
'05-Jul-2015 18:30:00'
'05-Jul-2015 19:00:00'
'05-Jul-2015 19:30:00'
'05-Jul-2015 20:00:00'
'05-Jul-2015 20:30:00'
'05-Jul-2015 21:00:00'
'05-Jul-2015 21:30:00'
'05-Jul-2015 22:00:00'
'05-Jul-2015 22:30:00'
'05-Jul-2015 23:00:00'
'05-Jul-2015 23:30:00'
'06-Jul-2015 00:00:00'
'06-Jul-2015 00:30:00'
'06-Jul-2015 01:00:00'
'06-Jul-2015 01:30:00'
'06-Jul-2015 02:00:00'
'06-Jul-2015 02:30:00'
'06-Jul-2015 03:00:00'
'06-Jul-2015 03:30:00'
'06-Jul-2015 04:00:00'
'06-Jul-2015 04:30:00'
'06-Jul-2015 05:00:00'
'06-Jul-2015 05:30:00'
'06-Jul-2015 06:00:00'
'06-Jul-2015 06:30:00'
'06-Jul-2015 07:00:00'
'06-Jul-2015 07:30:00'
'06-Jul-2015 08:00:00'
'06-Jul-2015 08:30:00'
'06-Jul-2015 09:00:00'
'06-Jul-2015 09:30:00'
'06-Jul-2015 10:00:00'
'06-Jul-2015 10:30:00'
'06-Jul-2015 11:00:00'
'06-Jul-2015 11:30:00'
'06-Jul-2015 12:00:00'
'06-Jul-2015 12:30:00'
'06-Jul-2015 13:00:00'
'06-Jul-2015 13:30:00'
'06-Jul-2015 14:00:00'
'06-Jul-2015 14:30:00'

9216.06
9904.63
10619.78
10719.19
10695.37
10475.7
10274.03
10130.53
9965.99
9684.38
9396.7
9212.32
8787.43
8589.25
8304.65
8047.97
7794.98
7555.35
7382.74
7075.6
6860.92
6765.81
6634.4
6726.66
6871.52
7203.33
7657.8
8489.77
9193.56
9727.49
10265.25
10473.53
10499.88
10403.37
10205.24
10040.53
9733.77
9491.92
9253.86
9149.19
9047.96
8942.63
8873.65
8859.5

15.7
15.8
14.6
14.1
13.8
13.2
12.5
12
11.4
11.2
11
10.4
9.5
9.4
8.8
9
7.9
7.7
7.6
7.7
7.2
6.8
7
7.1
6.6
6.4
6.9
6.3
6.5
6.8
7.6
8.5
9.5
11.1
12.1
12.8
13.8
14.5
14.7
15.9
16.3
15.8
16.5
16.7
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40
43
49
53
52
52
55
58
62
59
59
66
66
68
74
73
77
77
77
77
80
82
79
70
68
67
62
64
59
60
54
52
50
47
47
43
38
36
35
32
30
31
30
32

11
9
9
9
9
11
8
8
9
9
11
13
18
17
17
17
13
13
13
13
13
15
13
11
13
13
9
15
15
17
17
17
17
15
17
17
21
21
22
26
18
28
30
26

'06-Jul-2015 15:00:00'
'06-Jul-2015 15:30:00'
'06-Jul-2015 16:00:00'
'06-Jul-2015 16:30:00'
'06-Jul-2015 17:00:00'
'06-Jul-2015 17:30:00'
'06-Jul-2015 18:00:00'
'06-Jul-2015 18:30:00'
'06-Jul-2015 19:00:00'
'06-Jul-2015 19:30:00'
'06-Jul-2015 20:00:00'
'06-Jul-2015 20:30:00'
'06-Jul-2015 21:00:00'
'06-Jul-2015 21:30:00'
'06-Jul-2015 22:00:00'
'06-Jul-2015 22:30:00'
'06-Jul-2015 23:00:00'
'06-Jul-2015 23:30:00'
'07-Jul-2015 00:00:00'
'07-Jul-2015 00:30:00'
'07-Jul-2015 01:00:00'
'07-Jul-2015 01:30:00'
'07-Jul-2015 02:00:00'
'07-Jul-2015 02:30:00'
'07-Jul-2015 03:00:00'
'07-Jul-2015 03:30:00'
'07-Jul-2015 04:00:00'
'07-Jul-2015 04:30:00'
'07-Jul-2015 05:00:00'
'07-Jul-2015 05:30:00'
'07-Jul-2015 06:00:00'
'07-Jul-2015 06:30:00'
'07-Jul-2015 07:00:00'
'07-Jul-2015 07:30:00'
'07-Jul-2015 08:00:00'
'07-Jul-2015 08:30:00'
'07-Jul-2015 09:00:00'
'07-Jul-2015 09:30:00'
'07-Jul-2015 10:00:00'
'07-Jul-2015 10:30:00'
'07-Jul-2015 11:00:00'
'07-Jul-2015 11:30:00'
'07-Jul-2015 12:00:00'
'07-Jul-2015 12:30:00'

8900.44
8972.89
9168.63
9553.81
10141.31
10914.65
11619.38
11677.38
11608.67
11342.16
11100.34
10906.32
10779.78
10489.26
10042.43
9932.92
9454.21
9240
9057.79
8814.32
8556.74
8360.73
8114.42
7767.74
7397.63
7234.91
7105.64
7115.46
7250.95
7562.07
8033.19
8823.02
9517.17
10004.33
10408.41
10558.77
10496.72
10390.87
10178.55
9968.36
9769.89
9646.95
9531.34
9555.55

16
15.9
15.3
14.6
13.6
12.9
12.4
11.9
11.5
11.1
10.9
10.3
10
9.6
9.2
9.1
9.5
8.9
8.7
8.4
8.3
8.4
8.2
8.2
7.9
7.8
7.3
7.1
7.7
7.7
8.2
8.2
8.6
9.4
10.4
11.3
12.5
12.8
13.6
13.6
13.5
13.4
13.5
14

177

32
32
35
39
41
42
45
47
48
49
47
51
52
55
56
58
56
59
60
64
63
64
63
63
64
65
67
69
66
66
64
67
66
62
59
55
54
52
54
64
71
70
72
68

30
30
28
30
26
30
28
28
22
22
24
21
21
22
26
24
22
28
26
22
17
21
18
17
17
18
17
18
13
13
13
15
15
15
22
22
26
21
30
35
30
30
31
30

'07-Jul-2015 13:00:00'
'07-Jul-2015 13:30:00'
'07-Jul-2015 14:00:00'
'07-Jul-2015 14:30:00'
'07-Jul-2015 15:00:00'
'07-Jul-2015 15:30:00'
'07-Jul-2015 16:00:00'
'07-Jul-2015 16:30:00'
'07-Jul-2015 17:00:00'
'07-Jul-2015 17:30:00'
'07-Jul-2015 18:00:00'
'07-Jul-2015 18:30:00'
'07-Jul-2015 19:00:00'
'07-Jul-2015 19:30:00'
'07-Jul-2015 20:00:00'
'07-Jul-2015 20:30:00'
'07-Jul-2015 21:00:00'
'07-Jul-2015 21:30:00'
'07-Jul-2015 22:00:00'
'07-Jul-2015 22:30:00'
'07-Jul-2015 23:00:00'
'07-Jul-2015 23:30:00'
'08-Jul-2015 00:00:00'
'08-Jul-2015 00:30:00'
'08-Jul-2015 01:00:00'
'08-Jul-2015 01:30:00'
'08-Jul-2015 02:00:00'
'08-Jul-2015 02:30:00'
'08-Jul-2015 03:00:00'
'08-Jul-2015 03:30:00'
'08-Jul-2015 04:00:00'
'08-Jul-2015 04:30:00'
'08-Jul-2015 05:00:00'
'08-Jul-2015 05:30:00'
'08-Jul-2015 06:00:00'
'08-Jul-2015 06:30:00'
'08-Jul-2015 07:00:00'
'08-Jul-2015 07:30:00'
'08-Jul-2015 08:00:00'
'08-Jul-2015 08:30:00'
'08-Jul-2015 09:00:00'
'08-Jul-2015 09:30:00'
'08-Jul-2015 10:00:00'
'08-Jul-2015 10:30:00'

9472.09
9419.33
9450.09
9549.29
9651.27
9772.11
9959.51
10204.37
10598.39
11246.69
11742.22
11788.16
11655.05
11362.73
11152.96
10935.33
10659.67
10479.92
10042.3
9904.11
9514.47
9272.86
9086.38
8840.16
8620.41
8412.78
8134.01
7770.14
7488.24
7254.47
7109.14
7094.59
7163.65
7528.2
7906.3
8736.69
9404.5
9837.15
10291.63
10514.56
10411.55
10294.84
10022.3
9817.53

13.9
13.2
13.3
11.8
12.3
12.6
12.8
11.6
11.6
11.5
11.3
11.2
11.8
11.4
11.4
11.1
11
11.1
11
11.2
11.6
11.6
11.9
12
11.1
10.6
9.4
9.2
9.97
8.9
9.7
9.2
8.7
8.9
9
9.4
9
10.1
8.5
9.3
9.3
10.2
10.6
11.4
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68
76
76
86
82
78
72
84
89
88
87
87
85
84
87
87
91
87
87
87
86
85
84
84
89
90
90
93
94
93
92
90
90
88
89
87
90
86
87
84
80
76
83
82

31
26
26
30
24
21
21
21
31
28
15
15
13
15
11
28
11
13
13
15
22
22
30
22
15
17
15
13
18
13
21
17
15
18
18
15
13
11
17
15
15
17
9
11

'08-Jul-2015 11:00:00'
'08-Jul-2015 11:30:00'
'08-Jul-2015 12:00:00'
'08-Jul-2015 12:30:00'
'08-Jul-2015 13:00:00'
'08-Jul-2015 13:30:00'
'08-Jul-2015 14:00:00'
'08-Jul-2015 14:30:00'
'08-Jul-2015 15:00:00'
'08-Jul-2015 15:30:00'
'08-Jul-2015 16:00:00'
'08-Jul-2015 16:30:00'
'08-Jul-2015 17:00:00'
'08-Jul-2015 17:30:00'
'08-Jul-2015 18:00:00'
'08-Jul-2015 18:30:00'
'08-Jul-2015 19:00:00'
'08-Jul-2015 19:30:00'
'08-Jul-2015 20:00:00'
'08-Jul-2015 20:30:00'
'08-Jul-2015 21:00:00'
'08-Jul-2015 21:30:00'
'08-Jul-2015 22:00:00'
'08-Jul-2015 22:30:00'
'08-Jul-2015 23:00:00'
'08-Jul-2015 23:30:00'
'09-Jul-2015 00:00:00'
'09-Jul-2015 00:30:00'
'09-Jul-2015 01:00:00'
'09-Jul-2015 01:30:00'
'09-Jul-2015 02:00:00'
'09-Jul-2015 02:30:00'
'09-Jul-2015 03:00:00'
'09-Jul-2015 03:30:00'
'09-Jul-2015 04:00:00'
'09-Jul-2015 04:30:00'
'09-Jul-2015 05:00:00'
'09-Jul-2015 05:30:00'
'09-Jul-2015 06:00:00'
'09-Jul-2015 06:30:00'
'09-Jul-2015 07:00:00'
'09-Jul-2015 07:30:00'
'09-Jul-2015 08:00:00'
'09-Jul-2015 08:30:00'

9584.84
9378.58
9212.11
9113.33
9047.27
9021.58
8996.63
8999.33
9057.63
9165.84
9321.46
9580.03
10081.82
10780.96
11440.04
11533.73
11479.82
11207.27
11003.18
10813.07
10597.58
10382.27
10071.71
9980.7
9577.68
9326.06
9141.98
8871.08
8581.24
8400.85
8117.25
7803.05
7491.65
7246.53
7112.12
7086.04
7204.32
7529.68
7949.02
8695.21
9341.1
9819.14
10297.65
10537.84

12.8
13.5
14
13.7
14
14.1
13.9
13.8
13.5
13.9
13.4
13.5
13.1
13
13
13.2
12.8
12.6
12.4
12
10.6
10.8
10.8
11
10.1
9.6
9.2
8.4
7.9
7.9
7.1
7.2
6.7
6.7
6.4
6.5
6.5
6.5
6.9
7.2
7.4
7.5
8.7
9.2
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81
77
72
76
73
75
73
70
66
62
75
65
72
73
71
71
69
65
75
76
85
81
81
76
82
84
85
89
90
87
91
91
91
91
93
93
91
91
86
84
84
84
78
77

13
11
13
22
17
21
15
26
18
15
17
17
11
9
9
9
11
9
8
11
13
11
11
5
9
11
8
13
11
11
13
11
13
15
13
15
13
13
13
13
13
17
15
11

'09-Jul-2015 09:00:00'
'09-Jul-2015 09:30:00'
'09-Jul-2015 10:00:00'
'09-Jul-2015 10:30:00'
'09-Jul-2015 11:00:00'
'09-Jul-2015 11:30:00'
'09-Jul-2015 12:00:00'
'09-Jul-2015 12:30:00'
'09-Jul-2015 13:00:00'
'09-Jul-2015 13:30:00'
'09-Jul-2015 14:00:00'
'09-Jul-2015 14:30:00'
'09-Jul-2015 15:00:00'
'09-Jul-2015 15:30:00'
'09-Jul-2015 16:00:00'
'09-Jul-2015 16:30:00'
'09-Jul-2015 17:00:00'
'09-Jul-2015 17:30:00'
'09-Jul-2015 18:00:00'
'09-Jul-2015 18:30:00'
'09-Jul-2015 19:00:00'
'09-Jul-2015 19:30:00'
'09-Jul-2015 20:00:00'
'09-Jul-2015 20:30:00'
'09-Jul-2015 21:00:00'
'09-Jul-2015 21:30:00'
'09-Jul-2015 22:00:00'
'09-Jul-2015 22:30:00'
'09-Jul-2015 23:00:00'
'09-Jul-2015 23:30:00'
'10-Jul-2015 00:00:00'
'10-Jul-2015 00:30:00'
'10-Jul-2015 01:00:00'
'10-Jul-2015 01:30:00'
'10-Jul-2015 02:00:00'
'10-Jul-2015 02:30:00'
'10-Jul-2015 03:00:00'
'10-Jul-2015 03:30:00'
'10-Jul-2015 04:00:00'
'10-Jul-2015 04:30:00'
'10-Jul-2015 05:00:00'
'10-Jul-2015 05:30:00'
'10-Jul-2015 06:00:00'
'10-Jul-2015 06:30:00'

10484.67
10271.9
10037.09
9792.68
9543.01
9264.18
9094.61
8923.77
8730.31
8741.5
8630.37
8627.81
8634.09
8756.52
8940.57
9212.81
9714.66
10441.53
11147.56
11274.68
11210.08
11060.37
10838.73
10690.96
10532.77
10250.08
9879.83
9715.97
9396.42
9171.63
9008.79
8709.1
8454.78
8234.84
7948.6
7618.74
7282.05
7058.53
6938.12
6946.83
7031.31
7354.28
7731.23
8432.09

10.5
11.8
12.4
14.6
15.8
15
15.1
15.2
15.4
16
16.6
16.1
16.1
15.8
15.8
15.1
14.5
14.2
13.5
14
14.8
14.2
12.1
12.1
11.4
12
11.8
11.3
10.2
9.7
8.9
8.8
9.2
9.1
8.3
8.5
8.1
8.2
8
7.9
8.4
8.1
7.4
7.7
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73
68
66
58
55
57
58
55
55
48
45
48
48
48
49
55
58
58
62
58
56
61
80
72
74
73
74
77
82
83
85
84
84
84
87
86
87
85
86
87
87
90
91
88

11
11
9
9
11
9
9
9
9
9
13
13
11
13
15
13
13
11
9
9
8
5
0
11
8
9
9
2
13
8
8
9
13
15
11
11
13
11
13
13
13
11
17
15

'10-Jul-2015 07:00:00'
'10-Jul-2015 07:30:00'
'10-Jul-2015 08:00:00'
'10-Jul-2015 08:30:00'
'10-Jul-2015 09:00:00'
'10-Jul-2015 09:30:00'
'10-Jul-2015 10:00:00'
'10-Jul-2015 10:30:00'
'10-Jul-2015 11:00:00'
'10-Jul-2015 11:30:00'
'10-Jul-2015 12:00:00'
'10-Jul-2015 12:30:00'
'10-Jul-2015 13:00:00'
'10-Jul-2015 13:30:00'
'10-Jul-2015 14:00:00'
'10-Jul-2015 14:30:00'
'10-Jul-2015 15:00:00'
'10-Jul-2015 15:30:00'
'10-Jul-2015 16:00:00'
'10-Jul-2015 16:30:00'
'10-Jul-2015 17:00:00'
'10-Jul-2015 17:30:00'
'10-Jul-2015 18:00:00'
'10-Jul-2015 18:30:00'
'10-Jul-2015 19:00:00'
'10-Jul-2015 19:30:00'
'10-Jul-2015 20:00:00'
'10-Jul-2015 20:30:00'
'10-Jul-2015 21:00:00'
'10-Jul-2015 21:30:00'
'10-Jul-2015 22:00:00'
'10-Jul-2015 22:30:00'
'10-Jul-2015 23:00:00'
'10-Jul-2015 23:30:00'

9051.97
9569.85
10072.89
10300.71
10339.79
10270.92
10138.05
10075.45
9985.18
9741.27
9605.6
9519.18
9485.67
9345.96
9282.86
9298.66
9330.36
9443.22
9624.36
9984.7
10435.57
10932
11298.69
11210.97
11046.09
10799.08
10635.95
10435.06
10169.76
9966.14
9638.72
9545.3
9287.13
9151.44

8.1
8.3
9
10
10.9
13.1
13.6
13.9
14.4
14.5
14.2
14.9
14.5
15.8
15
15.1
14.6
14
13.7
13.2
13.8
13.6
13.7
13.7
13.4
12.9
12.7
12.7
11.7
11.6
10.3
9.7
10.1
10.2
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83
82
81
75
74
67
67
66
64
66
67
64
65
62
69
64
65
68
70
73
75
78
76
75
75
78
78
77
83
82
89
93
90
90

11
17
13
15
15
13
13
13
11
9
13
11
13
9
8
9
15
17
15
13
13
11
17
21
17
13
18
13
13
13
13
11
11
8

APPENDIX B: DETAILS OF SYDNEY AIRPORT WEATHER STATION
The station details including station ID, name, latitude, longitude and altitude of the
Sydney weather station is given as follows:
Parameters

value

Station ID

066037

Station name

Sydney Airport

Station Latitude

-33.95

Station longitude

151.17

Station altitude (height)

6.0 m
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